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Bilingualism and biculturalism were hit with a one-two punch at a 
meeting of Saanich and the Islands Conservatives at Shady Creek 
Church hall in Central Saanich Sept. 15.
First the membership voted 21-14 to submit to the party’s annual 
meeting a resolution that English should be the only official language • 
in British Columbia, then guest speaker Peter Pollen told them’the 
concept of Canada’s “two founding nation’’, is “one of the greatest 
frauds.”
Pollen said the multi-racial diversity of Canadians is a marvellous 
asset but that for a country to be great “there must be a sharing of 
power and a single language.”
“The French are great, and they love their language,” he said, but 
that did not justify a “Quebec nationalism” that “allows 24 per cent 
of the population to overwhelmingly dorhinate politics and even the 
economy of the country.”
His Swedish grandparents came to Canada with a proud heritage, 
he said, but stressed the need to learn English, “the language of the 
'^country.’.’.'';/
r Pollen said that he used to be a Liberal; and attended the 1968 
Liberal leadership convention at which “Pearson Was pushing an
He left the Liberals then and has been a Conservative ever since, 
but feels that the Conservative party in the west is “a me-tbo Liberal 
party.”
The challenge, he said, is to build a party that represents Western 
Canada, “or we will erode away:”




Popular Eric Sherwood will be 
running for an aldermanic seat in 
North Saanich elections this 
November. Sherwood, a former 
mayor and before that an 
alderman, says he misses being 
on council and wants to get back 
and be involved in what’s 
happening.
Three seats currently held by 
Nell Horth, Richard Herlinveaux 
and David Terrell will be up for 
grabs.
The only mayoralty race on the 
peninsula is in Central Saanich 
where Dave Hill is ending his 
second term. Aldermanic seats to - 
be filled include those now held 
by George MacFarlane, Trevor 
Jones and Earle Tabor.
Sidney won’t be going to the 
polls — it decided on biennial 
elections for the entire council — 
but it: may be; jpinirig North 
Saanich in a referendum on a new ' 
police station for the two 
municipalities.
At Saanich school board seats 
up for grabs are those held by^ 
Gerry Krishansoh, ;Lo^ 
and Pat Murphy.
Sonja Peqrsdh, daughter of Mr. m Mrs. Roy Pearson, 9575 Christine Place, married 
RCMP Const. Crosby Bru<:e Scharff Saturday at Anglican Church, 4th SC Big surprise for 
Crosby was arch formed by fellow officers. The couple will reside at Marethorpe, A Iberta.
party fillsi a political need among people very 
alienated against the federal government; but what is really needed in 
British Columbia is intelligent management of the affairs of the 
province, “not the manipulative government that we have now.”
“The second Bennett dynasty is really a Liberal government with all 
the bad habits of a Liberal government-manipulative and basically 
dishonest.”
As one example of mismanagement he mentioned urban transit, 
with millions of dollars being spent with no responsibility by ap; 
pointed people.
a stadium and a pier.
He noted that the present: government had doubled a tax on in­
dustrial assets that had been introduced by the NDP, and termed the 
tax “madness, destroying their working capital before they make any 
money.”
In a province only 3 percent arable, he said, farm land should be 
prized more than gold or diamonds, but the agricultural land reserve 
brought in the NDP “isd>eihg eroded by thismindless SociarCredit
substation
robbed
Most of the crime Sidney 
RCMP had to deal with in the '
By PEGGIE ROW AND notices can be received by staff to sec classroom sizes increased.” past week was concentrated on '
Despite _an ultimatum , that by Oct. 1. But trustee John Betts said the the night of Sept. 12-1?, when
Saanich teacheis come up with a 'Murphy insisted his was a board had to be ready to there were two’break-ins and a 
decision by Monday as to position of principle, that he negotiate if things broke down. theft with loot totalling a couple '
whether they were prepared to wanted it to be clearly un- “They (teachers) should have of thousand dollars. '
work "three days without pay to derstood. The board had said been here tonight and we have no Someone cut three strands of
make up a $250,000 deficit — there would be layoffs if teachers alternative but to go through a barbed wire above the gate of the
there was no representative from didn’t respond to the three-day plan for layoffs.” B.C. Hydro substation at
Saanich Teachers’ Association at work-without-pay plan. board agreed to prepare a McTavish and Mainwaring and
Monday night’s Saanich school “It was an ultimatum — but layoffs with Parrott entered a Hydro van parked
board meeting. teachers have not even given us voting again.st the motion. She inside the fence, by breaking a‘
Anrt lrnQtf*f>c vvprpfiUi sejirlini? an px- • .
; Besides opposing bilingualism; the meeting approved a resolutipn 
that schools be financed from provincial revenues instead of from 
property taxes.
Grpwn corporations was: defeated, and one to legalize the “living 
will’V was tabled. With a “living will’’ a person can require that no 
extraordinary measures are dying. ;
Forty-five people attended the meeting. They contributed more 
than $1,000 towards the cost of sending five delegates to the party’s
d trustees Ayeren’t too the courtesy of sending an ex- moved that the criteria for window in the door. They
happy, with many distressed at planation of their absence by a layoffs was that they should take niade off with dozens of tools, all
had representative.” place in non-classroom positions clearly marked as B.C. Hydro
shown by not showing up to Board chairman Gerry _ counsellors, librarian property, plus a tool box, two 30-
explain their absence. Kristianson hoped “sanity would learning assistance people, etc. — pound dry chemical fire ex-
Teachers were asked to report prevail” among teachers. In something Kristianson called a radio,
if they would be willing — along August it was e.xpected teachers “facile approach.” Total loss was estimated around a
with non-teaching staff — to would meet Sept. 9 and come up . .
wor^ with a plan to help trustees deal , f* On the same night .several
following a meeting that began at with the restrain program but ^ ^ hundred dollars in cash was taken
3 p.m. with teachers at Stelly’s “now at the 11th hour we’re told to believe that certain scr- from the tills of car-rental offices
the only information being they want to negotiate.” ° ^
relayed to the board was that Trustee Rubymay Parrott said damaging students. Now Ray airport. There Was no sign of
teachers had expressed a desire to she was opposed to layoffs J^kI 7^^^'; v T-; how entry .was gaih^
negotiate with trustees. Y felt the board go in special services, iiesata. terminal building.
But trustee Pat Murphy moved ; another directionY She suggcstccl Triistces approved a motion A- chest-type freezer, snrialli A
the administration be instructed : teachers tack their " non- ; that thy criteria for layoffs would enough to go in the tiiink of a" 
to prepare a teacdicr layoff days on to the take place in tion-classroom car, was also taken that night,
with the criteria to be sef by holiday.s. positions if the positions from behind the Army, Navy and
board. 'I hc hoard agreed layoff “If we went to (he teachers right eliniiniited did nut lesiilt in, an Air Force Veterans^ club pii dth.
notices will; be prepared so now at this point. . . I don't want increase in class size. St. It had been Icl’t outside to air,'
There arc no drones in the
Western Canada Concept party; 
Saanich and the Islands riding. ^ 
But there are apparently plenty 
iri Tory ridings.
Del Drcgcr, WCC president; 
says thd response to his parly has 
becit better than ahtlclpatcd, So 
rnueli better that he compared It i 
\yith twp conservative campaigns 
he was once involved in right 
mow for a party that organized in 
Marcli we’re doing better than a 
federal conservative riding 1
Del Dreger'CC:r 
ff.:,fi*t€^f}re:!idenf
knew that had hcCiv organized for; Y 
20 years, bregcr says.
; Yphat riding had a 'Uicll of 
of drones” and only about 20 
workers, he adds, and insists 
Saanich and the Islands NVQCY : 
doesn’t have any drones,
The wee was supposed 10 
nominate a candidate for t he 
riding at u Sept. 15 meeting but 
decided to move the noihihation 
datetentativcly to Oct. 4.
Some 55 people turned out to 
tlie Sept, 15 meeting at Stelly'.s 
school. Drcgcr says usually only 
hard-core members attend; but, 
‘‘this one was different,; the/ 
were all hew people I hadn’t rntit 
YbeforeY'';
Drcgcri ...says' :■ jncmbyrshiP'.'-'iA;';’ 
going well. Ik was unable to;, 
,f;,;ciuoie;.: ''ayffigurc ■ JmiY:'Aay.s;;; 
yhohcsilyl we^rc welt over what 
we iimicipaiccl we’d need to run a 
y;.candidateAY...:.:Y''-''''--:Y---"\.
It’s currently estimated there 
.vafe'';‘some';2.,0{)0:NycC;
till lilcTsUuid..^.^
Drcgci says the party draws 
mernbership from hqth NDB and;
, Socreds. Ills a straight cross- 
seeiion, he says, adding ipany 
" ‘e 'wot<:d'''';NDF';,becausii' ."Of;; 
r«uilimieil on Fage A3
Saanich .school board irusietvs 
paied $2()(),()00 of Ihe $450,000 
they have to trim at a Sept. 15 
meeting but non-teaching 
(CUI‘H) and teaching .staff were 
told they would have to work 
three diays syithoui pay, otherwise Y 
- the; board would likely have to 
cm 26 teachers.
Teachers and CUBE mcpibcrs 
i werc giveri until Mofiduy night to 
;rcnch'a;dccision'.;''
vve’re really saying," 
trustees Rubyiuay Parrott ;said ; 
Friday;'' is ^Please, guys, help us. ■
; We need iiontc t ime to work on: 
Iqhgrangc plans Ibr 1983 —• and 
we realize this is riot the end of 
the cuts, But if we have time we 
/caivimake adjustiiicnis in busirig, ;■
; iri a whole variety of things, like ; 
icshuffling of programs, even , 
;;;';;':;s6nic';;;joiy'''shariil/';‘Ahd\;maybeY;;^^^^ 
there are sdnie people who A’ould 
‘;'Y'!pok''at early Yc!ire'«iichL'.'''''!|
“W'e'rc;saymg.'plc%se;;;wc.riced'''.v'v:';' 
,:i,::tlirce dayY^of pay;;,hack;;:and,;thch;:YY 
we’ll he niccting this hurdle.’Y 
Parrott said the ball was .in ,
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6 p.m. - MIDNIGHT 
— FULLY'LICENCED —




9816 - 41111 ST , SIDNEY 
; •Chicken>Ribs eBurgers : 
V Ice Cream 1,
Sat. 11:30- 8 Sun. 12 - 8
1
MLA Hugh Curtis, adniistrator Dan Rippin and members of 
board of directors at Rest Haven Lodge on Mills Road, A. Wy 
Kaytor, James Lemarquand and Bob Betts, perform official
opening ceremonies at new Seventh Day Adventist facility 




Chinese & Canadian Food
. OiPEN Mon.'i- lhursl 4-3Cl>lMi(iiiiglil. : ; -vl::.; 
’FfC-SaI-;4;30U:30am - ■ ' :Suti.:4:30l8-30 pirn
Delivery with minimum oiflei






' *501! Ice Cream . ^ -Sundaes - - •;
•Foot Long Hoi Dogs' •Banana Spins •
‘ •hamburgers elc
OPEN 10 a.m. -10 p.m. Everyday
"CAFETERIA STYLE"
First Class Meals - Fast Service
2280 Beacon 856-1176
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 








Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd. 




“ Shlnoy. a.C. . FOR RESERVATIONS „
James Joseph Robbins, 69 San 
Jose Ave., Victoria, was given a 
suspended sentence with six 
months\p
guilty in Sidney provincial court 
: Tuesday to damaging a police 
vehicle and escaping lawful 
rOustodyi He was also fined $25 
for causing a disturbance by 
Using obspene language and $25 
for an iridecenl act.
Charges resulted from a 
disturbance at the Swartz Bay 
Ferry terminal, after which 
Robbins kicked the window out 
of a police car. He was ordered to 
pay $263.93 for the window.
Vernon Gabriel Harry, 2737 
Beach Rd., Saanichton, pleaded 
guilty to iwo'charges of impaired
driving and was fined $350 on the 
first count and $500 on the 
second.-
’On Thursday, James yRichard 
Parks, 9585 ‘tapwing Place, 
Sidney, was fined $450 after 
pleading guilty to impaired 
driving.
Bohn ie Lyn Southwyk ■ 2401 
Keating Gross Road,; was given a 
^suspended sentence iwith two 
iyears probadoihpn a bad cheque 
charge and ordered to repay 
$153.66.
Ross Wayne Beveridge, 990 
Lochglin Place, Victoria, and 
William Ross Connell, 2860 
Jacklin Rd., Victoria, were each 
given a suspended .sentence with 
one year probation and ordered 
' to repay $20 for theft of gasoline.
for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon. to Fii. 9 am - 9 pm 
Sat. 9 am-10 pm Sun. 9 am-9pm
6S6-4il5 2359 8iccnlve;
Beep (Jlpire (Clmlctl
Open for Lunch and Dinner Cuisine franqoiseyi';.
Tuesday to Sunday •
(closed for Lunch Tuesday)
Evening Dining from 5 p.rn. |
(Closed Tuesdays) 1
j Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and West Saanich Rd. by i
1 1110 NOW ounoay tiiuncn
1 Reservations 656*3541 Resery^tions;479*2123;i|::-;-.|
SIDNEY FISH A CHIPsI
flircntTooobinn
Joan & Boorge I
1 OVERLOOklNG^
1 ; BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY OPEN daily TuesV thru Saturday 1 p.m. I1 Breaklasl, Lunch & Dinner Daily
I Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 9807 - 4th St., Sidney I
1 7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2413 TAKEOUT 656-6722 {
1 CUPPER INN
i SPEClALlZINDlN SEAFOOD S STEAK
1 CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY : 
1 lOPEN DAILY FOR'LUNCH & PINNER ;
Silver Ofagm|RestauraW^^^
Ctiinese Food at -
Reasonable Prices
M (Closed Tuesday)
1 2558 Bevan, Sidney 1 DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL
i “’On tho Wnluriront”
B 6S6-4640
PICK UP & TAKE OUT
2470 6®ncon 656-1181.2
FAMOUS CHARItROILF.O STEAKS
Enjoy our iM-iloin Salad Bar 
TAKE-OUT ORDERS 




' ' iHtiiuw Hit) I’liu Otlir«
siwrcMiiawo w s
BREAKFAST * LUNCHT DINNER
)v!9pefiT)ailv:8;00-ain,;i-v7hJOj.ML:y'
' ’Closed Sunday ’& Holidays ' - ■
ComplAleTikfi Out S«fviee 658-lfl21
FAWllLY RESTAURANT
J' VQPEN DAILY TI AM
Fino Canadian & Chinoso Food
,DINE IN 0UR„TAKE 0UT v:;
812 Verdier Ave., Brentwood Bay
eOODFORTUNE
RESTAURANT
'1:1-"M^wcMmi tA CMmmA VMitWR VnU '-'-I'-i'-
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEKmum;
I • MONI)AV.tMU«Jn*Y i-inbrn 
fRiDAY I |ATURI)AY4-iri>ili
;"";’-''":'::‘ttDNllAY MB fifii'
TAKE OUT SERVICE Ibli OFF 
9838 •3ril St Sidner 656-5112
STEAKS PIZZA & spaghetti HOUSE i 
,, Evonjnfl Dining in 
Mne Modilotranoan Tiadillon
,, III A''.1,11 II libi • 1 li’l . '
1 'll ill 4 t* 41 ID (iiii '
I'r' ttuitvAlwni »S«‘«S4lii:i 'i ■' 'tiki dim itB'SSa f
th
, OranHyood Shoppiiil) Pla^d 
Homestyle Cooking &' Baking
■' -:'')/ar0ld'FillShi0nC(t'PMC6Si«:'-:-'i:W':-:
i OPEN 7 OATS A WEEK 




Happy customers make produce purchase at farmer's market held outside PON store on 
2nd St. Thursday. Prices were low and fruit and vegetables were snapped up by noon.
Kowand Photo
The farmer’s market last 
Thursday held outside the 
Peninsula Old and New store on 
2nd Street was a great success and 
stalls were sold out by noon. 
Officially, the market should 
have opened at 11 a.m. but it 
attracted a number of knior 
citizens and others who arrived 
early and sales were brisk by 9
! Tony Morabito, a volunteer 
for the Peninsula Community 
Association, says in future the 
market will open every Thursday 
at 9:30 a.m; and the plan is to 
V make it partpf PCA’s operation.
When the weather gets bad he 
expects people to bring their 
umbrellas; and Morabito’s real 
hope is for a year-round market.
are sold cheaply — and that’s the 
idea. “It gives people on fixed 
incomes a break,’’ Morabito 
■says:'' ; '
If people are going to donate 
the sale of their fruit and 
vegetables to the PGA then the 
organization will supply tables 
and sell the produce but others 
who vvant to sell their own goods 
and give the PC A a 10 or 15 per 
cent commission should bring 
their own tables, Morabito says.
But the market attracted many 
people besides pensioners and 
younger housewives opened their 
eyes at huge bunches of chard for 
50 cents and other vegetables and 
fruit similarly priced.
Meanwhile^ i more vegetables 
and mibre fruit is required for 
these Thursday markets. Goods
So if you have a garden 
overflowing with f produce and 
you want to sell it call the PCA at 
656-0134. And tryfo bring a fable 
along for your produce. It will 
really help, Morabito says.
^ II babysitters to work during the daytime^ Monday to Friday.
1 Youngsters need to be over ,18 years .old, put of . school and mature...
Young women from Sidney, Central Saanich or North Saanich who 
would like- some work babysitting should phone Camille Martin at 
^ 656-0134.
:^Ci I i s © ^ Although there’s babysitting work available, all other job orders arc
" way down in the community, Martin says. She has many youngsters
on
to give work, if they can, to local youth.
It’s fall and time for cleanup, she reminds residents who may not 
have the time to put their lawns in order, clean and perhaps paint lawn 
f furniture before putting it aw’ay for the winter. Then there’s leaves to 
I be raked, maybe: some general cleariup jobs to be done^
Residents or merchants “ jf ydu have a job of work for someone


















union affiliation and “they’re ^ 
comingacioss to us in drovesi’- ;
And he claims blue brochures 
ha n d cd o u l t o peo pic at 
Saanichton fall fair are being 
received in the mail daily -r along 
with a subscription for: m
:,bcrship.
Drcger alsd says at ; t\yo recent ; 
meetings in Tadystnilh 
drew a ctowd of 75, ilie NDP 
only 24.
And he says there's a ; 
misconception about the WCG. 
The word ‘‘separation’’ fafcl^^ 
comes into our talk, he says. He 
agrees it’s “possibly there’’ but is 
hot a firsI ahd forentosi issue and ™ 
never \vas.f Bjisicully, thexp^ 
wants a degree of inclepcndenye ; 
in the country, itesays.
Fdrntcr Socred ; MLA John 
Tisdallc was at the meeting and 
auclioncjd one of his wife’s 
hundpaihicd plates for $100. A 
collection was also taken and 
Drcgcr says “it was one of the 
xxbesi cycr.”,' '''
He says four people have 
; indicated they are prepared to 





.. . .  ..i,' PilSiNEVeRlSCiFlLM!:
Buy Y^Ziisr 
Dynamark 11 H.P. 
Rider Mower
NOW . B» and 
“Santa” will deliver 
it to your door 





CHAINSAWSi WEED JRtNilVIERS ANg
KEROSUN heaters.
C.E. ELECTRIC LAWNMOWERS
('Di’aCTidInj) on. Work lioadi ;:
. li Teachers
, /'/ (UIMt kodMi
Our Fiicndli), Personal Service 
Pnsincs Your ComjrIcUi SalisfoaionI' 
RepHrrts in dtiliJ lb MihufesTV-"';" ™;''
(Modol PM ICD Rog, $179.95 X 
':ciFT'WRAPPiED'r.;^';:;3;x.
DIUVEHED XMAS EVE . . .x .... . .... i. y « * • » I * » » * * t «,•*». ,
IN STORE SPECIALS
Come in & niBot our 
Now Managori Davo Lovett
Confinneil from Pago A1
mOP YOUR FlLMS OFF WlilLB 




teachers."vTlic ■'B.C*yTeachers’ ■■ 
Federation hfis developed tt hard > 
:;;4iin.:,,slliC;said,. '''X'.
\:>’;T>ustccsf':sliced,';;$2tk),ObOx,;i>yv' 
cltopping all disemionary funds 
to schools,: and culling back in 
X swim r pj0grahis,> field trips,
;;; .librarysuitidies and, advert i,sihg., ^
LOCATEDIN
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We do not willingly criticize teachers. Like doctors and nurses 
they have a special place, a special status in society. To them we 
trust our children for the greater part of their lives as they grow 
up — we have to trust them, we need to believe in them.
But teachers must be chided for their attitude to Saanich 
school board. This is not a hard-line board which has been will­
ing to lie down and grovel its way into the education ministry’s 
approval. It’s been outspoken and tried hard we believe — 
under the most difficult circumstances — to be fair to the 
district’s teaching staff.
. It’s hands are tied, thanks to recent rulings from the educa­
tion ministry, and it has 1 ttle room to manoeuvre. But that’s all
ch school district teachers to work outthe more reason for Saan 
a deal with trustees.
The absence of a Saanich Teachers’ Association spokesman 
in the board room Monday was more than a lack of courtesy 
and tantamount to a slap in the face.
Many trustees wl 
out
And what is at stake for teachers?
They had been asked to work three days without pay. No 
layoffs for their fellow workers, just three days work to be given
away.,'^' . '
How many of us do that all the time; every week? How rnany 
of us clock hours these days over and above the normal eight- 
hour day with never a thought of overtime or time in lieu?
There’s plenty of us out there — and that’s what makes it 
hard for us to understand why a decision to give three days away
can necessitate an hours-long rneeting which produced nothing
more than a message that teachers wanted to negotiate again 
with the board. ^
Board chairman Gerry Kristianson says teachers have been 
unrealistic from the start. He hopes sanity will prevail among 
them and that layoffs won’t be necessary.
We echo his sentiments.





From the Sept. 21, 1922, issue of 
The Review
A “bee clean-up’’ last Monday 
to tidy up the cemetery at Holy 
Trinity Church had a good crowd 
of willing helpers. It is expected 
to have a very nice appearance 
after the first rain, as the new 
grass will start.
The first of the two new ferries 
for the Sidney-Anacortes service 
is expected to be ready for 
operation on February 15, 1923, 
the contract having been let.
Librarians, patron has lots to smile about at spanking new library on Resthaven Drive,
.Tom'Cronk Photo
Now is the time for optimism!
The growth and abundance of 
the early 19702 was made 
possible by Canada’s active, 
thriving business community 
coupled with a moderate amount 
of tax and government.
Governments of all levels Have 
since grown in leaps and bounds 
in Order to satisfy the social
the “Golden Fleecewide* as 
Award’’.
With deepest apologies to 
Senator William Proxmire of the 
United States, who originated the 
ideUi we hereby give sufficient
He was at a loss to understand 
how students of finance could be 
so wrong. , .
Now he tells us the actual 
budget increase, less the 
allowable deductions (which have 
never been mentioned before and 
are not specified now) is .03 per 
cent. What are we to believe?
Third, in claiming the 3 per 
cent budget decrease, the mayor
50 YEARS AGO
From the Sept. 21, 1932, issue of 
The Review
Among the patrons of the 
Saanich Fair was J.T. McUmoyl, 
92 years of age, one of the last 
surviving members of the pioneer 
group present at the first 
exhibition held in the district 64 
years ago.
To repeat: Girls are inviting 
trouble who accept invitations to 
go on auto rides with unknown 
men. To the most elementary 
minds that would seem obvious, 
but that such a warning is 
required is demonstrated by the 
many news items and court cases 
one sees or hears about.
demands of the electorate.
. J Government growth has come , notice to all concerned that the wrote “the budget is obviously
Spending by governments in Canada has gone berserk and, , and furious with so many , coveted award will be bestowed well within the guidelines in all
finally, it appears the public is starting to notice. tentacles: of taxations ^and l oni a m^ respects.” Now we are told it w : ^
One barometer of public opinion is a recent national poll that regulations: that is Ridulous and The Most so far from being obvious that From the Sept. 23, 1942, Issue of
r vindicated: widespread support for restraints on civil service longer a preferred investment : ironic Examples of Government the two senior staff had to spend The Review w
climate. Spending of Your Tax Dollars”. several hours demonstrating it.
For the average Canadian there is an endless list of questions. ; However, it would; what are we tobelieve?^^^^^^^^^^-
How is it for instance, that few governments are laying off we have finally opened our eyes public v the : week of Sept. 29. We suggestthat this (depressing Roberts, Beacon ;A^ 
employees, while companies large and small have been forced to i to this very large but cureable . Watch for it and; please let us example m 120.
cut the payroll as they attempt to survive? Bankruptcies and Problem knotv of your own personal mismanagement emphastses the . . .
receivers ips ave reac e nearrecor eve s, ye our civi scr political and public sectors are John C. Lapham, President, precise, adequate and timely chimney fire threatened thehbme
• vants coiitinue to spend as if a $20-billion deficit didn t matter. ^ lining to examine and roll back Deep Cove and Eastern District information for the public and a of F.J. Barrow, Shoal Harbour, 
, To say that our bureaucrats, mandarins and government ol- punitive and luxury legislation. Property Owners Association real determination on the part ol some two and one-half miles
■ r» Sr« - ova ■ o rvn ^ 5 c ■■ f 11'nor cf o't <a'-f Ia a; r*rt 'O 5 frfaw/ : ■ - ■ , r, -v.-V'.. v'V,; .;; Vv ■ Y??- i21: A-'v . —"UUI r* i f ^ficials are pampered is to understate the case. Here are a few ex- could be on the way to
. ., »■» MX M 1 ^ ^ • 4-Vft .fx , 11P « •xi>4 r< lAr»v»/^a/4 ♦ l-v Qr*rv r* ol » »ac*: , i » _ • ■ ^ ; i . _ . i
the public not to tolerate being from t
amples of the.kinds of perquisites they’ve handed themselves. becoming a very prosperous ^ fooled. and o
. ©Canada is probably the only country in the world that buys nation once again. Such punitive Uofl t WdJlt Pf^rsinsnia siiniriiv Cmun ctr..,.. ,
avk « : A vM *«v I/-V ^ » a o. ' f-/-V %-v» o f li J r-\ o v t Vv o. 'V A L-'ac'^: • o t-afr’• f O vr: .'<3 V O tVT 1: .7^
Vvvfrdrn the fife hall in S Five 
ne-half minutes after the 
eni ul Study Gro p si en sounded the fire brigade 
Joyce Gunn had arrived and soon had the 
situation in hand. .Amber Rackham
fc®:T0^YEARS'AGG::
."•Then there’s the case of, the luggage for external affairs transportation lax, mom me statements auriouieu 7 ■ f
> department employees. That department recently bought 33 local development lax, etc. lo Mayor Jay Raijgel about the Selling t rom the Sept. 24, 19S2, .ssue of
, (Pi-t onn . I am very optimistic that North? Saanich; 1982 budget, he ^ The Review
three-piece sets. The cost: $12,000.' r , ur i federal, provincial, regional, would .seem to assume that it is tO China? « Demand for oil-burner permits
- Naturally, with luggage in hand, the civil servants feel obliged . and school govern-’ possible to fool ail the people all
and travel they do. , ments will address these problems the time. In the 20 billion dollar
; ^In just;37 days last spring, our bureaucrats took 36,000 air very soon. Providing all con- tlelicii world of
trips, 1,500 of them to foreign destinations. What’s more, the cerned get their act togethei gcnernmeni where a
yearly, total on air travel by federal mandarins is a mind- .soon, we could see the return 
boggling 240,000 flights. p r o s p e r i t y i m m e d i a t e 1 y
Ti-if> itef goes on. Taxis cost $7,,^^^c.,per dav. A senior iliereafter.
the fed(;;raf^'^^^ 
re a majority? of - “
;Derhand for oil-burner per its 
has inundated the issuing officers 
since the “ultimatum” from the 
last fire marshal’s department
A* « ! I *•> .X ; 11 ; * X AAi-r- I o»Viweek ’ s Reyiew of Mayor requiring all us(-rs b f such
i t , 
bureaucrat goes to southern France f
of council have eained their ex- Range! s forthcoming 4rip to eqiiipnient to have a permit.
l thisinay he a safe China, funded by the provincial * * *
ass u in pi ion. It is iibt yet a safe limcn t, comes ns a surprise > Grews. are now., being assem-
"wal months to leafn
French (at government expense).
Our top bureaucrat, the man who 
counterparts, runs up almost $10,000
; 1 : believe, with a healthy one iif North Saanich. t^cstraipt.T he : bled: for an itnmediate start on /
ecbnbniic; ciimale,: billions; of :Turning now to ihc attcmpts to ^99)^1;:Credit: ’ extensive wharf re-construction ^
uhn cftc ihf» cftmHrirrt t'nr hie dollars !iow Investccl ill Other fool US, it is wrong to pretend budget dcly understanding - jobs at Hope Bay on North
c by our unions, com- ,hat information about the wl^rc is the justthcation tor this; : Pender Island and at Sidney. '
^ .....,, , ^ ?nd: hospit^^^^ huclfv, has boon roaclilyavaibblc, Why China, and to
bills. And, an aide to Energy Minister Marc Lalonde gels the growth and abun- The Peninsula Study Group had^ w^
thousands of dollars worth of interest-free loans from a govern- that we have experienced in ,o nuich trouble ; g ; ; 1C it is to;
ment agency. the past, fonnation that Mr. Stone wrote products to a larj
V In themselves, perhaps none of these expenditures could be 
considered, a major issue. But together they indicate altitudes 
toward spending that smack of excess, rather than restraint, 
Ottawa is backing a high-interest rale policy that is forcing 
most Canadians to tighten their belts. A little belt tightening 




between the RCIVIP and my
neighbor; who reported the in-
.... c- 1 eidcnl. And by the way, Neigh- P
Congiiitulations , ip; Sidney borhood
promote B.C. 
large market, \yhai :
abbiit it: arc we selling? Surely we have a
?! protend that until the complaini the south ol us (a little closer to 
Ao the Inspector, no one had ^ Let’s hope that if,the long
(lucricd the apparent f^ of- purpose of ih
North . Saanich to limit :their - oiul
expenditure increase to 12; per consequent cniploymcnl lor B.G, 
.:??:;i.'(.,,,lj?^:?;;;.:??U:.:vj?''-:?':;';4luU"'af :leas|.;one;';of:the: “for-;?:,
iimatcs” accompanying mr.
20 YEARS AGO: ,
From (he Sept. 19, 1962, issue of 
The Review
; New ; headquarters: of the;: 
Saanich Peninsula Gredit Union 
wvere opened at the corner of
; Fourth and Beacon. :
* !■
On Sept. 11, Mrs. Melville 
; Trcniblay gave birth to her 
seventh son. He weighed 14 




Const . Ted; Gibson; and Gdhst v^S 
Mike Stewart responded to an
t
Name and address wittihcld.
y.yyy.,.^r -file Peninsula Studv GrOUD ^^”*’*"^^ cc yi i., (■'pyVr ”?■The Deep Cove and Eastern .. . , , . , ’ „ ‘ Rangel will be ehoseri from the teeord of j> heavier baby having
■ ,1? , VO rc'll'l in ,1k nn'K* of unoniiiloyoc, in „k nrrivot, ItcM ' “I'"”'
. Association ul .a receni exccuiive p.As .icnviheThc're was a 1 s her' P'ovinee. us yeais ol opeuuion.
meeting decided to establish what i i,' ' " ,‘l savine IhcTC **• Ailchlson * * *
Names omitted
,, neighbof;;af;:2p(); p.in a Following the coverage last
break and enter was underway at week in your paper of the 
my residence, . roisnnly held::tiStfcceriroh ;? A
'' was inxiead a .3 per cent decrease, 10046 Judson Place
eenil
Two police curs were there Victoria, It has come to my at- 
l; lention that two young players
minutes again, police had entered were omitted in the list .of awards
(iA? hAllied iinfl ? nnOrt'lif'iuli'fl tlu» ftrii' upfl' Thi'v ?! Wf»ff» T I n iiti't;,!the ousje ;a d apprehended the eat ey; \vere .Itvittc^ 
suspects. Redfcrn and .lohn McCartney.
The follow-up; ;was excellent I Vly apologies to both hoy




’ADVERriSiNti MANAGER Roy Spooner
GfNI-RAI MANAliFR -i
?lt'i? Hi'jirvi ix't'iitiH'isn t:?:', Wcfiie^liil'y.irSim'i'V’ Vjnitn.'tri 
wv* iiiiviii(*:r'uwiMi»rti.?iiii“’: 'iHM:ib.ifl'su«'H;:!|.(y,:i’ii)/i:;?ti?ti:v/iv.)!'?!
t»iipl(«M;tS8-VlM
hinti 118,00 by mill; l»».00 pw v**' ‘o •» rOTtian CouWflA
SRCiONUCLASBMAieaeCJISTaATIOSINO.,0188:.?:,’;::,
Vwiilif) <ii B I? IS.', kN, !Sii'*iiJ.ifi*‘.''! lAWiiti’il.'tHi..
:■ ?. Mlli.iri’.'?4??:?,'?•: stAwhii'itv:::
f(tit(|[c,,i.Sl()l'lf!'!>ni':(;:’.li b;Hi
Sidney and Nurih Sanieh 
Chamber of Commerce will 
appeal to the piovineial higluvays 
dep.utmem I'oi a nunvimiim speed 
of 40 miles hour on Ihai luutioii 
of the iintiii Ssvuii/ Bay Highway 
which lies within the village of 
Sidney,
10 YEARS AGO 
T;:' T'roiii’■ t lie; Sep l^;10n 97 2,
■":’;;;'TI»e 'Review; ^
?,.,?CerUral ;:;"Saanich';?!is": iri;. ^the. ;;^ 
vanguard of nuihicipal planning 
with a eomprehensive zoning 
scheme which was adopted In 
1967;and updated this year -r- to 
the despair of would-bc 




,, * ; ... *1 .., J....
Central Saanich . Police 
Commission has bceh hahtled the 
p^^^^ Of ? deierniining ti '
1: : sohitioiif to mbdel alrpltincnoise 
’ emanating from
held;:'9nV':d»c.;:'propci'iy:;'of!,:'Dr, /, 
VVilham Powell, ?Island View 
: Rond; and lias been requested to 
feport back’ to council. Residents 
f'''"’f’sehl""'' 'a'' ’petit ion";'’"! 0'’:enu hell 
’;';.:’'.;'descr;ibing?:,?lhe'"' situaiion'/'ns :;’ 
t ‘ absoimely im oici able. ’ ‘
Wednesday, September 22, 1982 THE REVIEW A5
By PEGGIE ROW AND 
It was a genuinely happy 
occasion — and hundreds 
turned out for it including 
Tory MP Don Munro, our 
own MLA and Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis, the 
three Saanich Peninsula 
mayors and a host of other 
worthy people.
It was warm and sunny, and 
the new Sidney-North Saanich 
library on Resthaven Drive 
looked perfect set against well- 
kept green lawns and the 
Memorial Rose Garden. And 
everyone had something nice 
to say about someone else.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
praised Curtis for obtaining a 
$190,000 grant towards 
construction costs of the $1/2 
million library. The provincial 
government was withdrawing 
facility grants to municipalities 
and Sidney and North Saanich 
couldn’t build the joint library 
without that onethird grant.
She also had good things to 
say about architect Don 
MarshalTs “innovative 
design” of the library building 
and excellent workmanship 
supplied by Jim Dunlop and 
his work crews. In a separate 
speech North Saanich Mayor 
Jay Rangel also paid tribute to 
Dunlop and said the North 
Saanich man hadV kept costs 
down and “hadn’t made any 
money on the deal.”
Both Sealey and Rangel 
thanked the Friends of the ;
Library — Sealey for the 
organization ‘ ‘ do i n g t h e
millions of things that had to 1
be done”-- even to supplying " .0i|
^ and visitors after
the opening ceremonies of the 
library; Rangel praised the 
^ group and singled out one 
meniber T— North^l:'S
North Saanich Aid. Nell Horth — also a Friend of the 
Library — earned special mention from Mayor Norma Sealey 
and Mayor Jay Rangel at; ceremonies Saturday. A room in 
the new library has been named The Nell Horth Room in
Marshall's building was praised for its innovative design, 
Dunlop is reported to have made nothing out of the construc­
tion work on the library.
Aid. Nell Horth — for special 
mention.
»: !-d' ......... __ ____ SMunro presented a copy of 
Art of Emily Carr 
autographed by author Doris |
Shadbolt to librarian Mary j
Kierans. The book will stay in p
the library and will not ,cir ft
culate in the Vancouver Island 
Regional Librai^ system as 
other books do.
Curtis described the library 
as a “magnificent
addition to the social and M snake rug made by Rom Anderson. It was presented to
ii^f'ttry by Parkland school K0Cluh^^
brganiwtion. Anderson dedicated the ''creature;' in memory^^^^\ 
this kind” has been needed in | Of Susan ThuUlier, who she says f aught her libra^r^^^
Aid Ben:Ethiergranddaughter, Amber Loren Sou|
, the area for many years. ■ 
Munro, Curtis and Sealey 
cut the ribbon and the crowd ; 
streamed into the library for 
tea and an inspection of the 
building. To the left as you 
^ the library a large, airy 
, room to be used for meetings 
has a plaque above the door 
which reads The Nell Horth
Horth has been working and ‘ 
years.
The library’s exterior ar- 
' ^ cliiicciuially interesting and 
pleasing, the interior unique 
with special lighting, huge
corner window scats for 
browsing or quiet reading — or 
just resting -- a study area, 
handsome shelving and 
furnishings.
Musicians played quietly in 
the foyer while people . 
dtinking lea or chatting or 
who wetb library :'
.drifted around them, It was — 
us Rangel said — a great day 




Vancouver Island’s Largest Boat Show
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THIS; UP TO 
70% OFF
; II ,03a£»a.int»rtw.yo»v«!: l««©» 
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hiding, washable, Reg! $ie:08ML
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THE REVIEW Wednesday, September 22, 1982
North Saanich mayor Jay 
Rangel has stepped down from 
his position as representative for 
STAG (Sidney Teen Activity 
Group) and Aid. Dick Hcrlin-
veaux was nominated for the post 
Monday night.
He has accepted the position 
which becomes effective im­
mediately.
Council
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
NOTICE
An Elector’s List for the Town ol Sidney Municipal Elections is posted at the 
Town Hall. 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, and is open for inspection during of­
fice hours;
A proposal by North Saanich 
farmer George Aylard to rezone 
some 75 acres of land in his 
highlands farm was referred back 
to committee Monday night by 
North Saanich council.
The move came after a long 
and heated debate which centred 
around whether to forward the 
proposal to the Agricultural 
Land Commission to find out 
whether the land was first going 
to be removed from the land
A Court of Revision will be held at the Town Hall on the first day of October,! 
1982, at 4 p.m. to correct and certify the said Electors' List and all interested j 
persons are required to govern themselves accordingly.
reserve.
Some aldermen argued this was 
the logical step and would save 
council debating at length a 
detailed proposal which may
never get off the ground.
But other aldermen argued that 
to send an incomplete proposal to 
the land commission and endorse 
it without any specific project 
plans would be hasty.
The project as outlined by 
Aylard would see two phases 
comprised of 40 dwelling units on 
30 acres initially, with a further 
35 dwellings on 25 acres as a 
second phase.
Site coverage would not exceed 
10 per cent, he said.
Aid. Jim Cumming pointed 
out Aylard has brought council 
“no engineers plans, and, no 
designs” that they can study.
And Aid. Alan Cornford 
remarked he is “prepared to 
compromise to some extend on 
the preservation of the ALR but 
only to preserve the (Aylard’s) 
large farm,” through providing 
sufficient cash flow through this 
development.
Mayor Jay Rangel expressed 
concern with spot zoning and the 
effect this rezoning would have 
on other lands on the other side 
of Wain Road.
Rangel cast the deciding vote in 
sending the proposal back to 
committee with aldermen 









just returned from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would like 
your social hews printed free 
under the Peninsula People 
heading, just call the editorial 




North Saanich council set the 
wheels in motion Monday night 
that will eventually lead to the 
creation of a new residential area 
in the municipality.
Aid. Jim Cumming moved in 
. committee of the whole, that: 
staff prepare a bylaw to designate - 
a large part of Cloake Hill as a 
development permit area.
He moved that some 150 acres 
be rezoned from A3 to R3, a zone 
which will allow one-acre lot 
:!developnient. :v; . / V
He stressed the fact that 
■ rezonihg will be in line with the 
r Community Plan which is
presently under review.
Cumming pointed out, “We 
have a million gallon reservoir 
lip there and no yvay of getting 
the water to the people.
“These people (the developers 
include several groups of local 
residents) can build the pipes and 
!; feed the water to North Saanich;
;!Aid. Alan Cornford spoke 
strongly :against thei motion: 
saying that creation of a fifth 
J cpmrriunity in The district 
: very strong: departure from our 
policy. He said he had a number 
of: reservations and - would not 
UkenoTush into prepa:ratipn df a
bylaw before a community plan 
review is accomplished.
Mayor Jay Rangel, however, 
argued, “If we are going to 
preserve the agricultural land 
reserve we have to have some 
viable options and this is a 
reasonable alternative especially 
in view of the distribution of 
' water.”:':v
By CRANIA LITWIN
North Saanich council went on 
record Monday night to com­
plement Friends of the Library, 
Sidney public works department 
(which worked overtime to finish 
landscaping) and Parklands 
school for volunteer labour and 
donations of refreshments.
All these groups took part in 
the opening of the new local 
library recently.
In other library business North 
Saanich library trustee Eric 
Sherwood reported to council on 
the board meeting held Sept. 15 
in Parksville.
He pointed out that with a goal 
in view of only a five per cent 
increase in budget costs for 1983 
(as compared with 1982) the 
present contract with CUPE and 
BCGEU of a 12 per cent increase 
for 1983 was difficult to meet. ■
Sherwood said the unions have 
been asked for input and to 
consider a roll back.
Other cost saving measures he 
suggested were a hiring freeze, 
increase of fines, close down of 
service for one day per week or 
closure of a full week several 
times ayear.
Gounci! received the report for 
'■ Study.;' ; ^
Cornford and Aid; David
of the bylaw.: { The:: recom­
mendation of committee of the 
who lewas 1 at er ad opted by
'council.''-::::-;''-'::-:
. .. .... . ...
^ ________________________
■ ..... ;■■■ rfWte ■ ■. ......
Last year, it meant building a new wharf for Point au Gaul,
The MV Polar Circle, an ice- 
stfengthehed private research: 
vessel on charter to the Institute 
of Ocean Sciences , Pat Bay . will 
be returning to this area on or 
about Sept.-25 The ship has just 
completed an arduous scientific 
expedition to the Beaufort Sea 
viadhe Bering and Ghulbchi Seas 
and the Alaskan North Slopes. 
The scientific party of 20 was led 
by Jim Vosburg, of the lOS.
After returning to Pat Bay the 
ship will leave for Goa in India 
and then proceed on to the 
Antarctic for a winter expedition.
The ship is owned by the 
Carino Company of St. John’s, 
Newfoundland, and is. managed 
locally by C.R. Ward and 
^Associates, further irifprrna.tip^^ 
on exact arrival times can be 
obtained by contacting Ward at 
656-3322;
’.,1




: Mr .and Mrs. Wm. Godwin ; 
held thejr -doth wedding an- : 
niversary recently in Summergate 
Village recreational hall. Some 85 
relatives, and friends from B.C.,
: Alberta, the U.S. and Austria 
attended.
The evening was enjoyed with
songs by David Morgan and: 
Scottish dancing by the: 
Christensen family from Alberta. 
Master of ceremonies was 
VVilliarn Godwin-Toby. The day 




yoluriiecrs are urgently needed 
to help with Central Saanich 
':^JJdy8’{and{Cbrls’!''Cdub!Jccn''pdup: 
Wednesday pighif 
‘ aftcniodnjf If ydii: arc
dr morn nnd interested in
"^he iederal government’s Canada Community 




that improve the coirirnunitics in which they live. 
\bung people, men and women and disabled 
Canadians, wiin^e bhilding their work skills and 
idxpcricnce,whilebuildihgthcircpminuniticsr;
If yoirhave an idea that will enhance the 
ecphoniie pi; social life of youf commiiriiiy and - 
:;eniploy.:three'.br':mpre'Jocul''ptX)p|e lull--tii:nc,C:t:'::t 
. ,yisit"your,.local 'Canada'Employ 0^01' 0ntfe. 
{\pplidiii(>ns'.'and"pro|ramlihfbm)i|ioif are
available for sponsor organi/alions, local f 
corporations and cooperaiives who've got - 
the cxiTcricncc to organize and coordinaie 
community-based einploynient progntms like 
CGDP. Job creation is a yiial comp()neni of 
the federal gdveniment’s six and five econoinic { 
-:",';recoycry^plant:,V":^
Jell us what you think <^'pa>nuinity 
dcvclbpmcht can nieanU) your c(>niniufmyv^:^b^ 
andaHJlie'heople.,who',|iV’e,and work;ihei'e,
' Annllcaiions Riust' he'"'receh'e(l' by ’ Sent. JOyl 082.
ycnrs fnie c att
participuiing in youtli-driciiicd 















Sidney Travelodge continued 
unbeaten in men’s soccer league 
play, defeating Cordova Bay 3-2 
on Sunday in a game played at 
Lochside Park.
James Sealey opened the 
scoring for Sidney, assisted by 
Ian Marr. Cordova Bay then 
took the lead with two goals, but 
Marr got the equalizer, 
unassisted, before the half ended.
In the second half Frank 
Csinos scored the winner for 
Sidney, assisted by Ted King. 
Darren Bohnet, at half, con­
tributed a strong game.
With two wins in two starts, 
Travelodge is tied for the league 
lead.
Iris Godwin, 2533 Goddard 
Rd., one of Sidney’s most well- 
known and loved residents passed 
away at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital Sunday, Sept. 18. Mrs. 
Godwin was born in Victoria and 
lived in Sidney from T919. She 
attended school.in Sidney and St. 
Margaret’s in Victoria, while 
residing with her family in their 
home on Surfside, then known as 
SeaPoint.
The first guide movement was 
started by Mrs. Godwin and she 
led both the brownie pack and 
the guide company until a brown 
owl could be enrolled.
Her . training in sketching and
painting led to her famous works 
of art in the Icathercraft, which 
she taught on the peninsula. One 
of her excellent pieces of w'ork 
went to Prince Philip, who 
received a Falcon’s glove crafted 
by her. Others include the Lord 
Mayor’s chain for the City of 
Victoria and a rille scabbord for 
Barry Du Temple that won an 
international award for the most 
original design.
Her artistic talents included 
needlework and the sanctuary 
linen for St. Andrew’s Church 
when Rev. Hugh was minister.
She was first Welcome Wagon 
hostess in Sidney, greeting all
tie with
new residents.-on behalf of the 
chamber of commerce, l-'or the 
past 19 years Mrs. Godwin 
worked in Rust’s Jeweller which 
for part of those years was 
known as Martin’s Jcw'ellcrs.
Predeceased by her husband 
Douglas in 1977, Mrs. Godwin is 
survived by l\cr son Hugh and 
wife Donna, of Sidney and 
grandson Douglas, grand­
daughters Sheila and Susan; 
Derek and wife Vicki of Port 
Coquitlam and, granddaughter, 
Marie, grandson, Sandy.
Funeral services will be held at 
St. Andrews Anglican Church 







serving the peninsula for over a decade
LOCAL APT -ART SUPPLIES •STOCK & CUSTOM FRAMES
2459 BEACON AVE. T 
9:30 to 5:00 Tues.-Sat. 656-3633
V'
Peninsula Smurfetts’ excellent 
attacking and ball control 
dominated play for three periods 
of their girls’ youth soccer game 
with Prospect Lake Superstars on 
Saturday, but they couldn’t beat 
the Superstars goal keeper with a 
dozen shots.
In the final period the heat and 
a shortage of reserve* players 
slowed the Smurfett attack, but 
Shannon McMillan got a goal in 
the latter half of the period. 
Superstars immediately got it 
back and the game ended 1-L v 
With five less reserves than 
their opponents, Smurfetts gave a 
super effort that left most of 
them nearly exhausted. There are 
positions open bn the team for 
three more girls aged eight or 
,-'.nine. L''-
'' CurHng^ t t
: L Ladies; interested in daytime
nesday mornings are invited to a 
noon luncheon at Glen Meadows 
Club, Sept. 29. For reservations 
call 656-3136. The club is located 
on McTavish Road.
Norrnan Rubenstei n, 
emergency program co-ordinator 
for the three municipalities on the 
Saanich Peninsula, has appointed 
a team to head various com­
ponents of the organization. 
Sydney T. Jones, 8028 Simpson 
Road, Central Saanich, is radio 
officer in charge of some eight 
amateur radio operators, and 
hoping more people will join his 
section.
His wife, Bernice, has agreed 
to lead the St. John Ambulance 
division in the program until the 
section is b\iilt up and someone
,Tvy® share^lrophy:.
Nineteen-year-old Pip Hutton, ‘ 
of Saanichton, and 17-year-old 
Rachalle Curnow of Brentwood 
Bay, with their horses Luna Mia 
and: fJr-San, shared the high 
point horse trophy at the 
Cowichan Fall Fair in Duncan
Rachalle was also high point 
exhibitor at ■ the Cpwiclian I'air, 
while Pip’s horse wyas show'^ 
champion at the vCobble: Hill 
Fair.
Entry forms for the Lower 
Vancouver Island Horse Club’s 
Thanksgiving two-day .show aie 
- now available at feed and tack 
.stores, or by phoning 652-2528 or 
652-0240. ■
else can take over, she says. Both . 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have con­
siderable experience in their 
particular work areas, Ruben- 
stein says.
Mike Woods is in charge of sea 
rescue and reports some “suc­
cessful recruiting” and Mrs. 
Marge Lovejoy, 1480 McTavish 
Road, has been appointed to 
work on a voluntary basis with 
human resources.
All section come under the 




A babysitting course is being 
sponsored by Central Saanich 
Boys’ and Girls’ Club and 
Central Saanich volunteer fire 
department. Registration is 
limited and younsters must be at 
least 12 years old. Cost is $10 or 
S5 for club members and covers 
materials for the eight-week 
course. More information call 
Marion at 383-1101.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
Pursuant to the Municipal:Act, Section 459, the follpwing propeities willibep 
r Oilered for sale by public auction,: in jhe Couiicil::Cfuimber of the Sidney 
V iMimicipal 2440 Sidney Avenue.; &cincy,: B:C. on September 30tli,;
1982, at 40:00 a:nr. i unless the delinquent Jaxem inciurtinr) intoresti aie' 
;:;:st)pnqr:'paidT4;: yp;
(1) strata Lot 13. Section 12,. Range 4 East. Strata Plan 20 
13 - 10070 Fifth Street, Sidney, B.C,
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RELIANT sin. Wagon, 4 cyl, 
automatic, PS, PB, radio, 
front wheel drive. 27,500 
miles. SALE PRICE.;....
1980 MERCURY
1977 FORD 3/4 TON
Pickup. 351V8, automatic, 
PS, PB, 50,500 miles. SALE
:PRlCE:v..::.p;p.:..-.p..-,^f.v',v;'.;:
1977 D0D6E
2 dr,; 318 V«, 4 speed,: 
overdrive, PS, PB. 37,000 
.^milesrsAli^RlCEvifVLip" 
1078 MlCi
SKYLARK. 4 dr.. VO, 
pautomatici PS, PB, tilt, 
cruise. 43,00 miles. SAIE
TpRiCEV.;::;.,"::;.,.
1981AMC CONCORD
DL, 4 dr.i 6 cyl, automatic 
PS. 31,000 milesr SALE
I wfc'iaiiWiiiliitWWNilallwimiiWNWi
1977 DODGE ROYAL
MONACO BROUGHAM. 4 dr.. 
360 V«, auiomilic; PS. PB. 
New ifldial lirf.i & brakes, 
i :70,000 miles . SALE PRICE .
lEPHYR Stm WagomiG cyl, 
automatic,:,PS, PB, radio; 
3^000 miles. SALE PRICE .
1973 CHEVY NOVH
4 df sedan. ; 305, i V8, 
automatic, PS, PB, 86,000 
miles: SAIF. PRICE. . . . . . . . .
CLASSIC. 4 df; small V8 
autbrnatic, PS, PB; tilt;; 
30,000 miles. SALE price ;
;D
1976 DODGE COLT
2 dr;, 4 cyl, automatic. 
Vinyl roof,7 cibth interior. 
57,4B0Tnlles;SALEPRlCC;b
1979 PLYMOUTH




LITTLE RAM Pickup ' 
canopy, 4 cyl, 4 spd,
19,000 miles, SALE PRICE 7
1978 FORD






30,000 miles, SALE PRICE ,
RELIANT. 4 dr., 4 7 cyl, 
automatic; PS, PB, 30,000 
miles. SALE PRICE . ; . . ; .
1979 OLDSMOBILE
CUTLASS SUPREME 
BROUGHAM, 2 dr, iMded, 
with opliohs; 27,000 miles,
■P'P
t,,^i '#'*•.
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Wliidsurfer Rlchcirci 
ploced Iri R@gotfa
Riohaixt Myerscough returned 
lo Sidney Sept. 14 after com­
peting in three championship 
board-sailing regattas in Ontario. 
His best finish was third in the 
lightweight class in the Canadian 
Windsurfer championships. He 
finished fifth in the Canadian 
open championship, for all types 
of boards, and lOlh in the North 
American open.
'I'here were 200 or more 
competitors in each of the 
regattas, but divided into four 
weiglit elas.scs.
High winds, up to 60 miles an
hour, forced cancellation of all 
but three races in the Canadian 
open, at Meaford, on Georgian 
Bay, Lake Huron. Myerscough’s 
sail tore in half in one race, when 
he was in position to win the race 
and the series. He managed to 
finish, but dropped to fifth place.
The Windsurfer cham­
pionships at Kingston on Lake 
Ontario, were sailed in high 
winds and big waves. The North 
American open, back on 
Georgian Bay at Wasaga Beach, 
had almost no wind, with only 
three races finished.
By LVALL RIDDELL
Here u'c are again starting 
another season of bowling. Our 
congratulations go out to Bob 
Milton of the Thursday Com- 
niereial l.euguc for his 340-750 
and to Nettie Smith, Tuesday 
Mermaids, for her 331, her first 
game of this year.
Credit Union and Commercial 
leagues are still looking for 
bowlers. It’s fun, come ouf and 
join us. ,
Youth bow'ling started last 
week, and co-ordinator Colleen 
Riddel! tells us there-are already 
49 bowlers reeistered with more
to come this weekend. The 
week’s top bowlers:
Ladies Mermaids: J. Sjerven, 
305-696; R. Walker, 236-648; N. 
Smith, 331-640; .1. Scott, 246- 
,622.''
Tuesday Commercial: Bob'oy 
Neal: 317-635; T. Cronk, 253- 
740; R. Neal, 314-682.
Wednesday Legion: W. White, 
249-694; L. Riddell, 321-653;
Thursday Commercial, B. 
Milton: 340-750.
Friday nights are open for 
churches, clubs and other groups. 
Phone 656-2431 for reservations.
1
W-'
_........ . ' ^.. ^. ’
Ghristal Hazard, 8 might not be most stylish bowler in 
Sidney, but she's learning, like many other youngsters
Two Peninsula youth .soccer a solid game for Rovers, and
teams scored lopsided victories in right half .lason Griffin and
weekend play. outside left John Irving were
Peninsula United in division outstanding.
5A got an outstanding per- Rover.s tied their opening game
j jformance from every player
7 the team as they ran up: a 9-1 by a 2-2 scores Neil Gregory and; ;: I
score against Lansdown^^ T^ got second-haH';;^ : ;
AVhitecaps at Carnarvon Park. goals after Stings took a 2-0 lead
Half time score was 2-0 but in in the fir.st half, 
the second hall llawless team Peninsula Tornados in division
play on both offence and defence 7^.^ played to a l-l tie with Bays
resulted in seven more goals. United Sport At Centennial
: > Bonneau scored three outplayed ;
times, David i)pyle aiid: James ; j(he fir.st: hal f but Dary 11 .aws in 
Rcdlern; twice : each Jtiij'; khni ; goal kept the score down to 1-0, : ;
: : IHngltsh r and Drew Campbell yjn the second half n’ornados
' 'U'-’ ' Vj-'l ■ . ■ 'I''./''■ j ''dominatedV tyingGhc; score'on"a
Peninstila Raiders: in division goal by David Milliagan. Andrew 
619 downed Duncan Lions 8-1 in Watt played well thrOughoiit the ; 
a game iit Centennial Park. Dean gj nhdficld and defence,
W«l ;M,clW„rrcn Bramlc,Mwicc: .'V""™“ Sinkers^ .n
oaci, and Wesley Nelson once. 'o .id- derent
Rvaiv IJonnld t..Kl: Terry .lames d 'OdW'Kls >>r Dijncai, (.cmlmenlal. 
dnul a solid ..atneon <lercneo. aml Bakery, .; des|„le an ^ esecllent , ; , o, 
r ,I,esvltnle .cam played svell.:d ; T^™^^^ 
■'.iVnKnlailrivadorsihritlivision^^^':*^
? 7(':e..l|ed:sdo^^ '’k
.1 seeontl' litill' putil hy Koil I'rtllen cm..
k'VmssjslctldiyMdm: White, niklklasdil 7: j;;; J,^ettinsiila;;-;;\yildcais;;;;weJT7jT>v7.::,j
0 Unimigeii':7-Mtke::.Jatamll7gol7,ihc7:^ ■ 2-0;; by :Prospect,,l4tkc;::, j
dunoiit m goal, behind a niamg IMiates, in division 9, idaying at
dcfeticc by I'ony Nelson, Jamie Sanscha Paik, Wildcats finished
Kaskiitand Brad'Sntith. at the top of iheit league last
Peninsula Rovcis in division season, hut (iiiick ntitl aggressive
SCI got goals from I’cMer play hy the Piiates got them two
1 Bmicndvk and Doug llopwood giKtls in the first peiiod and they
7 7.10 clelciiidLivs‘lJ:itiiod:\Vcsicoast7,::;;hcl(l 7Jh^ . '7 7
.:77:’2Uj'H<dvcrsxlbtiniiah.id^jite:gatne,::;-'Ac6iang-i;riiiietnpts7dhy:i^;roi'war(is';; ,;7''>j, 
‘U::biii" excelleiti oKialkeeping kept 7:’'Marlin; ' and , Mitchell: ; " 7
7Y.'7ihe'Mlays"'clo'smi^:;jJack!r::Ji>aiTen7:';,7WclJiaiv,vlJa:utiay|’cti'iiig;.played77 
'Mughes' itnci Daii lJaladIk plttydar , 7:Aell for W in goal. 7 j
Getting married,
; engaged; going on
;;;;7;;;':;;;7:7i-:holld8y,;or7'
just roUirrniil Iroiri a trip? Or 
have you liad visitors slHyititj 
: wilh you? It you would llkn 
your social nows prinHid Iron 
undor tho;Peninsula People 
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Acting president Rene Gagnon (left) and Harry Tate of 
the Army Navy and Airforce Veterans Association, pro­
vincial command, set fire to mortgage held on Sidney 
branch 302 building Saturday evening, while emcee 
'Newfie" Faulkner provides encouragement.
Tom Cronk Photo
A course for parents — 
Understanding Your. Child’s
Development — incudes some, 
riewMnd old infofrriatioh wiiich
may not be generallyffknpwirarid ^ 
is based on the assumption that
parents haying some un­
derstanding of the development 
of children will be more realistic 
in their expectations.
The course, which begins Sept. 
29 and runs four Wednesday 
evenings 7:30 - 9:30 p.m., is run 
by psychologist Larry Dettweiler 
and does not offer specific an­
swers to specific problems. 
Divided into four parts, 
material covers a c 
deyelopnieilt from conception to 
late adolescence.
Capital Families, a branch of 
tlie B.C.7 Council for the Family 
offers a rationale for taking the 
course.
In the past when families were 
larger, when birth and dying 
usually took place in The hOmcv 
parents did not require courses. 
Diapering, feeding, burping 
infants, growing childf^^^^^^ 
general, was part' of everyday 
living. Raising a child was neither 
a myst cry o r a i as k, it was Ii fe. 
How different today.
Ofieit when a nurse places a 
first horn in a tnoihcr's arms, it 
tnay be the first time she,holds an 
infttni, 11 owever, flic ftill
:.'77,;realixali6nT7Qf'T\hcinBi''-pafbhls^^
fcbnipletely 7 fespnsible IJ'orv this 
new life, only dawns on the 
parents when mother and baby; 
come home from the hospital. 
Not many new parents enjoy the 
support of relatives and friends 
close by and public health nurse.s 
do not usually fill this gayr.
With little or no direct “hands 
on” experience to guide them, 
the parents and baby embark 
upon a voyage of mutual 
{discovery and all parents can 
think about is “what do we do 
now?”
The course was developed to 
meet {The heedsffp 
par eh ts{ {f^^ i n for in at ion (not 
adiyce). ,From{modesf beginnings
■ ip 1978,; it has contimicd and in 
1981 reached close to , 30()
, families, {{Registration -fees arc 
{kept Ipvy and babysitting cosfjs; 
{rcimbufsed onvp limited scale, if 
necessary, so that financial 
cOhsideratiohs {dp{ iiot prcveiii 
people from taking part, { { ^
The course will be held in room 
„ 103, { { M ctropo 1 i tPn { U n itccl 
Church, 907 Panciofa Ave, 
Registration is at the door arid 
costs $5 a family for members of
■ Capital Fami!iesv $ 15{ a famiIy for 
hon-mcmbcrs. For more in- 
lormation call Maiirccn Bennett
{{r at 385-8175 dr Beiiiicc Pack ford
,{:al.383T222. {{{{{{,■'■,■{/,
The three bears are coming to 
{townirioneoftheworld’smost- 
{ beloved classic tales. Set to music:
and performed {liver on stage by 
{ {Four Seasons ^Musical {Theatre 
the show plays Oct: 17 at Sidney 
{{.■.■relementary'sGhdpl:,; ■{/::{,{{'r,;{r;,{{{{ {■{,{,{ 
A discount of 50 cents off the 
I'egular S3 ticket price is offered 
to groups, of six and rhore; FOur 
Seasons also takes birthday party 
bookings.
The group is well known 
among children for its 
memorable musical productions 
of Robin Hood, The' Sleeping
J'.; '■■■liertiTfXi'{Tr''a'nflrrrrSW'i n'drsrri n
^ \ THIMK WOODY WALL !S
LOOK 1
TORiTHE 
pH I ODEN 7
Beduty, and i  i  the 
Willows. Tickets on sale at Four 





The Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club plans a 
{ dinner{{party77-9{p.m.:{Oct;{4{at {{{ 
Margaret Vaughah-Birch{{ Hall, 
9697 - 4th {St.,{ Sidney, Special { 
Teafure: Indian artifacts; Speaker 
is Paiilee Audit, molorcyciing{
: grandma, music is by { yacalist {T 






{PJSIZE FOUR SHEETS OF MALLEE 
BURL dx 8'WALi PANEtS 
WORTH ALMOST $2000,00 7
WE PAY YOUR NEXT 7 
" MONTH’S MORTGAGBRENT 
UP TO A MAXIMUM OF $1000,00
i PIPiaUS WE PAY YOUR NEXT WEEK’S 
GROCERY BILL- $100 (BASED 
7 7 ON THE NATIONAL AVERAGE
{Churchb^iebrafes;:
120th{Cii}!niver$ffliry
PLUS BONUS INSTANT PRIZES - SEE US FOR FUK
' Special services celebrating the 
cluirch’s l 2()ih anniversary will 
bo: held at Shady Creek United 
Church on East Saanich Road at 
2:30 p.m. Sept. 26. Dr. Bert King 
is{gncsi speaker, A social follows 




9786t 2nd Street 656-7535









This wait panel siills your budo®' ** much »« U fiulla 
your home. Il ls ready lor Inalallallon with color matchr 
8d panolllrio nftllB or panel adhtialve, W« have • panel 
{lor' evory room In lh» house, and) we haVe a complale 
{seiBCilon o( rnalchino: joiner stripe,{nnoldlnoa Bnd{a 7 
(roe esilmalB botoro you beoitj. For a finish lo Iasi.,; 7 i 
; see vyindsrsr llrsll
iiWC
Maigaiei Rohenson was { { 
winiter' at gIciv MeadtiWs for 
Cl idtlle Gup, first rilnnef-up was * 
Gerry Bnillie. sccotH!r^^^^{R
"■'■Trclawucy. ::■■{;:■; '{'{{{'■■7''■{■■;;■{,{{■.,{. '{:{'{{.T.{''
7 The first night vvimtcr,{ Betz 
Aril. Til St rttnncrTip Dorothy 
Sliiggett, sccotulc Tcan Adains, 
Second night wliiiOT 
Silverlici;gc ^first nthuer-uh,{Jeap 
{ Ciedrge, second, Adui Siiiith,
Davies, { first trunntTAip. Jerm 
SteycnsCin, {Second, „ Marion 
Sluggeli. l•Ollllh night winner, 
Dorothy' 1‘etterTy. first * runner- 
up{ Tleih Skilliiiiis, second,? 
'■'*{,■{{ Ddr'een'Ovcliarick,:''^''■{*{{■{{{, ■77:::7{{'{7:{:
V Fifth night: :4T»iner, {Mena 
■■{■'? WaggT{7fjrst':TUnncr'*up,7{.,Gerry:*:' 
{/■ ^ {.Cok,'* second f /*Kareri{*:Uryi\elscm:, 
{SlMh flight is’iither, {{Tcss{lTeidi
titnnerUpl Fjieen Brynelwn.
" {''KlaficV.{Wpoti{’won{ihe":9‘'iidle{_ 
7 Taylor {{CTub{ GI>nhi^ 
runner up was Olive Cawley.
ENTER OUR AilTUMN FREEZER PACK ‘ DRAW (SEPT. 30/H2)’" 7'V,s?
BHEET
i({{:
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OVER 50 STORES IN WESTERN CANA^tMi^^^^
CENTRAL SAANICH
^^ 2120 KEATING X RD. su
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Moms need 
bob^sltters
■ , - By WENDY LAING: '
Now into our second week of 
school we’ve all remembered our 
algebra, know our French verbs 
backwards and are learning to 
cope with homework once again.
Two groups though, are 
already taking a break:
Susanne Klausen (grade 12) 
and Jack Home (grade 11) left 
for Ottawa, Sept. 19 for a week 
at the Terry Fox Youth Centre. 
The government has paid for 90 
per" cent of the trip and the 
prograim is to promote unity and 
understanding between Canadian 
'v" ''youths.^
Both students have chosen 
topics focused oh Canadian 
institutions (government, laws, 
culture) a^^ time
studyiiigji visiting Otta,wa^;sights : 
and getting to know the people of 
our land. They were both very 
excited when interviewed. They 
will certainly benefit from, this 
wonderful experience.
, •Parkland’s fall community 
recreation 12 are off on the trek 
again for their bi-annual ex­
ploration of a portion of the west
Mothers get a chance to meet 
with other morns, talk out and 
share their problems and 
frustrations in Sidney New 
Parent Discussion Groups, now 
in their second year and steadily 
increasing in popularity.
Shirley Lyon, a co-leader of 
one of the three groups on the 
Saanich Peninsula, says she was 
new to the group last year but 
“had a ball.’’ The group really 
gets “close’’, she says, that’s why 
they don’t exceed 12 to a group 
— they’d lose that closeness.
The groups are organized by 
Capital Families, a branch of the 
B.C. Council for the Family. 
Lyon’s group meets 9:30 - 11 
a.m. Tuesday mornings in St 
Paul’s United Church, another 
group meets in Deep Cove and a 
third at the Community 
Counselling Centre of 5th St.
Sometimes speakers are in­
vited, often from the University 
of Victoria. Other times it’s great 
satisfaction for a mother who’s 
been up with a toddler for three 
or four nights to find out in 
discussion with the group that 
others mothers have the identical 
experience -— and feelings and 
frustrations.
Currently, the group needs 
voluntary babysitters for 11/2 
hours a week. Gall Lyon at 656- 
:4396.'::'
By IAN CARPENTER
Due to its overwhelming 
success last year with both 
students and local businesses, 
Stelly’s is again offering the 
special gold student card. For 
only $10, students will receive 10 
per cent off any purchases at 
various businesses in Brentwood 
Bay and Victoria. On behalf of 
Stelly’s I would like to thank 
those w'ho supported the gold 
card. They are:
Acorn Books, City Brake and 
Wheel, Hailing Auto Supply 
Ltd., Brentwood Coiffures, 
Fay’s Cleaners, Joe’s Work 
Clothes, Liban Pizza, A&B 
Sound, Art Bolster’s Chevron, 
Towne Cinema.
Brentwood Florist and Garden 
Shop, Brentwood Hardware, 
Cloth Castle, Elk Lake Sports, 
Lam’s Restaurant, Len’s 
Jewellery, Mariposa Stores 
(Victoria) Mt. Newton Phar­
macy, Stelly’s. School Cafeteria, 
Village Candy Man.
•Stelly’s annual leadership 
conference w’as held Sept. 19 to 
21 . Potential school leaders spent 
an intense three days at their 
Thunderbird retreat.
®To make sure they are a hot 
contender again this year, the 
senior boys soccer team has 
already started practicing. Watch 
for them in the upcoming season,
they are going to be mega- 
awesome!
•Perhaps you saw a giant 12- 
foot stuffed Sylvester cat at the 
fall fair. It was made by Stelly’s 
own Tammy Johnson, and 
raffled off for a cool $350. 
Tammy plans to use the proceeds 
to build another one for charity. 
Great job T.J.!
•Congratulations go to Janine 
Philips who won a bronze 
medallion at the B.C. Summer 
Games.
•After winning various 
tournaments throughout the year 
John Fram ended his golf season 
by v/inning the Canadian 
Juvenile Golf Championship and 
placing fifth in the Canadian 
Junior Golf Championship at the 
same time. It is surely a sign of 
things to come! Congrats, John.
•On Tuesday, Stelly’s had its 
annual grade 9 Initiation Day. 
Grade 9 students had to wear 
either a red or yellow shirt, which 
are the school colours. Those 
who failed to wear the proper 
shirt paid the penalty to the 
delight of a swat team armed with 
various shades of lipstick.
Donuts and buttons saying “I 
survived grade 9 Initiation ‘82’’ 
were handed out to all grade 9 
students. It is my privilege to 
welcome them to Stelly’s.
“The time has come,’’ the 
walrus said,
“To speak c 'many
practice canoeing session Sept. 16 
in Blue Heron' B*’'’
coast trail. The early start is in an 
effort to beat t’ne usual rain that 
plagues hikers later in the 
autumn.
Campers departed Monday . , -
and .will be returning, this Of Christmas. Fairs and 
evening, for a nice soak in the Thanksgiving, 
tub! The group enjoyed a And HandyDart and Things!
It’s not too early to announce
J.. .. .. . ^ that the 3rd Annual Christmas
themselves for the venture. _. ,. dAa ^, . , Fair sponsored by PCA will be a
•Special thanks to all students “community’’ Christmas Fair on
and staff who participated in the 4 Sanscha Hall. Par-
; recent Terry Fox Marathon of ticipation will be limited to area
Hope. Also thanks to those who non-profit groups who wish to
made contributions tovv'ards the raise funds for their organization
“search for cancer’s cure . already tables have been
•Everyone likes to be good at reserved for Mt. Newton Day
something but Richard Myer- Care Centre, the Piranhas Swim
scough must be getting used to it. Club, and Panorama Recreation
Our “pro” windsurfer leapt to Centre. Call 656-0134 for more
fantastic standings at the information.
Canadian Windsurfing In the meantime, artists and
Championships in Kingston, craftspeople are reminded that
Ontario. Now Richard ranks as the 10th Annual North and South
Canada’s third best windsurfer! Saanich Agricultural Society
•consratulalions lo Nlel Hobby Show and Christmas Sate
Pearce who caught a whopping ^ ^
26rptrunci salmon in; the recent Phone :65--3314 on Tuesday oi 
Rotary fish derbyt^ : very aopn tf you wish to
■ ■■ . : reserve a table. ^ \ -
•CONTACT is on i its way to a family has contacted Jhe 
meeting its firsL deadline this PCA office wishing to have up to 
vyeekvThe first nevvsvvorthy issue four elderly people join them for 
wHl be circulated next mohtlL / Thanksgiving dinner. Visitors 
, , will be picked up and returned at
•More spoils teams have ,|,(,e„d of the day. This could be ,
entered the Itme-light. Senioraud ^|. „ teautifni “special
,„n,o. soccer, the swim visitor” service. If youS






. Home Of 'SUPER sayings! \
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
THURS., FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
























































Kcbres were I ttot
.fteathi boys yolb
are all in training. Our volleyball <vHiver’^ or a " 
teams X cbmpcicd^^^^ W 'league- ^
practice, (exhihition) games ;
I load brought fesidentsTd the first 
•Su p p0 r t P a r k 1 a n d ’ s show of tin; Sidney Film Society 
Orassroot’s Theatre Company by .season. I'his was a “fun” oc-
purchasing a rallo ticket; for a easidn but if isj no joking maitei' !
.side of beef or Christmas turkeyl 10 he wheelcltair bound with no









DETERGENT CHOCOLATE CHIPS i








jllllSHitre , i 
QUICK AS A WINK
MILDEW STAIN ; H t
CLEANERSPRAY
SURF POWDER
i t r $I n pr e s ill one to provide necessary iran-
go towards the company's sportation.
:bc bn their fall production’s^ provided this
closing night in



























the heed for regular HandyDart 





■ 'li:' '. ■''. . I.
to wed X
GRAPEFRUIT
Mr, and Mrs, Axel Ostrom arb 
Saanich PeninsulaHospital pleased to announce the forr,
inairwge ol their eldesii^
held 2 p.rn, Oct. ^r Af 3 p.m. In daughter, CAnncflc Dawny 
the hospital foyer the auxiliary Itnberi Frnnci.s Whitelcy, for-
will piusenl l)U('.vauc.s wuith $400 uivtli of rthiwt: Kupcu, and ..on 
each to MlAs SuMhne Melville (>f Mrs. Janet VVhi^^^
nnd Mrl;'JlonnlC'1:hlVles./:;"x':::^,,^;;':■'::;■::;:^Wnc.rt,^:'::::'und.:':',::;'Jlc^b::;:;:■W
To he cli).iiblC-xl'0rxlhe'/i!award:::"'':|‘'V:anCQUVer4;i;
1 • rcclpitMnV riuiht liavcMt relative in : ,1 he wedding vviU takc place in
ilu: auxi!i.d.ryf''ahd'Jis'e:ihe';fn(niey:"’:'':'-:''.St';Paiil’sT.Jnitcd.''Chutch' ai.4;3(j..;: 
lor tfaining. eilhci: Idi studetrf p.m. Oct. 9. The coiiple will live 
mirslng or in the metlioal field. in Kamloops,
US. COOKING
ONIONS
’m B C ’ '
CELERY
"Xiesp'tfKiS; iii.c.N0.n'
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New bylaw deals
Tested in court, bylaw should survive
; : ByJOHNCREEN ■ 
Central Saanich council on 
Monday night gave three 
readings to an anti-noise bylaw.
Previously noise was regulated 
by bylaw dealing with nuisances, 
but after receiving complaints 
about barking dogs council was 
told it was unlikely that bylaw 
would survive a court challenge.
The new bylaw is modelled on 
one in force in Kamloops which 
has been tested in court. It 
defines noise as including “any 
loud outcry, barking, clamour, 
shouting or movement, or any 
sound that is loud or harsh or 
undesirable, ’’ and makes it illegal
this year’s budget. Council 
agreed to call tenders for the 
curb.
A letter from Butler Brothers 
Supplies concerning relocation of 
Bryn Road contained a quotation 
of $91,000 for building the road 




paving it. The company would do A stakeout by Central Saanich ’ 
the rough grading after ex- police last weekend failed to solve
changing property for a new road (^e case of the scattered
newspapers, but early Monday 
Council agreed to refer the rnorning it solved itself, 
matter to the public works pQij^g ,,-gpQ,-( 4.
committee and to rneet with a.m. of a car knocking down the
company representatives for ^ fjgjj q,.j Oldfield Road, ^ v
further discussions, but decided When they arrived at the scene 
(o point out in adyance that the jQPjggj. ii^
to cause or permit a noise that municipality, did not have the cornfield, but they stopped one
could disturb the quiet, peace, money to proceed and would not containing two
/restj enjoyrhent, cOmfort or i have if in the forseeable future. juveniles and found corn jammed
convenience of any person in the The proposal to move the road pjpgjgppjggjj^
vicinity. was made so that Butler Bros. xhe car, a small red one,
Specifically, “No person shall could extend its gravel pit matched the description of a •
’own, keep or: harbour any animal operations gradually into their vehicle reported in connection ^ :
or bird which by its cries unduly property west of the present road with the newspaper caper, and
HictiirKc tVip rinipf rpct nr instead of ha Vine tWO 2raV0l DltS iUa nA rxA 'disturbs: the peace, quiet rest or i ste  ( ving two gr vel pits q-jg juveniles admitted respon- ^ :
tranquility : of .the surrounding with the road in the ntiddle. sibility. One of them had been
neighbourhood or the public at Council is also interested in sneaking out at night and taking
. Central Saanich volunteer firefighters Pat PhiUips and Cary fisher judge hike decorating ig 
\ - contest at Pattison Road's block party Saturday. . .... . . - 1%
large.’’ knowing the company’s plans for mother’s car for joy rides.
: -Extensive exceptions are the land from which gravel has For two weekends parcels of 
allowed for farming activity. already been removed. A Times-Colonist newspapers had
Construction noise is restricted proposal to operate a fuel depot been broken open and scattered
between 10 a.rn. and 7 a.m. and in part of the pit is to be discussed . ggj-jy m (^j-(g morning along a
on Sundays. next week iti a meeting ol the route of several miles. When
One section states that “No subdivision and zoning com- i-jolice lav in wait on the third -NO ; SUuciwision : 'jcinu- : zoni ,; ii Vicc I21V on the third
'"^person shall operate a’ snow mittee. weekend nothing . happened.
■ ‘ ■ -le A suggestion that Kirkpatrick Damage done-was estimated atvehicle, motorboat or motorcyc i
which makes or causes noise.’’ Creser*
Aid. Ruth Arnaud, who in- with
troduced' the bvlaw, suggested Cross road and the exit on • ̂
airplanes could be added to this Oldfield Road was referred to the g
section. public works committee. s ® 0
Penalty for infractions ranges Dave Thomson of Keating |||f COT
from $100 to $2,000. Park Estates wrote this would ' W
Council received several letters help solve pipblems i oi drivers pi Six-year-old Ti moth vSchnick,
P from residents in; the Oldfield large trucks and semi-trailersAyho y , j35 S|u-^„T^P^
Road area protesting any have to back into premises in the Bay, suffered a broken right 
commercial or industrial zoning industrial park and find it dif- and facial abrasians when
...f ruar,ot/-i liculi to do so witli cars road in front of
b’'' bin for the kids when 
:■neighbors:;;’-get;"': ibgelher; >;;;bh;
Pat I isbn Road in Brent wood, 
Saturday the road was blocked 
offas all families got ready for 
! a 3 pun, street party for 
youngsters which included a 
lake iodco, scavenger hunt, a 
pet shbw ! and; barbecue. 
Altogether sonic 30 small 
; child ten a lit 1100 adul ts; had; a 
- grohl^^^
luvidicquc;;:;starting: ■ after; 
:youngsters''goipff.tO:bcd.pj';-’;';p 
I;1S Sirens wailing, volunteer | 
1'iipfigilters‘";Paiy .PhiHips'-, .and ;;’ ‘ 
Ciarv I’isher drove their 1 
'!I. jfi ret nick;; dosvn.; i he- sirccpand.::;' 
■judged;: the dccoratcdi bike 
, Tatcr Central Saatitch 
T.-Cbitsf, ;-d i tn; Efui' droppeeijn jo ■': 
iudge the, pet show. 
Mi‘i;)ouid(K provided free 
^Hv';di;it)ks'V,l'pr;::’ig^
Royal Bank came up witit | 
some balloons, Microwave *
treated . Peninsula
of land on Oldfield. __ _______ ___ ___ . _
One letter trom an 11 -year-old on both sides ol the toad. He |ijs home at 5:24 p.m. on Friday
girl said tliat cars and trucks proposed parking be limited lo j.jjj i^y ^
would make the road unsafe for , the west side.
children and animals. ‘
“Pvc been hoping for
bitt that’s impossible, now ybu’ye ; disarmament was filed yvithout 
ruined my chances.” This; question
; . Council
writers pointing out they are oilier councils on the Island,,
l l , A letter concerning a proposed Hospital. Police said the driver
u  f r a hor.se. municipa! referendum on nuclear
iUI« r\n\ir xinit'xih : i (licur tl i'll 1 U/nC fitpfl Wtt nllt
Auditions
Wl litis IJUIlimHJ AJUl llltj' ai V V,11IV. V,.. l>,,Ui:,, V,,„li(;bno j’rtr AUoU ;
under a misconception. Far from Two letters protesting council’s; ‘ . 'i' 11 jcT ^
' ; . . ,1, u;, itc mim cmnf.r'U bouriTs coiiiedy 1 tiblc Maiincrschanging agncuUural zoning to decision |o _be its b^n :gcnejaF ^
commercial or industrial, council contractor in constructing the q-nnii-h i imw iFill
had intended to do the opposic new library in Brentwood were T>TTuitiak ^ 
but the nriipoicd; bylaw was : also riled.
Kiiripfl -iinrtrir- "nil-.: nvnlnnehr*.^' of ■“■ Hi,buried u der an a alanche f 
opposition al a piiblicbearingv
was Tiven to ' 3
zoniiig amendment bylaw tliat 
will forbid instilutional ;uses, 
sucli as churches, bn agricultural: v; 
land.
Gordon Rose, representing 
Friendship Bapiisi congregation,
b’obkingv IHter donated a dish ;
jb'r.:;';: a';;■: d otu';.: ;b'f i'zc yT; wh i 1 c.:
lieecluim;;; Prodtictc,. :clonatcs
;;saniples.;;'; liest':,; -;of;,, the'' ''.door:",
pri/es were donated by people
liviuji bn the block.'
Rowarid
Photos
affect their plans for a chtircli 
building at Mount Newton and
;
finally been approved by Ihc 
Agricultural Land Commission. ,
not inf ended; to i ri ter forewith j 
that plan, wliipli liad already been 
supported hy couneil, the land in 




Hospital shoiild ijcvcr have been 
built on farm land, and tliat now 1 
cbnsirucfioh of a new witig close ; 
;to the rear property line is in*
; 3crforlng Nvlih the neighbouring 
;;:y:;V:,t'arnier:NUSeqfhislatui.:ry::':Yy:V;;::--\':.,- 
Aid, Gary Sharpe told eouhcil 
that'jliere have beeiveonslderahlethat there have been corwidomhle y,.,,. Canoda in the ( onwionwealtf, Carnes which opened Prl 
. savings on; some public works Rrishanr Australia. Peden, 46, of 6672 iValhee Delve,
projects, lot instance a top (dnadian shooter last year in Ottawa,
nos«;iWp to rnnnqpii* cimlws oir cmlets iti Sidney, A mvlce tec/wlcitui rp sible t  complete the biirVi on oacne air aa t in tsu i , yi servic l nni iaa wotr^ x ^ 
Rbadr which jy not included in IVegif IbmiiMd IMiotn
iiiiiWMtiwi*<iw><iii«iiWii<iiwii>lwiiim<iifti»w»i»W^
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth: 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Greek United Church Hall, 7184 
Eak Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors -- are you new to 
Si dney? Don ’ t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-55377
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p;my in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. FoCmore information; 
clal corbfdihator Ruth Snow at: 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast- 
;:masters7.Club';;meets'Tuesdays;:at7
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more in formation call 656-5301
or656-78287;.;7^-:;;;;7^;;
Gan we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
5th St., Sidney, 24-hour an- 
.swering service. Gall 656-1247.
Let’s raise funds together at 
the PCA Community Christmas 
Fair Dec. 4 at Sanscha Hall. Non­
profit groups may reserve tables 
by calling 656-0134. 7
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982,' and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-bperated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at656-6590:orGailat656-2597. 7
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[CTAG] located at 2304 Oakvil Ie
games $1, extra cards five for $1.
The Prospect Lake District 
Community Association plans a 
general meeting and election of 
officers 7:30 p.m. Oct. 1 at 
Prospect Lake Community Hall, 
5358 Sparton Road.
Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association 
(SANSCHA) will hold a 
director’s meeting 7:30 p.m. 
tonight (Wednesday) at Sanscha 
hall.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing to bowl in the 
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980. ;
Central Saanich Photographic 
Society presents a camera course 
of 10 lessons starting 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 28. Instructor is Eddie Lee 
of Kits Cameras, fee $30. 
Meetings will be held at Central 
Saanich municipal hall on the 
third Thursday of each month. 
For more information call 652- 
4444, local 25, or 652-2769.
Victoria SPCA is planning a 
coffee party for members and 
friends 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Oct. 2 in 
St. Mary’s Church Hall, 1701 , 
Elgin Roadj Oak
A free Christian Science lecture 
by Andre :Piot, CSV entitled
discussion group for women 
meets Thursdays at 10 a.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9815-5th St., Sidney. New 
participants welcome.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps take lessons at Sidney 
elementary school from 6 p.m. 
Thursdays. For more in­
formation call 656-6098.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday. 
Spares’n Pairs Square Dance 
Club. Call 652-5524.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Oyereaters 
Anonymous can help you. No 
dues, no weighing. Meetings are 
Thursdays at 8 p.m., at 9788-2nd 
St., Sidney. Phone 656-3674.
Women’s Canadian Club of 
Victoria will hold a luncheon and 
a show of Canadian fashions by 
Miss Frith, in the Crystal 
Ballroom of the Empress Hotel, 
Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 12:30 
p.m., preceded by a no-hpst 
reception at noon.
Membership tickets for 1982- 
83 season and luncheon tickets 
($12.00) will be available at the 
Standard Furniture, Sept. 14 and 
21, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., or by self- 
addressed stamped envelope to 
membership convenor Mrs. R.J. 
Seeds, 670 Mount Joy Ave., 
Victoria, V8S4K9.
Shop in an exciting way and 
contribute to a vital community 
service by attending the Single 
Parent Resource Centre auction 
at 2 p.rn. Oct. 2 (view items noon 
- 2 p.m. in St. John’s Hall,
After a couple separates, most 
husbands and wives feel bit­
terness, anger, and resentment 
towards each other.
There is always some 
justification for feeling disap­
pointed, hurt, and for blaming 
the spouse — even in the event 
that the spouse is not really what 
they wanted in the relationship. 
Even the one who leaves a 
relationship for someone else 
may blame the other for standing 
in the way of their desire for 
freedom and making it more 
dificult than it meed be — 
whether^^^^^^^^^; or
emotionally.
It is very likely both parties will 
feel misused and hurt but most 6f 
the anger will be directed at the 
one who imposed the separation. 
The other spouse is seen as 
possessing the power to relieve 
the distress of the separation but 
willfully refusing to do so.
Yet, sometimes the spouse who 
initiated the break feels that he or 
she is the injured'party.
serve no such self-discipline and 
hold no such loyalty.
In addition to animosities 
stemming from the experiences of 
rejection, physical threats, and 
abandonment there are other 
genuine conflicts of interest 
which may and do produce 
animosities.
These are: property division, 
support, custody, and visitation 
rights. The endless disputes that 
revolve around these concerns are 
often best handled through 
mediation of a professional 
arbitrator.
The disputes are often 
inevitable between the two 
adults, but in cases where 
youngsters are involved, children 
should not be included in the 
bickering between parents. If for 
only the children’s sake, parents 
should try to handle the situation 
without adding new resentments.
Do you have a problem, are you
7:30: 7in7t
Panorama Leisure Centre. For week nights j 6f p . m ; to midnight >
more information calM Saturday “ '
behind SanScha Hall grounds, is Christian Science: Unlocking the
open to Saanich Peninsula youth Treasures of the bible, will be
:aged 7l37^718 :!y^ -given at p.m.7SeptV 27 at First^^7
operatibn hours are 6 - 10:p:m7 ' Church of Christ, Scientists,; 1205v
■ Pandora.
and Sunday. The TWh ether you’ ’re
However angry they feel, many
Quadra and Balmoral. Featurepf people7 who go through a
the day is a celebrity auction of separation avoid at all costs 
personal items contributed by expressing how they feel in- 
Canadian celebrities and VIPs. ternally. They do aU in their 
Also, crafts, baked goods, games power to remain friends and will 
and activities for youngsters. For defend each other. Others ob- 
more information call 385-1114.
Any ladies who wish to bowl, 
please contact Pam at 656-4980
or Judy at 652-4275. Sllvef Threods
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
■ through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 f 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
:;;^:=Ani>--bpen
Association
meeting of the 
for Children and
will be held iS b-ni. SepL ^M At 
Oakland school annex. Topic; 
developing self-concept in
Silver Threads; Centre at 10030 
Resthaven Drive is' open 9 a.rh. - 
4 p.m. weekdays, 7-9 p.m. 
evenings and 1-4 p.m. Saturday’
are.60 or better Silver Threads 
would like to hear from you. Just 
call 656-5537.
Coming events — Oc t. 5 —
Discovery Toastmistress is clubhouse is closed Sundays businesswoman or a housewife, if;
taking applications for mem- while STAG members operate a you want to learn how to
"oership. Meetings monthly focus concession at the Swap and Shop properly conduct a meeting or
on self-improvement, self- in the Travelodge parking lot on simply improve your com-
confidence and leadership skills. Beacon. munication skills. International '“A
For more information call Lea Parent and teen inquiries Toastmistress clubs are for you.
King at 652-3114. ■ welcome. For more information Come as a guest to Arbutus . ...
For the convenience of donors call the PCA office at 656-0134 Toastmistress Club which meets 8 learning disabled children. For and Sunday. It provides lunches. Princess Margeunte cruise; Oct.
the Salvation Army has placed or drop by and pick up a program p.m. the first and third Thursday more information call 595-5611. ^eas, coffees, cards, library, 11 — Quarterdeck Thanksgiving
pick-up boxes at the following at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney. of the month in Windsor Park As well, adults vyith learning billiards, wide variety of craft dinner: Oct. 14 carnival and
locations; 4808 Keating X Road ' Thanksgiving turkey bingo will Pavillion in Oak Bay. Or call 598- disabilities are invited to an 8 classes, recreational activities, dance; Oct. 20 silver an- 
. at 4343 Tyndall Road,. be held 7:30 p.m. in Brentwood ' 8385 or 382-4582. p.m. Sept. 15 meeting at the la, '
- 1 voices wanted by Community Hall. oct. 4, 15 Women’s Support Group. A annex.range
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•6:30 p.m. Cocktail 
7:30 p.m. Dinner
1. Give final approval to changes in Bylaws which will 
change executive structure, and fiscal year,
2. Election of new Executive,
3. Make final decision on expansion of Visitor Informa- 
Y tion Oentre, to provide permanent offices for the
7 ; ;Ctiantber.\77-;;;";'^::: ■ 7v::^:|;;7;7:7":
^TTherel wfW Afsd-^el |7::I::: -
The Chamber lias had aii exciting and progressive year, growing from 50 
to 200 members, and aGcomplistiIng tTiany things. Plan to be pari dl (he 
chamber’s successes. . , s .
or for ntdre Ifilrirtiiatidn-- Chawbcr oitlco 8:30 a^tb. to 1 p,rn,
7;;;
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DISCOVER
AQUATiEL PET SHOP 656-3314
Your Pet's Happiness is Our Business
CANADA SAFEWAY







All Breeds Clipping, Bathing & Grooming
HAMMERS LAST 656-5115
Shoe & Boot Repair
KEV’S BOOGIE SOUND CENTRE










SHOPPERS DRUG MART 656-1002
■'O' Near Enough to Save You Money 
r) . i'-.. . ——1-
V,
SIDNEY BEAUTY SALON 656-3622
> Ladies - Men’s - Childrens
ml ■YtllKSW
; T-SHIRTS UNLIMITED 656-7544
: Designed While You Walt!
By HELEN LANG 
We are going to spend some 
time in the vegetable garden and 
the orchard today and no matter 
that your orchard consists of one 
apple tree and two pears. If you 
are a longtime gardener you will 
know all the neat tricks to test for 
ripeness, but if you are new to 
gardening or have moved into a 
home with trees that arc new to 
you, then it may be a worry 
trying to decide when to harvest 
your precious fruit and 
vegetables.
If you have a Bartlett pear tree, 
and since this is the earliest 
ripening variety, you may already 
have picked them. All pears are 
best ripened off the tree! Doesn’t 
make a lot of sense, but it’s true. 
Give pears an upward twist and if 
they break away cleanly they are 
ready to harvest, but if the whole 
twig breaks away with the pear 
stem still attached, it is too early.
I Bring pears inside for, a period 
‘ of 10 days or so, and keep, in a 
: cool spot . As you wish to use 
some, bring those into a warm;
dark spot (a cupboard?) to ripen. 
Watch them and smell them. . . 
when they begin to yellow and 
smell like pears it is time to eat.
Apples are a different story, 
and each variety has a different 
ripening period. One of the surest 
signs that it's picking time is a 
couple of apples lying on the 
ground. Pick one that is still on 
the tree, and cut it in half, if the 
seeds are going brown your 
apples are ripe, but if they are 
still white it is too early for 
anything but pies or applesauce.
Plums develop a sort of floury 
look on the skin, and should be 
firm but slightly .springy to the 
touch. . . taste one to be sure. . . 
if your lips pucker and you can’t 
breathe, better wait a while.
Grapes are best tasted, 
although you can usually tell by 
the colour. Some turn a rich 
purple, but“Himrods” turn 
from amediurn green to a faintly 
yellowish green as they ripen. 
Purple grapes make wonderful 
jelly, or if you boil them (stems
mm
AtLiANCEl
The Church By The Lake
EtKvLAKE:-.:
Hi ANGLICAN
M „ , i BREHTWOOD
ill? company oi )ust and :|||.
§ righteous men is better g rMTOffl Wlllllffll 
^ than wealth and a rich 




“Jesus Christ is Lord’
M 8:00 a.m.
Greenglade












T Why do yoa::g
see friends? Do you go to impress so­
meone or out of fear of what others 
mightdhinkdf youMf 
Maybe you feel that church is a bore, 
a complete waste of time. Have you 
ever looked deeply within your heart 
to answer these questions?
add sugar to taste, they make a 
very acceptable substitute for 
Welch’s grape Juice. Process the 
capped jars for 20 minutes to seal 
for use during the winter.
Figs are ripe when the stems 
seem to weaken, and the fruit 
bends toward the ground. We 
have a fantastic crop this year, 
but they remain uniformly green, 
and 1 can’t help but think they 
may not make it this year, 
although they are lovely large 
ones. Oh, well, I never seem to 
know what to do with them, 
anyway, one can only eat so 
many figs it seems — and we 
don’t own one of those mar­
velous fooddriers.
Nuts generally fall when ripe, 
and should be picked up regularly 
so they don’t mildew in the damp 
grass. Store them in a cool dark 
place.
Squashes (Hubbards, But­
ternut, the Acorns) and pum­
pkins should be allowed to 
mature on the vine. Leave them 
until the outer skin is as hard as 
stone and the leaves on the parent 
plant are dying. Any small 
squashes should be picked now to 
allow nourishment to go toward 
swelling the larger ones.
When you do pick squashes 
leave a two inch piece of stem 
attached -— this prevents decay 
from entering at the joint. One 
thing w'e always do is to wash all 
squashes and pumpkins with a 
solution of one tablespoon of 
household bleach in a quart of 
water. This prevents any fungus 
from developing on the skin and 
rotting your precious melons.
Squash should be “cured” 
before eating. This means putting 
them in- the warmest iplace you 
can find for a couple of weeks.
We put ours in a cupboard above 
the frig where if ;m^ 
degrees during the day , then store t 
them in the utility room, also a 
warm place.
The books all advise cool 
T storage but pur; squaslf ; last a 
)winter and i cion’tihave to make a
saasWgjinesday
7:30 p'm. Home Study S Douglas St.
■-..... .. SKsa '.qt Flk I akp -P '■Groups HI
Further; Information 
656-3017






9925 ;5th Street 
; .Sidney, B:C.
Communion. (& Nursery) 'f
‘'''rffleiamliyj' doBS the Bible have to say on the sub- ■
7:00p.m. Special ■ ; iPCt^
■ ■withMiireLisso;||-Hebfows 10:"24,"2o’says, And let -
'llr . l ilE, SSiafi A very warm welcome awaits ’ ■'
* n ...r-PD., it us consider how we may spur oneRev. Alistair P. Petrie j , i
__ li another on toward
every time we decide to have 
squash for dinner.
Onions when dried thoroughly 
will have shrivelled necks, and a 
loose outer skin. We store these 
in a mesh bag also in the utility 
room. The Handiest, and messiest 
room in' the place, but such a 
comfort to a squirrel like me!
Turnips, kale, Brussels sprouts
#i;;ahd parsnips taste best if you 
leaveytherh juhtilSaffefithe; first;' -
652-3860;





7726 w: Saanich Road
111 -'10'00,a;m ;ISunday Schdol
; 1^1 : t1;00;a;n'i;; Morning Worship 
^ ill 6: OOip;ml ITvenino Service; i®!;-
;i1:00a.hT, .Worship; 8;30a.m.
ill'-i :,. , ;
iSunday Mass 1^-
■); ;"L:Evening ervice;
;Pastor Tom Gardner 







deeds. Let us not give up meeting, 
together, as some are jn the habit of 
doing,ibufleF^usiencourageib^ 
toher." From this scripture, we see 




:: All.: ARE:' WELCOM E I' li « * • ^
'pi'
Pastor M;A. Atwood 
; 656-7970 : ; 10030 Third Sf ASidney
.Saturday.
; ; 7008 W. Saanich Rd.
; Brentyvood Bay /
idiod'aim. ; : Sunday ;School 5.5;j5;,
Family Worship I
....... ............ 'FeSi and encourage each other/in thbtaith;;;
ifoly'tSty - ’
Mills Rd. vw saanichii poaiorv.Nortstrom ° || fo go to chuTch; that they can worship
in bed dr;dn the;;gplf;cpufsbL^^w
.m.5t'.;A.ndiv«wl5 ^ Mass;ii:8.:00a.ni,








iSStOiOOami,'., .A. ,,.Eucharisl/;|||... ,
9:15 ami; . .'. Sunday School III 'm .-in m * f-i'icumu jt 
-Nursery 
Codec pel king 
;;lVloi'nin9;|||;; 
y'AA A, Prayer, codeo i
'/;;';'Feijowshlp Hour.i|||
(Nursery availahio) ^ m.ih miounq
;,Roctor:>Rov,'DavidTui|cr;'''^p|»i/A;'';,/';,;;; .A'-;;;
656-5322.;/:: /.; 'E;-656-7669 ill .Kwimg Liymeniary School 
AllWolcomol S' 01113 OlMlSnnKh net




•' ; Holy 
Eucharist ||| 
10:00a,mi' i; l. iii .Family |||


































;;|||ThB'iEntl of'Your 'S«afCli,;ior/i|i|i 
pi ' ' a FrlaniHy Church
■-liiPL:-:;/.:/Pev.'Jool Nottloton:;;:;::,".;';''i||-
m , 479-6237'';,;':;i :i;'';ii;
-ft®*
iili-j' '‘Chr.lntinfi;‘,l,lf«;8orylc‘C9"
10.JO a, 111 ..SUNDAY |||| ;7\ngllcnn,Church otiCnnodn'' i
VORSHIP11' I'll ;i;i.:00d.,m,; E.'" SCHOOL aWORSHiP 
; SERVICE' SleilyA PI 












Chriatianlil' , sinNcr»NnuTii eunich' ' 
Education; p; i: ;< REV., R.' liORI ■ PRAH;';,/
li 0f(.;65C'3213 'iRM,;656-1930/
;|||6:00'p.rn,;;;/;/,■:Bible Ministry;|||,„ ; :
THUnSDA'Y" .
7:00 p.m, Bible'Study, ill9:30''<Ln1i;:<", ,/i!i/.'i
'Trenching Jh0;Chri8td.i(o.;';g,.;;/.
guess :is;truei But theyibanhot knovv; 
theblessing/andencduragementol: 
being together; with others who love./ 
thernv 'Retriernber, lone sheep usually 
get picked oft by wolves. The same is 
true of lone Christians.
But what if your church is dead 
ahd/lifeiess; GbUld /if;be/1hat;you;/arl; 
deadiaridriifeleSsY/'But/l 
full of hypocrites, you say? Let Jesus 
become a reality in youi life so that 
there will be one less. And, as you 
al I ow : t he;i oye; of; d es u 
ca n be instruifiental iri iflak ing; your
church vital .and:
frost before eating.
Turnips, carrots and beets rhay 
be harvested and stored in damp 
^sand for the winter: If you want 
to live dangerously, these may 
be left in the ground, but this has 
not been a success in our gar­
den. . . too many hungry grubs 
.sharing the wealth. Beets and 
parsnips seem lo be immune, but 
the others arrive in the kitchen 
minus most of their beauty, and a 
good part of their insides, as well.
Leeks are usually left in the 
ground all winter, since they 
continue lo grow slowly. Hill 
them up from time to time to 
keep the lower parts bleached. I 
know it makes them messy, to 
clean, but if you will take a sharp 
knife and slice Ihem from the top 
right through the bottom of the 
stalk, the leaves separate nicely 
washed blean before 
being ; sliced into ; chunks; , for-; ; 
cooking. ;V,
Green tomatoes may be 
ripened quickly by pulling them 
in a brown paper bag (or a box, if 
you have a lot) and adding an 
apple with a strong apple smell,
If you wish to ripen them slowly 
put tomatoes in a dark cool 
place, and do look at them 
frequently, those being ripened 
slowly also benefit from a bleach if 
and water , bath (like the 
.squashes). Dry them before 
"piUt.ing.,tiiie'iTi‘;away:;:;'"""
IN SIDNEY ’j'"'*'
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Brttlsli Cotemblans.
On the site-shopping, offices, housing, parks,
ofimpoit-
We’ve got a great new resource in British 
Columbia. B.C. Place is generating jobs now and 
for the future. It is becoming a dynamic 
“Downtown British Columbia” we can all enjoy, 
providing housing for up to 20,000 people 
and a focus for province-wide business, tourist 
and convention activity. B.C. Place is already 
paying its way.
A i^newabie resotarce bmilt at 
:b*>"c6st tb tlW; pjwincial tsut-paYeK;
Best of all, B,C. Place will be a profitable 
source of long-term revenue. Rents from the 
lease of land to private sector developers 
enable B.C. Place to pay its own way.'rhcrc will 
be no additional cost to the provincial tax-payer. 
,It^ a perfect niarriagd ber^eeii public an^^^^ 
enterprise.
;hayb a positive impact all byep^^ 
y Stadium will host Grey Cup ’83^ arid the Soccer
Expo’86, the world exposition on transportation 
and COrrimunicatipn, will be held at B.C; Place ju^t 
four years from now.
Putting thousands to work.
; Initiated only two years ago by Premier Bill 
Bennett, B.C. Place is already providing more 
than 500 jobs bn bfo^and several hundred inpre^^^ 
';;iribuppbrtdr\dustries;;'Ovef;tbe;neb'^20w^ars,-';.bF^ 
thousands mqre jobs will be created in the con-
Just one of four projects for people.
together to help provide the kind of life and f
BG. communities ■
Gphstfiictipn workers are now back oh 
the job b bhilding the roads and services^ and 
cbmpletihb the Stadium for nexfsurhm 
opening. And that’s just the beginning.
'rhpusahds rnore will have pcrmahci'if jobs in 
the B.( 1 l^lace complex and in the service 
industries which supply it. And that’s a major 
economic benefit for our whole province. '
Conticpi IMstn
^ |,.i di',. ‘--i;!’-
AIiWhdY Paying Its
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2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
BRENTWOOD BAY, lurnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly. 
Sandown Motel. 652-1551. 4124-tf
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
office space for rent. Reasonable, suit 
medical, accountant, lawyer, etc. 656- 
5876 356-39
AVAILABLE DECEMBER. January & 
February. No step, modern bungalow. 
Fully furnished, Brentwood. $500.00 
monthly. Mature reliable couple. 
Abstainers. For care two elderly cats. 









DELUXE MOBILE HOME 
Sunday 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Be sure to view this custom renovated 
3/4 double wide mobile home at 9383 
Bitterroot Place, Sidney. Two 
bed rooms - spaciou s master, 1 Va 
bath, fully equipped kitchen, sun 
room with skylight, carport and shed. 
The Village provides worry free living 
and attractive surroundings for those 
over 45. Low monthly assessment;
PAUL HYATT 656-3150
ONE OWNER 3 bedroom, , 2’/? 
bathrooms (master ensuite). Family 
home on cul de sac in Sidney. Fully 
developed basement has oifice, guest 
room, utility, sauna & rumpus room 
with stone fireplace. Separate 
workshop measures 12x24x8' high. 
Ceilings. MLS. Priced to sell at 
$89,999.
B. DUTEMPLE 658-8130
SMALL BUSINESS OFFICE above 
Toronto-Dominion bank. Downtown 
Sidney. Available immediately. Phone 
656-1141. 501-39
RETAIL OFFICE SPACE, 300 sq. ft. 
across from Safeway, Sidney. $350 
monthly inclusive. 727-2125 or 658- 









Complete repairs by European trained 
qualified mechanic lo all makes ol 
garden equipment, pumps, farm 
machinery and construction equip­
ment. .
Reasonable Rates Free Estimates
6S2-3157
HOME DAY CARE - Starts Oct. 1st. 
Ages 3-5, in family care environment. 
Outdoor activities well supervised. Small 
group. Creative fun to stimulate child's 
imagination. Located Brentwood Bay, 
both parents actively involved. 
Nutritious snacks provided. Phone Ian or 
Val 652-4283 8a.m. -11 a.m. and after 5 
p.rn. 497-38
WORK FOR 2, with 1/2 ton. Specializing 
in concrete, or will do any odd jobs. Call 




WORKING PARENTS interested in 
supervised, responsible and dependable 
care tor their children before and/or 
after school, my home. Contact Eva 
Kennedy, 656-1073 after6 p.m. 530-38
LOT, 7055 sq. ft. all city service, paved 
road, 2085 Brethour Park Way. 
$39,500,656-6037. 403-39
WATERFRONT APARTMENT at All Bay 
Marina. 2 bedrooms, lovely views, lots of 
activity. Available Sept. 1, $650 per 
month plus utilities. Sorry, no children or 
pets; Security deposit. Mr. Whyte, 656- 
2085 446-39
SALTSPRING — 2 bedroom energy saver 
home, one year old. Electric heat, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher, stove and 
fridge. W/W carpeting. Vz acre treed lot, 
on sewer, water. Assessed at $84,000, 
asking $65,000 for quick sale. Phone 
656-3548. - 522-38
SIDNEY SAILVIEW. 2 bedroom condo. 
Fireplace, washer, dryer, dishwasher. 
'Adults, no pets please $550 per month. 
656-2843 578-38
SIDNEY, 3 bedroom house, 2'/z baths, 
fridge and stove, 2 fireplaces. Secluded 
treed easy-care lot. Available im­
mediately, no pets.652-0587. 598-39
LEOLODDERS
DUTCH
^ vLANDSCAPER ; 
Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also — excellent crews 
available for larger jobs, 
lawns a specialty. ^
656-9391
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE has 
openings for 1-5 year olds. Hot lunches 
and snacks provided. East Saanich 
Road/Wallace Drive area. 652-2472 
;55 5-40 '8"'
CATERING




IN HOME. OFFICE OR HALL,
COCKTAIL PARTIES, DINNERS. WEDUINGS. ETC. 41
WILL DO HOUSECLEANING in Sidney 
area. 656-4650 anytime. 559-38
New
GET YQUR FALL Rototilling done now. 
Rear tine machine. 652-9935. 593-43
SIDNEY AREA. Fully serviced lots from 
$29,900. Phone479-6058 or479-8987;.
-59 8 - 3'88'; T'::/'--T',
ROOMMATE WANTED. Male or female 
to share 3 bedroom duplex in Sidney. 
Askfof Bernice. 656-94 62. 584-39
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple 
interested in doing gardening, painting, 
window cleaning and odd jobs;656-9462
':''8Tv;;v 8, .'/..vV 8:8';- T306-43'
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
renovations, additions, framing; sun- 
decks, fences. Light ha uling with pickup. 
Free estimates. Steve, 656-2526 . 592-;
: 8,. :8; 8,,...,;8:^
MICRO COMPUTER PROGRAM Course 
in BASIC. Private evening instruction, 
utilizing TRS-80 , level 11 and disc basic. 
For information and registration, ca'Ii 





9659 SECOND STREET. Lovely 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom bungalow, 
: tieatilator fireplace, ;LARGE iN-LAW 
suite, superb park like iot approx. 200 ft. 
near town, seashore, Priced for IM­
MEDIATE sale by owner. 656-5367 571- 
39
SIDNEY, new 3 bedroom, double garage, /
dishwasher. Non smokers, no pets. $800 
plus deposit. 656-5813 . ; , 625-39/
HANDYMAN. 1 have moved from 9812 
Resthaven to 10018 Chicory (off Henry). 
Telephone 656-7670,8 George McCon- 
8nell. ;382-38
PROFESSIONALS. Are you too busy for 
cooking, cleaning, laundry, shopping, 
driving, typing,8housesitting,e tc.? Let 
me help. Lesley, 652-9994. 608-43
Ilardergi§i9;
PAINTING, Eaves cleaned/ Reasonable; 
reliable. 656-0545: 8 603-39
MAXES AN; OFFER
Bungalow with Fireplace and Double I 
Glazing. 1 Block Beacon Ave.
$64,000 ML
SUPER BUY 3/4 Bedroom Split Level, 
Fenced yardIt ha's to be seen to be 
appreciated, only $80,000 and in the 
area. Close to all amenities.
KAREL DROST 8 656-2427 656-0131
TORRENT
3/4 B.R/House Available lmmediate; 
ly.8$550, per month,
JUDIPARFITT ; 6^^^^^
/SIDNEY WATERBEDS./ WE HAVE 
V 8 MOVED TO89783:883fd ST;, ACROSS / 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL.
. COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
i-APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE- STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFiNlSHED WATERBED / 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE.- DOUBLE, 
QUEENORKING.ONLY$197. (40)
UNFURNISHED 1 BEDROOM basement 
suite /for rent. Separate entrance, 
firepiace.Tridge and stove. Quiet, clean 
reliable tenant. $300. .656-3555 
; evenings..-, ;8:/v ;,,,:8-8-’-:; ■■53Qi38--.
GET A CLEAR VIEW — let us clean your 
windows. 2 men and ‘/z ton truck for yard 
ciean-ups and other odd jobs. Phone 
Matt or Billie; 656-777 5 / ■ 388-39
NO. 1 TOPSOIL and:bark mulch. U-haul/ 
oti we deliver^ 6709 Oldfield8Rd, 652- 
2614 . Firewood available also. 535-41
NEW 2 BEDROOM CONDO, W/W; 4:, 
appliances'//fireplace, 8/carpdrt. ; Adult 
oriented, no pets. Lease to purchase, 
minimum 1 year at $500 per month.;/ 
PhoneSonia, 384-4128. nc-38
HOME - AND YARD lyiaintenan^^^^ 
Painting,/fence repairs and building;/ 











1 BEDROOM SUITE. W/W carpet, 
drapes, hot water, cable TV. Fridge, 
no pets. October 1, 1982. 656- 
1673. , 533-3^1
OCEAN VlEWvo/Sidhei/. ; Newer 8 home// 
;• Excellent location to shopping and close 
to schools. 5 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
some appliances, drapes, large deck, 
lots of sun. Double carport, easy to keep , 
yard. Heatilator fireplace, electric heat. 
// Possibility //for; suite; /Reduced front 
appraised value;656/736d./ 544-38/
SIDNEY AREA, split level 4 bedrooms 
and family -room. Fireplace, a!! ap­
pliances, fenced yard. $750 p.m. 
•/available Oct. 1.656-4513. 596-39
NEW 3 BEDROOM vhouse,; furnished,, 
Available Dec. 1 to May 31, Sidney area.
No pets: or children. $7 50 per month. 
656-6523. 590-39
SIDNEY RANCHER, 1,300 sq. ft. 
Irnmaculate, /nearly/new, close to all 
ameqities, Ideal : Tetirement home/ 




2481 Beacon AVe., 
Sidney; B.C/ 
656-3951
/ SAIL VIEW " SIDNEY 
ASKING $63,000 /
1 bedroom Townhouse, attractive liv­
ing room with lireplace; patio,-5 ap-- 
pliances included in purchase price. 
Located near/marinas / --- bus —
8stdre.'''//' ;:/----8/,;/://::8/;/8/:8:;,
/REPOSSESSION. 12 acres - Okanogan
Valley. / Back payments $1,980.00,
8 balance $7 ,920.00 at $120 per month,
; 13 % interest. Bank wires, will be ac­
cepted; Phone (509) 486-2875 or (509)
//486-47.77/8:,8//:/-8:-8/;8-/;8/ 8 ;,/;'• na.38;
WANTED TO RENT, ! bedroom apart­
ment in /Sidney, furnished or/ un- ;: 
furnished, single; senior citizen, male. 
References/ Leave message at Sidney 
Review; 656;1T51// / ;8:8/ 532-39
40/ ACRES - OKANAGAN VALLEY. 
8 $14,900.00.8 Water, valley view,/Pon- 
derosa pine/Low down payment, owner 
will finance. Phone (509) 486 3875 dr 
(509)486-4777// / 38
WORKING MOM with small girl needs 2 
bedroom house dr apartmeht in Sidney. 




WANTED TO RENT, cabin or small 
house. Electricity and running water 
okay but not essential, 474-3095. 610-
:.3 8’/'8--'8
GENTLE, no father family (2 wonderful 
teenagers) wishing for 3 bedroom house. 
656-7943 evenings; ' ‘ 611-39
Write put yoiir ad/ to The Review with payment, and Save 1.00.
;/
For this beautitui 2 bdr,:2 bath condo, 
located only /3;/t)locl<s: trom Beacon: 
AVB;' Stove, fridge and dishWasher In­
cluded,; (;|ovaior,swli1/pool, sauna, 
workshop and games'room 
garden spot,
One ,bodrooin; deluxe suite 
Marina oh your doorstop; Elovatofi - 
games rpoiTi/■' wor k shop:;and more,/’
AMHERST GARDENS 
Corner 3rd St, and AmliorsI
NevV i-2.boriroofTi apartments with; 
/;5'I appliances Tind lireplace, Now 
renting lor pet/l and Nov; 1/Ask 
about our tribvirig early'policy/; /
/ Cell Manager, 
C5G»9458./Sullo 103/
WANTED TO RENT, 1 bedroom suite. ; 
close to shopping, by senior quiet Indy ^ 
Novornber 1 st. preferred, non snoker.
/656'-7334'8':'' /-■:-8'8/-,/8;///8-r'::-:62ji3B,:;, additional insertions/requested \with tho^
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional insertion.
/^J% INTEREST ON 8 
EXISTING MORTGAGE OF $40,200
Monthly payments $.388, Term ex- 
plres Sept,, 1983, Purchase price ^ 
just reduced from / $83,000 /fo 




2 bedroomilidusB tor rent at 9883 
;; Fourth ; St„/iad)acont 8 to Town 
Hail) $450:pe!: inqnth/Tonarjcy on 
:/a montiv to. month basis,/Wrilton;; 
■ appllrrations with reloronces to the 
undersigned by 4 p.mi Seplomber 
■/-27th/'/://,,:;'/:”/'■/;//'
■■O-
6,S; Logan', //^:/ ' 
A,C;I.S, P, Admi’, C.M C. 
Town Administrator / 







'-Ipa ui''nn m m mm inwm «■ low wa 'mi.im
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS i
Milk TOPI ijMi M 'iii ' iffiQ '' 88 'IS ’ is i S
WE WILL TRAIN YOU, help place you, 
certify you, in four different 8 beauty 
fields.: Sculptured: dinger nails, : bexJy 
wraps, body: waxing, and many ditforent 
oxcitlng ways for you to operate your own , 
business. Jon D Studios. Phone 112- 
463-5026, tV2-463-5757 or OVOninES /






(or commercial or personni users " (additional words IOC bach) / ; / B |
■'■:::::'',;:':beacon AVE.:/'''/:"///''
1,1 bo sq, ft, ttonlal $965 per moniti




■ adult to care for 6 /month old boy, rny 
tiotrie, 8 wookdaya: Wage negotiable, if 
Roberts Bay area, 656-6715. 613-39
bSTON --Tt^lClNOTfACHfR 'req-uiria - -■/
by Sidney Twirlors 656-6098. 604 40
Wantecl
„ Number of 
■ addItlonaL 
I Insertions of 














PAINTINO, 25 yurti s exMertottce,
Interior, exlei ior/papeHng, renovations,
8 $^ RMttors and basements,
/■ ’"/'""■"i75'-47''':■■
8. ■■
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Adams 2412 D Beacon Avb.
K 4 _ Sidney, B.C.
Mann ese-sssr
Hinchey & Co. certified general accountants
PIANO LESSONS, classical and/or 
popular. Register now for autumn 
season. Limited openings, 21 years 
teaching experience. Suzuki and will 






of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
I’D BE HAPPY to supply home baking, 
pies, a specialty, in reutrn for fruit, 
vegetables, eggs, etc; 656-1358 after 5 
p.m.;
VIOLIN OR FIDDLE lessons. All ages, all 
styles. 652-9874 after 5 p.m. 473-39
FIBREGLASSER for small boat repairs,











“No Job Too Small’
656-5604
PIANO LESSONS — Saanichton. 
Register now for fall term, and enjoy 
learning to play the piano. Call 652-0263
564-39
25’ CENTURION Motorhome for sale.
Must sell this fully equipped home on 
wheels for bargain fall price. Call 656- 
4015.
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-FrI. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
PIANO LESSONS in your home with 
professional teacher, ARCT. Enjoys 
children. 656-9386. 634-38
TEACHER with computer experience 
and other skills needs work. 652-3088.
Thorne - Lennon Electric f1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
Auto Refinishing
2072 Henry Ave. Sidney ■— 656-6812
Quality Woik 
Reasonable Rates
MAN AGE 21 looking for placement
guarantee after automotive pre­
apprenticeship traning course. Anytime 
656-5738.






PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to paint signs, 
posters, murals, illustrations at 
reasonable cost. Water color, Chinese 
drawings. Patrick Chu, 898 Downey 
Road, Sidney. 656-1730. 540-45
H.O.E. FARM. Welding services and light 
fabricating. Qualified welder will make 
trailers, put on hitches, ornamental 
ironwork, etc. 656-9535,1545 John Rd., 
Sidney.
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE
9240 Canora Rd. 656-5352
BEGINNER CERAMICS CLASSES,
qualified teacher. Greenware and 
supplies. 656-3888. 616-39
EXPERIENCED DESIGNER in ad­
vertising layout work and sign painting. 





on the mufflen 






POTTERY LESSONS, hand and wheel 
throwing. Small classes. Make your 
Christmas gifts. Hands and Earth 
Pottery. 656-5377. 623-38
RESPONSIBLE STUDENT looking for 
after school babysitting job. Will babysit 
on weekends. Call 656-1507, ask for 














Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sal. 7-3 p.m.
FOR SALE Nishiki touring bike, 12 
speed, mint condition, lifetime in­
vestment. $ 700 or best offer. 656-5981.
Travel








^2081 Amelia ave;, SIDNEY
Will paint your- car or
y Iriick, tx)dy repair, rust 
cut out, or libreglassing.; 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­





Enjoy 3 Nights at the
EXCELLENT BRICK/STONE work. 
Experienced, reliable, reasonable. 
Specializing in brick panels for airtight 
stoves. Full tractor services (rototilling, 
blading, postholes, etc.). 652-3802 
(evenings best).
THIS SPACE COyLO BE YOURS 
FOB O^LY^20 •











only *98 per person; DWe.
: includes bus,; cottage, ’ sigh(see­



















MOBILE BICYCLE REPAIR SERVICE 
WE BUY S SELL USED BICYCLES
"Aistomotive- BICYCLES REPAIRED, OVERHAULED 
S PAINTED PROFESSIONALLY
Windows - Floors - Carpets 
Homes S Offices
FFICE CLEANEHS - Gutter Cleaning 
Bonded SSinsLired
FREEiESTIMATES;
1973 TOYQTA CORONA Station VVagon. ; 
yExcellerit condition.'only 48,000 rniles,;4/ 
speed, radio, roof rack, ideal family or 
second car. Recent overhaul — new; 
.battery. Firm at $1700 . Phone after 6:00 
p.m. 656-6466. tfn
GUIDES for; BICYCLE TOURS
BICYCLE TRAINING CAMP
®Iaa*slialFs ■
Walls washed — 
'y ' Gutters cleaned
Window Cleaning Service
1973 VEGA GT WAGON, 64,000 miles, 
. standard, 7 iWheels, air shocks.; Good 
looking $ 1.300. 652-3613 or seeat6819 
Wallace Dr. 525-39
BMX & RACING & TOURING 
BREAKFAST & BED FOR TOURISTS
Contract or;
Office: 652-2910
72178 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1M0
CAT SUBDIVISION development BACKHOE
including: ..
•Sewer Hookups'/i*Hydro & Telephone;Ductwork 
•Drains Residence; 652-3258
GORO MAHTMAN SEPTIC 556 Downey Road ;
FIELDS R.R.1, Sidney, B.C.
;;/Truckihgy;E^cavatihg/ahd; BackHoe/W ork. 656-3159




•Experienced, Insured, bonded 
' -•Weekly'. Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 
•Also; Window & Gutter .Gleaning:
;i970;,;;mRD,;'|;V2-;;;TON;:: pick-up,:;-;V-8:
automatic, with camper. Good condition, 
ideal starter unit. $2,200. 658-8810 






' "plowing, cultivating - 
, , & rotovating ,






?1972TORD.;GALAXY, 4 doors, hardtop/ 






i:}}ic TrniiiHoniil to flic Uini.'uinl
HARRY ABRAMS
Alleratiph i&y Rt'pair '
Novv,'Cdns,t:i'uction;y';:;, ■//''//'
' \V 24'Hour'Service"//,,; 388-6275'Psr.'6222 ' '
\ '' /'"Res. 479-8530
>1981 DODGE 050. Small black 1/2 ton :
/with canopy;; 22,000 ■ kilometres, new 
; condition, under;/warranty/;Tradepins 
; acceptd / Hdward Wi I loughby, 656-9218 
.evenings,.:;';';;585-38/
:i974 CHRYSLER 2 door hardtop,;Trailer
towing/yehicle,: air /copditioninB. Good 
condition^ $1,200.; 599-38
135x15, 4 USEDTIRES for Renault. $20 
each. 656-0341/ v > 620-38
FORD MOTOR, '7 l. V-8, 302; also tires 
770x14; two F60-14 on mag rims and 











: Prompt, Courteous Service
- /Ploughing,;; Levelling, :Fence; 
/.;;; P 0 s t s,;; y D i g g i n a v’ ,; 5 0; y i n,
■'■/:'.ROtOVatOr'y'
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
8:00 ant- 5 pm /





, Long'TInrio SIrinoy Builder > 
Ronovale & Savol FREF. ESTIMATKS;
Call 656-4915
Now apeclallzing in Finishing Carpen-: 
try, Cablnofs and Biiilt-lns, Rumpu.s 
v Rooms, Repairs, Additions. Cusloin- 
> ;made;Window Shutfers,; ;
— NO JOB TO SMALL-
WANTED: Cab oyer camper for import 
long box truck. Fridge, etc. Reasonable. 
478-3798, ^ / 589-38
SELL DR TRADE ; ^ ^
64-year-olri vetoran vylshes.to sell or 
tr:-ide his aged wheelchair fnr smaller 
or/bettor one.: Anyi dflersy 652'4624,:
Butler Brothers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd.
SALES, SERVICE & IIMSTALLATIOIM 
mam
Butler
KEVIN CURRAN [lenoyaiiorts, .Additions,; / tldishlng ;; 
arpentry.: & CusloniTurhiture.
Carpenter & Joiner ' Roferoncos available, / / / :
Ouallly Work — Froo Estimatos
CLARK ENTERPRISES, All types of glass 
at large discount/ prices, Table tops./;, 
l'^opnirs,y;Gfoonhouso Glass. 18”xi8".
: 75c :oa,; ; etc., etc. Tem'porod; Glass; 
34yx68’'; and 76". 28”x76”, $20 ea.:
: 9'750 -4thSt,VSidncy:656':G656/' : if: :
.GRANTS 
\TL;MOT'
10134 McDonald Park Road
. Repair^i lo Ln\vnmuw«?rs,
' y Chainsaws, Mutovcycles, cic-







LUCKY STRIKE, the Cadillac Of Inflatable 
Sportsboats: and; DluoWator> Liforafts. 
;Savq up to ?.0;%, Soptember cloaranco of 
11982 Inventories, demos, etc. 1389 Mairi 
Sfroot, North Vancouver,/ ; na-3S
ELW00D;E. TH0MPS0N CONTRACTOR LTD.
yGqncroteprivgyvays; y :y, : ConcreteWatgrproolinq. Sidewalk?'
;Fisli Ponds y /y 6^ ; ;. ; '. Home Runov;ihon:v














I Blinds DRIFTWOOD CENTRE—■-~4-r.—r —
Tho Sidney Rovlow of- 
for* POKE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to thowo poraonw 
who nro normnlly 
employed but ore cur« 
rontly out of work. You 
mny advertlee for n lob 
or for the »«lo of your 
own morchnndlee to 
0«nernte fund*. Thetto 
,''ada y;mu,«t be y'pUice' ,Tn; 
periBon nt the Review of. 
flcoT No nda for this 
cliioeifloatlon will bo nc- 
’,'ce'Ptbd by phone’i
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 
posts and rails. Solect treo falling. 6.56> ;'
4213,;:''>'-./.. ''".^^''''■•"'>''„'"'V:yv.;'4387-tl
LfGHTW'''T“^'m)RESlc*'"Wo8torn;y 
Cnnadn's largest display. Wholosalo and / 
rofall, Free' catalogues: available. Nor-;: 
:/hurtV/LightinB/Ccrit:r«/,tnc;/.;:''4600;;>East/:;;/ 
Hastings St,, Biirfiabyj B C: VfiG 2K5. 
':phono299-0666//:;'y>/',.;'"^'y'''' I
, ■■
I tjI'IETlWdOEt 'S ... CvVC! ftT.Cfi! .'i/U'liniUil,:,: Ic/hi/UNiti'
troniCi.Mainteriawe'and ftepTirf; ,656-4,l X,7:;
'/:;,TV*RADIO;:';;>^':"'^'’^35;yearL;(ixperienco:i9:yCi&
CLINIC
45,00 AN HOUR Painline, fall cleaning,'
i/drcddc' oricuLido/yand^ odd johe of' a]!:
kinds. Chainsaw v/ork 1J O .OI) an hour or 
coniract,ft56-l 358 after 5 pirn.
^ CSnFENTrR ■TW"MThr*”Anf
' Sidney jfkea. fi8fi-R*i7ay
/,:; About ai'Ob,. Anythinfi'rwioiringAyhand:,:: 
CallTim,65? 03P: Thanks.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, aft he Jumping 
/'Mouso, A; groat selection ;pf good and :/ 
beautiful books lor all ages; Bosido the 
Royal Bank on Doacon. 5523'tln
rWbow””(5rIen“ho0ses, 2076
Keating Cross;Rond. 7'xi2'groenhouso, 
$180, Coine and fsoo; our Hydroponic 
Garden. 652'45'22 ; 335-39
so]L Call me, Eiloom G^-7884. 442'40 
/SlD'NEY'~WlTRB”EDSr“WETHAVE. 
MOVED TO 9783V 3rd ST.. ACROSS 
FROM THE DANK OF MONTREAL. : 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT. MOBILE, HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE.UOTELS: AMD MOTELS, 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBEO 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSiNGLE,' DOUBLE, 
OUEFNORKING ONI V$i97 y i40)
::y''U5VIMAT"'I“l)ca7”'Biesft i
also French Provincial chesterfield, AH In




y, *Siimp ^•'uinpH 
•Walqr Sollonoiit 
•Grounri watur lifvrt pumps ;:
, Shop loinury & K(,'novation VVorlc.
DENIS BECHTHOLD ' Bus. b!>6.b721
Custom Woodworkinff Rets, 656-6639
RAVEN RECREATfOM VEHICLES LTD,




: VAC /[jOI!/ .'
K'Wa t.





Mflflmi, Aulo fif Salidy Glaw . 
Window Olass*'— Mirrors ' 
Windshields InslBlliiri
V irisuraiiGO Clairim Riompily lianrilad i
10114 McDonald Park Rd, I
SMITH CORONA.
TYPEWRITER, Coronet Super 12, 
Chromatic tartridge, excellont condition,
'' $7()n o,h.o, fihfi '-fiinV;' /' eeg -39
MARKET,' Sanscha :Tfall,, „ overy;;,
ii ClidirtieiMr 1 liritfA if. ffliKtn
wviiiw iw*—'!*" "*'»'""**** . 'll
vySundoy9-3. StartingOct, 3, Info, Atabl  
y' reservatiom, coiiESCrSlie evew'np," 
',60 5'-'3 9 ' '
.:»ni.FAniC,,V.:, ..... . ; • , . ,4^
... •.jcv^tiitRY.'BnoKrrtsy""
L y^OIAMONd APPRAiatRS ;
2384 BEACON AVENUE Pli. 6S&-601?
[^0 7^ 7^^ vSEFTE^IBEIH. 29 1982
WEDNESDAY EVEN
1-m 1 YSO i 8:00 1 8:30 i 9:00 j 9:30 l i0;00 “ 10:3u
fTl 7 "- 7 7 3/3) 7;'-. ,.3' / y/3 | T«ss®«)7 | -X®; /;
'3T J 73ri' ' .7 3 3.3 ■ 7: 7.7 7 | BsiaM/3 ;7'- ' | empereat.; :
JX * '-* '7s*5fe-M7-7 ' i'aiw; 3?1;*Jea5Ssrif» 7'{-K 5fcw‘;7MOTSsj}s:ss*7s“; .77;7;/7/:7/7:,’-v'7: . ■
.....-------1_------------i--------- —-------1 ^  . |. . , - J - - 7- ■ ;
15 i 7^“-- rvj'T^Tit ;/3»": j'Seal-®5» 7 3 7..;7 77/ .7-j fits®ide3:;^| / 77! QsTEy;../ ■ _
{; .7«^’W7--g 3; ; .3 '3i.Ti^7}'Be5oaibs»e“ - .| 3. .,7;.; 7 ';
17- 1 Xas.7. ''’/-ri ■ f ij-Bsia/aS 7 ' FSttfrirs. '//.’ 3 '| £gSlteis:*lde«Wfey:a5rj;C;;|kst«2" 3;. = ;;;'; 3 '37.1
iS., .f .
-19. i feStf 3 j ■
-7:. l:/. ; IcteagHarfes.. 3 "'; :7/y;;] . 7 7 ;; ;/
_ ____ .-1—   —1——r-”  -------
/■|fT: JISS.-7 77 1 Satshr7 ^SbBC Tblsasr ' /3 .3 ' '3' - - 7 77 ,7 7 //| X. : 7- / .7 7..
® i3|sSH;73 37|*#,| toe.; SerfSJwiw.Sfsaa^is" 7 3 7 /v;; y j:/;.! MJtSH../-.,/; r.tsews/
1____ -J------ —---------—J— ^---—J
.11^... 1 '.L;’--). . .7-"
^-'■'-■-3 ■ 1 Gjir?£ ..
tl5€ r€^i€ iraio u*p iAKs
■ APfis^es *0 €3iic3^ sTJCsud^ bn 3
St.^ ijocs brewwy's' ianwd Qjiksdale; 
" ho?5e5-iaiscoln iooi-aliites. and a pop"
53iar ssifay cjtiiets's sai^g ^-ap-iPait 2)
. UCA^TIMEieFlSES ;
■fcWft;' ffi'**-Tieraciagtsees'?IS«T,;. 
; '■W’w'SSi.rSf C® ^^WT1^y:, Adnesse Gnjii,,.
■ 'As ilHiied rs«W3ce.de'S'rfop*'b?t*eea: a 
';: Rosraa wHstarv !«dsT'3^ a’beastriBlv 
£raii.;ViK535s?^:^ a tiir»,:*fet'3;Bra2ii»:»s; 
ara.'skng,' .ssjsier al ‘ jnassj'•«, peSl*:^
3M#fe 'O - ♦♦'- "'a>^erCi^sers5“;*13TS,- 
1-' W^«s I i4^'Wa v-Bs, Saitarine HepfeEnL;: 
- me-s a jeStsal -ir,»^al, «ts oB. ia »ai*, 
^tF-,.-a gasg. tf itfjxsadoc? a ^ass^ 
Iwtta s- sfaS^'agjisst'tae ^“g-iss!® i*
* ri'L: - ik.
■ fcjty e {3C svaigiG Hggs
-' -;>y,o C^SSSCTEisataa k
■ . .1-,1
1' ?t9C '






- '■ fj} fSrPM. UAQASSSS As ex-can «*ol 
iselps teras reject the life of crime; tfie 
Stoapeatic ase tf past-hfe regf^Qg- _
k {ftOBisiNEaiBSPErr 
rfi©tHR^scxae*A!flr__-'i
|f CB CAROL BUEKETT AND
■i.-;?aiss5S'.^:;
0 ai^SALL Montrea! Expw at
y PIsflaielB^is.Pfiinsw -' - H; '.I
= 3y S LE BASffiALL J3SS EXPOS An 
f V'tf«aa Sadhns! de Pfetsadei|Aie. tes 1^1- 
" lies reeeiretf les Eipcs de MotU^I
a: Q F-M. »>KTHWBSr Featored Pan!
i?a<«^^Uy Beader Jeans aiKBEt wei^t 
ci^Kfititssmg from Sam Cap^otfo at5d Lis- 
da Meckte, {srofessocal iKfy-baiiiters; tfse
City li^ ens|d-5y« as gosSl ccsdsKtor of 
tW Seattle SvmpaKry at a Freeway Park 
^coKsrt Foley reviews a Itwal reSain 
~j35t; 1 i '■ - 
is T Q E^TErtTAOiMBiT lIKiHJHT 
CS; 0 FATHER HCHPHy <SeasBt Pr«a- 
iere) Js^m atsf Mae Mcrjdty s bteeyinooij 
is tl« city B BterrspteS wfeai 









il t: ffl BARNET MnXER 
® © MARyTTLES MOORE 
7-35 m 0 AieaiCAN adventure 
Me si O ® O ■LALES ofthe gold 
- 'MONKST^ y ■ ^ "
ys s 0 REAL raOPLE More tighligists tf 
tlK “R-jal'People" iraia trip from Lc«; 
Anftfe$yto Cliicago inclwie segnients on a 
St " iJais brewery's fairied Clydesdale 
horses, Abe tir-coln look-aUses. ar^ a pcp-^- 
alar ser^ citirea's sisgiag gronp; tPari 21 
iD 0 SE¥E2t BRIDES FOR SEVEN 
1 i^OTEERS -
Tff) 0 MOVIE"Money Ob The Side"
iPranmre. ftsmar Karen Valeritine. dans- 
ie Lee Ctftis- Three sabsirban hcasewiyes 
■ ris* ev'ervtluBg they bold dear when they 
: itsara tc miatitnti® in a desperate aUenipt 
losajwlrtth^fainilteA -■ '1' ■ ___
<13 © THE MOST ENDANGERED SFE- 
GES-- GEHEIS ADAiEON John Hoas- 
tra narrates a prtfSe of George Adamson,
la Iran who b^ spent mcKl c! hi? life devot-
, ted m liecare and survival of wfld game in 
1.'East Africa.fRj .- i - uil". v: l-<: j. ;
1^ ® IB Movie "Hi&ials" gSIB, Eor- e
mri Hal Holbrook. Robin Gammell. A 
^j’oyrj jf doctors nin into an unexpected 
"=B-nTnv-A hiie on a camping trip, 
y g; © movie * * "The Great Smokey 
Roadc.ock’ fl973, .kdventare) Henry Fon­
da, EsiecnBre-nnaa .A veteran long-dis- 
lance tnic.ker decides to make one final 
.cross-f'oantry run. with a diverse group of
3ranvCi;2ractersiniow. ; : :
9:00® O MOVIE "Money On The Side” 
iPremiere. Drainai Karen Valentine, Jam-, 
ie Lee Curtis. Three suburban housewives 
risk everything they hold dear when they 
tarn to prostitution in a desperate attempt 
to suDport their families, 
i ® © THE PACTS OF LIFE (SMSon; 
Premiere! Jo Itses her scholarship to East- 
land due to budget cuts that atfect the 
' 'school s^odent aid.
® O ffi 0 MOVIE “Life Of The Party 
Story Of Beatrice” (Premiere, Drama) 
Carol Barnett, Lloyd Bridge A hardv 
drinking Texan turns her life arouno and,
. begins a campaign to establish the first.
- recovery house for.other female alcohol-
1 ics;,-.. ;.:1 . y "^ ■
xll O CLCSING RANKS The efforts of 
British intelligence to uncover a possible
- Soviet infiltrator in their midtf are foL 
lowed m this thriller starring Joss Ackland 
and Harrv Andrews. (Ri
131 @ }®VIE ** “End Of The Game” 
(1976. Mystery) Robert Shaw, Jacqueline 
Bisset After JO years, a relentless Swiss
detective still cannot prove that a master 
: criminal is guilty of murder.
FSO (23 0 TWO RONNIES 
/Tffi BIZARRE, BIZARRE 
yys} 0 FAMILY TIES Alex is Jeff in 
charge of things when Elyse and Steveh go 
awav for the weekend. 
lO.-OO 0 THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL
:T LE TELEJOURNAL /
NOUVELLES DU SPORT y,
fs'y© QUINCY (Season Premiere) A psy- 
chiatr.sl persuades Quincy to help her 
y -prow that a H-year-old boy was framed 
for the murder of a little girl ; : ;
fSi 0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
^ B MOVIE ***^ "The Solid Gold
- Cadillac" (1356. Comedy) Judy Holliday, 
Paul Dougiasy .A small-stock holder
i crusades for honesty on the board of d'rec- 
> tors o! a major corporation. ^
- ®,® News :3
lO-JO-X ffi MOL CLAUDE EMPEREUR 
r-La {,n du voyage" L'empereur acceptc 
d'epouser .Agrippine. '
. ; ■ Ol:® NEWS .' ■: :y"
iijBO (4.0 (Sr 0 iz) O News
O CT O CTV NATIONAL NEWS I / 
"-®®S0AP...'3
g©TWORONNIES
ira gJ MOVTEAr ti -‘Eat My Dustlf (i?76yyy 
' .Adventure)^:: Ron Howard., ^.Christopher:, 
Norris. A race-car driver careens through y
small towns trying toywin points with the ;
'girl who is the object of his affections; 
11:05® 0 news.
11:10 ® LES JEUX DU COM-1;
y MONWEALTH Geremonie d’cuverture des; , 
ieux.,: t "'J ' >7";
■11:20 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS y ; 
® ©NEWS
11-25 ® 0 BARNEY MILLER 3:,
11:30 (fyO ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 3 y i; 
® 0 TONIGHT Guest host: Roy Clarkiyyjy, 
@0 CLOSE-UP
® CB ARCHIE BUNKER’S; PLACE 
■ Archie puts his foot; down whenfEdith y, 
announces that she’d like to get a job, (R) 
11:45® e ARCHIE BUNKER’S PlACEyA :
businessman takes over Harry’s interest in , 
the bar and becomes Archie’s new partner;; 
(Part 2) (R)
11:55 ® 0 MOVIE ★*1-2 “Tunes Of Glory’yy 
(1960, Drama) Alec Guinness,; John Mills; ;
' y An unbearable commandant causas: grief f 
for the regiment when desperation leads to 
- , 3-suicide. .•7';7;. . -77.:3' ;7;..y;77:;
712:00 @ S love BOAT a swinging, bache- ,7 
'7; lor concocts a phony story to avoid getting 7 
7 married. Gopher- tries; to keep an unmar- y;
3 ried girl from staying with her boyfriend, y 
; and Captain Stubing falls in love. (R) , ■ , :
'OJ)© 700 CLUB 
12:05 ® Q WEBSTER
7® O SroVIE ★>«!3'Zardoz’; (1974;,Sci-3 
y ence-Fiction) Sean Connery,? Charlotte y
7 Rampling.-<. ■.?-;-7.-..,?,,:,:7;77y?7,7.77^7,?.?.:
7 yg) © MOVIE * ★ ★ “Biuine In Lovf’ 7 
7 (1973, Comedy) George Segal, Kris Kris- 
■ 77 '-tofferson./ - 7 . ■? ;7777i77-.7777.7i:,;'-;"
12:20® O MOVIE ** "Mr Billion" (1977, 
.Adventure) Terence Hill, Valerie Perrihe. y ,: 
12:30 ® 0 LATE NIGHT yWITH DAyiD y 
7 lETTCHMAN 7 Guests;: boxing promoter 7 7 
^ y Don King and heavyweight champion Lari?
ry Holmes; comedian GeOrge Miller; ;? 
7 author Dan Greenburg 
12:55 O €B BOB NEWHABT
1:10®ONEWS
1:30!® 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
1:35®; 0 MOVIE * ■*7 “Stalk ? The? Wild :7
y Chi!d’7(I976, Drama) Dayicl Jansscri,Trishf 
. VanDevere
2:20 @ ® ALFRED HITCHCOCK PREr 7 
SSN^S ■
2:30 ®7@ MOVIE ★★•kr-FWri Millionf: 
Years To Earth” (1968, Science-Fiction) 
James Donald. -Andrew Keir.
7 2:35 © 0 MOVIE *> + ‘’The New Centif 7 
7 rions" (1972. Drama); George: C. Scott,:Stf ?y 
ev Reach
d :;- ®:0 movie;**‘©'Beyond.The;;Beri;7 
7 muda Triangle" (1975. Mystery)
By STEVE K.WALZ
Harris: ‘Came!©!’ is 
‘knight’ to remember
• • One of the hottest enter- 
tainment ; trencjs ? is? the 
actaptation ot Broaijway 
stage productions tor TV. ? 
Such shows as .'“Vanities" 
and “Sweeney Todd” have 
,:7Gr ;will7appeared on.cable,:
while “Ain’t-Misbehavin'
77 recently was aired on NBG.;
This week HBO will air 
the video version of 
'.‘Camelot,” the musical 
" 7 starring 7Richard Harris as
.King Arthur. The TV per- 
• .7.7formance was shot during a 
7;i0-day7period in: front of 
^77'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ aucjiences at New 
York's Vv'inter Garden 
theater.
7': “Thdre iS;;a; difference all
right between stage and TV 
/ taping,’’ said: Harris, who 
7 replaced Richard Burton in 
the recent Broadway revi- 
y.val of“Camelot.’’7
7"There:is a; difference in: 
: lechnique. you must hit a 
, balance, ' in'stage acting, 
y: you project to: the last man 
: in the gallery.; In, tilm-TV,,
:; you project to the first man 
7,- in the; stalls,’’ said Harris,
: sipping coffee in the dining 
.room of the Bel Air Hotel in 
; Bel Air, Calif, ; . y 
7 “I / fold .the director I 
/ wasn’t going to change too 
much and y l7 wanted my 
y stage presence; captured. I 
just did not want to reduce
it to a movie performance. 
So the director and I had a 
perfectly balanced 
marriage. When i did my 
heroic histrionics, the direc- 
tor had to be aware that 
the cameras would not be 
too close.” / :
Richard Harris
/ Harris is hoping that 
“Cameiot’’ fares better 
with the critics than his
1981 film.“Tarzan," which 
received almost totally neg- . 
ative reviews. Harris is still 
angry with the critica! reac­
tion to his and Bo Derek's 
performance in the film, but 
he said he had no regrets 
about taking the role.
"You live your life the 
way you want to live it and 
not how Hollywood 'wants 
you to live it.
But he also indicated 
that he didn’t have high 
expectations for the film, 
either.
! “1 don’t set goals tor 
myself because if you don't 
make plans, tnen you can't 
be disappointed.”
/Bluntness is certainly one 
of Harris’ .most notable 
qualities. When asked why 
he’s no'.v filming the third in 
the “Man Called Horse” 
series, he said. "1 did it tor 
the money,”
Neil Carter
HEAVY DUTY — Nell 
Carter, star of NBC’s 
"Gimme a Break” received 
the Distinguished Achieve­
ment Award from the 
.National Association to Aid 
Fat Americans at the 
croup’s recent convention 
in Columbus, Chio. The 
group’s chairman. William 
J. Fabrey cited Miss Carter 
tor “the image she has pre- 
- seated to TV viewers, 
shov/ing that an ample fig­
ure coupled with personali­
ty. warmth, intelligence, 
beauty and yes, sexuality, 
are not mutually incompati­
ble qualities.”
ALGER TALES — 
“Frank and Fearless," a 
melodrama based on the 
writings of rags-to-riches 
author Horatio Alger,- will 
air as part it the “ABC 
Weekend Specials” series 
during the 1982-83 season. 
The show is said to exem­
plify the values of courage, 
truth and honesty found in 
Alger’s writings.
BYE BYE DOOBIE —
The farewell concert of the 
Doobie Brothers, one ot 
the most popular bands ot 
the 1970s and ’80s, will be 
aired later this year on 
Showtime. The broadcast 
will feature concerts per­
formed earlier this month 
by the group at the Greek 
Amphitheater in Berkeley. 
Caiif.
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■Wagner. Marc Singer. After moving into a 
7 AJctonan rnansicn -writh a bizarre History,-a 
young ari'e is transported into the past to 
/ save (he life of a former inhabitant cf the
-J/boase;: -
; -;g: © MOVIE *** "Yours. Mine And 
Ours" (1968. Comedy) Lucille Ball, Henry 
;;; Fonda. A man with 10 kids marries a 
•woman with eight.
MO® O STAR OF THE FAMILY (Prem- 
/ iere) .A fire company captain finds his
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® © TSaSMURNALRSGH^AL 
® O P-M. FKSSSEST Featured; 
i^ssster ; !»a Paal Byaa is live at tae 
:, -Do-it-'VYKBstfr' Fair sa tse Seattle Eria- 
3 bitios Hall; Geoff; Smith covers 
7/ Uwausiava isnxs-ts: Elaitse HecA looks at 
: systeans,
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IX © JOANS LOVES (^CHI fSeasos
7 Fh^niere! Fcazie visits Chicago Eaexp^ct-
as'Jc-axde sad Cbatftare ab^l to
3-aidiiisioraTVSK?w,/7 7:;7 7_7,;..^-7;7..
1 f5 B FAME tSeascsj Premiere} is
gtres total csnlrol _cj bis own imiscai. and
7 7:;i>i3^{tfis1a love with him;- 77“^-^ /” 77
e © ® 37® 03£AGNUM, Pi tSea-
7 //"son Ktfniere) ME^attn’airi.TC try to prfr 
' 3 ticnal^any. iRsIdp ;whdthat.the
:? three of dissn are raarked for cealfe by an 
/ :7tfdwriressenwi;;'';:
: - and' jeffrev ■ Lytsts? an /■ mforma Jve 
'TTiKdc’at whatinew at lhe.moriesX;:?/7X “ 
fft! ® SE5VIE * ** -Tl* Two Wsu^ds Of
7 *i!«;;.i..ogarr 7(1579. /TMyst^};
7 singing talents of his teen-age daughter
catapult her to a career in show business. 
“j B this old HOUSE Bob Vila gives 
/tKtinters on laying a no-wax floor and. 
checks the progress of the landscaping-.(H), .
9:M® 0 REMINGTON STEELE (Prern- 
ierei Private investigstor La-ura Holt is 
hired 10 protect a fortune in jewels froro a 
handful of people, including a handsome,
; mvstcrious stranger. —
:® e TOO CLOSE FOR COMFOR'T (Sea: 
son Premiere) When Muriel's baby finally 
cecides to enter -ite world. Monroe’s 
motorcycle is the only way to get her to
7 thebospltaL /
7^; 0 CHEERS (Premiere) A fheltered 
bride-to-be is abandoned by her fiance in a 
Bosto.n bar with a colorful group of cus- 
tomersand its handsome oroprietor.;
:'i; o EVENING AT pore Ray Charles 
sings "Georgia On My Mini”; "Set Me 
Free" and "Talkin' With Brother Ray' 
■with the Boston Pops under the direction 
of John Williams. (R) / /7;7;77 7 '
Si WVJE **-* "Tommy" (1975, 
7 Musical) .Ann-Margret Roger Baltry. 
Music by The WT.o, Struck deaf, dumb and 
blind by a childhood trauma, a young man 
becorr^ an unlikely pinball champion.
9:20 ;® O TAXI (ftemiere) Following an 
old countiT tradition. Late: and Simka 
" host a matebroaking party for the drivers 
al the Sunshine Cab Companv./ " ; 
lONHJ ® 0 THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
®©PILEOUFACE 7
'77® 020/207o'-37;“ '" 777.-; 77.. ..7 7
® o ® 0 HILL STREET BLUES
/ /tSeasen Frriniere) Furi'Uo-investigates a 
7 ; brutal attack on a nan, and Hili and /Renko 
: :er.co-a3ter an adulterous loyer trapped; by 
" bathroom plumbing, / J 7
7® O ® Q KNOTS LANDING (Season 
77;Sem;ere>' VaI, gathers the. courage Jo; 
3 “make Gary pay for his affair with Abby, 
7 and Karen tries 10 reopen the investigation 
7 into Sid's death. .•;;7 : -.7 7 / 77;- 7-,. .
- **‘2 "^n On The Flying
;3 -Trapeze^ Com^y) /; )V.C, Fields,
7 Mary Briari A daughter hdps her urJiappy
7 father stand up fcrhi5rights;7 73
/-V|0®KEWS;:;7:37 7/777;-:; .7
“;®©M*A»S*H .
KfcSO (3) © LE TEMPS DES CHOIX
7 /gj'iBNEWS
11:00® © MCCLOUD ‘;Le :crepuscule:du .
“out du monde”;Un celebre manncquin est 
mahipuie par des trafiquanis de drogue ,
nourservir d’intermediaire. '
. ‘X Q ®: 0 m 0 NEWS 
7' ®O®0m
- ii fflsoAP
3 712;©TWORONNIES - •
© **>5 ■7Death:Race 2000 ’
; <3975. Comedv) David Carradine. Simone - ;
7 Griffith. In the year 2000 A-Dy/ hit-and-run 
dri-ring is a nationai sport in which female 
77 7 ’.iclims are worth ten points.
11:05 ® 0 NEWS
70 , Q the MAGIC WORLD OF MAR­
CEL MARCEAU The world's greatest liv- 
7 7 ing practi'iioner of the ancient art of 
silence performs seven of his most famous
7 pantomimes. ____
11-20 f*! O VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
7; .'8)0 NEWS 
11-25 32) 0 BARNEY MILLER 
11-30 ® O ABC NEWS NIGHTUNE
;r53 O TONIGHT Guest host' George Car-
//Jin Guest: Bob Hope
.ril m HiADAME’S PLACE 
® ® QUINCY;Quincy traces three cases 
bf botulism poisoning to a stadium -where a 
> major soccer championship is to be ; ^
li;«3>3 QLTNCY Quincy discovers that a . 7 7.
7 surgeon's inadequate facilities were 
7‘ responsible for the deaths of a prizefighter .
7 and a chef.
11:55® 0 MINDER Terry’s/rescue of a
; voung Greek Cypriot (Peter Bland) from a
street brawl places; .himself and Arthur in 
the midst of a restaurant rivalry (R)
12:00 ® £J VEGAf Binzer's former partners 
7 in crime finally catch up with him and . .
demand the loot they think he still has. (R) 
nx m 700 CLUB 
12.-05 ® O WEBSTER
® 0 MOVIE ***'■2 "Murder On The 
Orient Express" (1974. Mystery) Albert
Finnev, Lauren Bacall. ____
12:30 ®‘ 0 LATE NIGHT/ WITH 7 DAVID
T3OTTFRMAW Guests:7 TV //writers Tom • ,
"" ' Paichett and; Jay ^author Fran
7' Lebdwiu.
12:40 (g; © MCCLOUD Marshal McCloud 
; 7 / comes ;to New York Jo study big city ^lice ,
operations/'and: finds'himself Jnvolved. in:
'-■;:/7:./two’cases....' ;.//;J'7/:/7-'7 7,7./77/777/7.7;77;.//./j.;//;;:;;/:;////;;.,.
12:45113} © BOB NEWHART 
12:55® 0 MOVIE ★★‘-z “A Blueprint For 
37 3 Murder" (1953, Mystery) Jean Peters,
.loseph Gotten.
Y ® 70 7MCCLOUD A/ small-town sheriff 
McCiOud responsi'hle for the escape 
: ' of a caiiie rustler.
1:10® ©NEWS
DAYTIME SPECIAL
4:30 ® 0 THE WRECK OF THE
. MARGESSON/..;/;:;. 7:/ :;7:7'7 777 73 -7;: ^
(3) 03 TELEJOURNAL 
ill © THE MUPPETS
daytime MOVIES
;.77:"t/
1:00 i/Ll) © **'-z ‘Deadly Hero'’ /(1976,
DramaV Don Murray, Diahn Williams. A
trigger-happy policeman's career and a
kidnap victim's life are jeopardized when
he re.scues her and kills her abductor.
““siob ®':'© : *'*;*jj' "The7Front Page" 
‘(!974. Comedy) Jack Lemmon; Walter 
'“ / ■/Matthau. A tough city editor and a top- 
iiotch reporter cover the execution of a 
. convicted cop-kilier.
EVENING
O'OO ® 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 
® © L’INCROYABLE HULK. 
iTlOABCNEWSp 
■ ’ C5)0NBCNEWS7
®;0 ® O NEWS 7, .;
■ iTl 0 CBS NEWS 7;'7:’7;: 7, 7^
@ 0 DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
Ql);© SANFORD AND SON :
7 " “(!2) © HOGAN’S HEROES 
:7;7:W3(l3);® CHARLIE’S ANGELS 7 / ; 7: 
:;3“8:30 ® 0 ® 0 NEWS ; 7; 77 ;
® 0 P.M. : MAGAZINE A tour of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing,/where 
money is made; a look at cosmetic surgery 
available for men, 7 3
C€) ©business REPORT 
©j ® BOB NEWHART 7: 7 7.
©I © CAROL BURNETT AND 
■ |rpTi<!wns;''7-
7-00 ® 0 IK) YOU REMEMBER J /y 
® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® © P.M. ; NORTHWEST Featured:
■ Geoff Smith recalls his recent travels in 
Geririahy; a huge record collection owned
733';;7bva Bellvue resident. 7' 7 77 :
: ® 0 entertainment tonight
® S FAST COI^ANY Guests'. Dwayne
Ford, Angie Dickinson, Wii Shriner. Frank-
. ;ie Avalon, Tony St. Viiicent./Jim Stafford, 
Ian Thomas, Morgan Fairchi!d;7Rip Tayr 
lor, Leslie Nielsen.
7 7; ® @NEWS7“::7 7";73.;7; / 7 7/77 :/ / .
® O'S0AF“'7..; :' 7‘77/;.;!'3:7; -.777
® © MACNEIL7 LEHRER REPORT 
7/?:7 '7 (n) ® HOGAN’S HEROES 
Q2} © M*A»S»H 
oi © VANCOUVER ■
7:30® 0 THE FACTS OF LIFE Tootie 
gets drunk while :: •.:>s to prove she is 
; mature. (R) .
li i 0 "nc TAC DOUGH 
® © MOVIE •*'**l'z “An Unmarried 
AVoman" (1978, Drama) Jill Clayburgh, 
Alan Bates. A dedicated wife and mother 
XUains a new seif-awareness after her hus­
band of 16 years confesses that he’s in love 
with someone else.
(Ti 0 FAMILYFEUD 
® 0 FAST COMPANY Guests; Dwayne 
Ford, Angie Dickinson. Wil Shriner, Frank­
ie .Avalon, Tony St. Vincent, Jim Stafford, 
Ian Thomas. Morgan Fairchild, Rip Tay­
lor, Leslie Nieisen, 
fn)® ODD COUPLE 
115; © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7-35 ® 0 AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:00 ® 0 SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK 
® © A COMMUNIQUER 
® O MOVIE * * * * "Goldfinger” 
3 (1964. Adventure) Sean Connery, Honor 
Blackman. Secret agent James Bond dis- 
; covers a wealthy man's plan to rob the 
gold reserves of Fort Knox. (R) (Parental 
discretion is advised)
® 0 the POWERS OF MATTHEW 
STAR Matthew tries to clear his guardian 
7 Walt, who has been arrested for a crime 
committed by his double.
® 0 ® 0 ■niE DUKES OF HAZZARD 
3 (Season; Premiere) The Duke cousins. Coy 
and Vance, surprise Boss Hogg when they 
return to Hazzard after, an absence of six
®/^^Q WASHINGTON WEEK IN
review
Tl]) ffl MOVIE **V2 "Pork Chop Hill”
: (1959, Adventure) Gregory Peck, Harry 
7. Guardino. American forces^battle lo take
the famous Korean hill hoping to stop the 
communists.
@ (B MOVIE ***’A “A New Leaf” 
(1971, Comedy) Walter Matthau, Elaine 
May. The plan's of a down-and-out playboy 
/ :to marry and murder a wealthy girl go 
7 astray; when he realizes that her good- 
; : natured, innocent wavs appeal to him.
S SO QD 09 GENIES ENHERBE
(Tj 0 WALL 5TREET WEEK "Not A 
Puff Piece!” Guest: Diana Temple, vice 
president, Salomon Brothers, Inc.
8:00 ®» 0 COUNTRY CELEBRATION: 
: NASHVILLE Ronnie Prophet, Dolly Par- 
; ton, Stu Phillips, Roy Acuff. Minnie Pqarl. 
Loretta Lynn' and Stonewall Jackson are 
featured'in a musical extravaganza from 
the Grand Ole Opry. (R) -
® © HORS SERIE: MAITRES ET 
;; VALETS ‘'Nous ne sommes que des 
'liumains” Virginia Hamilton vient deman-
FRIDAY EVENING EMBER 24,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(2) Rerr.ember - Facts Oi Life SCTV Televisio-n Network Country Cetebration The National • Journal
Regional TeleiOcrnal ,
--------- ---------------J
Vendredr j A Confirmer .Maitres Et Vaieis : Reperes
W FW Norihwesl The Muppets ABC Movie; "Gcidfiiiger’’
Strike Force
C5l [ntertainmeni Tic Tac Dough Powers 01 Matthew Star
NBC Movie: "The Martian Chronicles ■■ (Part 3)
Fas! Company .Movie: '.An Unma tried Woman"
Quincy
m News Family Feud The Dukes Of Hatzard
Bring 'Em Back Alive Dallas
m Soap Fast Company Ihe Dukes Of Hazzard Bring 'Em Bec'is Alive
Quincy
(9} MacNeil Adventure
Wash. Week j vVaH Jtreef Biography Superstar Masterpiece Theatre
(TD Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple .Movie; 'Pork Coop HIT'
News
GD M.A.S.H7 Mary T. Moore Movie: "A New Lea!' M.A.S.H. News
Vancoaver
Movie: "Fun V/ith Dick And Jane"
der conseil aupres du vicomie Hellamy 
quand son fils doit passer en cour martiaie. 
g] 0 MOVES * '2 "The Martian Chroni­
cles: The Martians/' (Part 3) (1980. Sci­
ence-Fiction) Rock Hudson, Gayle Hunni- 
cutt. In the year 2006, Colonel John Wilder 
returns to Earth following a major war, 
but soon realizes that he should make a 
permanent life for himself and his family 
on Mars. (R)
(J) 0 BRING ’EM BACK ALIVE Wild- 
animal hunter Frank Buck is pressed into 
service to find an American agent whose 
plane crashed in the Malayan jungle and 
recover the vital documents in his posses­
sion. (Part 1)
® 0 BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE Wild- 
animal hunter Frank Buck is pressed into
service to find an American agent whose
plane crashed in the Malayan jungle and 
recover ihc vital documents In his posses­
sion. (Part 1)
® ©BIOGRAPHY
<T3, © MOVIE * ** "Fun With Dick And 
Jane” (1977, Comedy) George Segal, Jane 
Fonda. An unemployed aerospace execu­
tive and/his -A-ife farn to/robbery as a
means to supDori their luxurious lifestyle. 
9-30 79 r O SUPERSTAR PROFILE 
lO'OO ® 0 THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
Q’ fflREPERES
® 0 STRIKE FORCE Lieutenant 
; Gunzers honeymoon turns into a nig.ht- 
mare when his bride is critically wounded 
during an assassination attempt. (P.)
® O :® O QUINCY Quincy investi­
gates the death of an infant when the com­
petency of a hospital is questioned. (R)
® O DALLAS Sue Eilen accepts J.R.’s
marriage proposal. Lucy agrees to take a 
pregnancy test, and Miss Elbe vows to 
remove J R- from Ewing Oil- (R)
19 0 MASTERPECE THEATRE "Tes­
tament Of Youth" Devastated by Roland’s 
death. Vera devotes all her energies to 
nursing: she returns to England deter­
mined to marry her brother’s friend Vic­
tor. (Pari 3! (Rip 
;iVfflNEWS 
i!5fflM*A*S»H
10:30 15 © NEWS
1100 ( 3 : © SIMON ET GARFUNKEL 
X/0:5; 0(7) ©NEWS 
:"6 O 8; Q CTY NATIONAL NEWS 
, 9 0 MYSTERY "Sergeant Cribb: Hori­
zontal Witness ’ An underworld hoodlum is 
found unconscious and badly beaten after 
telling Scotland Yard he witnessed the
murder cf his gangster boss. (R) p
ill ffl SOAP 
12 ffi TWO RONNIES 
.u; © MOVIE **'z “Pumping Iron" 
(!977) Documeotary. Arnold Schwar­
zenegger Lou Ferrigno. Two physique 
stars u.ndergo rigorous training rituals to 
pr£pa.''e for competition in the World 
Bodvbuiiding Championships.
11:05 /5 8 biEWS
11-20 6 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS
73/QNEWS
11:25 5 8 BAR.NEY MILLER
11:30 > a. O ABC NEWS NIGHTUN’E
35. 0 TONIGHT Host; Johnny Carson. 
Guests; Robert Blake, singing dogs.
: 7) 0 CLOSE-UP
M-. ffl MADAM’S PLACE
15; © MOVIE **‘i “The World Is Full
Cf Married Men ' (1980, Drama) .Anthony
Franciosa. Carroll Baker. An advertising 
executive's extramarita! affairs ultimate­
ly lead lo the break-up of his marriage and 
the loss of his self-esteem.
11:45(2) O MOVIE **16 "Hardhat And 
Legs" (1980, Comedy) Kevin Dobson, 
Sharon Gless. An amorous construction 
worker begins a complicated and humor­
ous romance with an attractive sex educa­
tion teacher. (R)
11:55(5; 0 MOVIE *** “The Oklahoma 
Kid" (1939, Western) Humphrey Bogart, 
James Cagney. A bandit hero defends set­
tlers in the Southwest in the late 1800s.
12:00 (X © CINEMA * * W “Desire Lafarge 
et ie Hollandais” (1978, Policier) Raymond 
Baillet. Julia Dancourt.
(J: O FRIDAYS Guest host: Susan Saran­
don. Guests: The Four Tops. (R) 
nx ffl SOLID GOLD
12:05 7® G WEBSTER
® O MOVIE *** "Audrey Rose’.' 
(1977. Horror) Marsha Mason, .Anthony 
Hopkins.
12-30 (S i 0 SCTV NETWORK
12:40 llJ; ffl BOB NEWHART
1:00(11 ffl NEWS
1:30 Sj SS MOVTE "One Deadly
Owner” (1974, Mystery) Donna Mills, Jere­
my Brett.
i15 © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE­
SENTS
1:35 v® G MOVIE * * * "Ash Wednesday" 
(197I. Drama) Elizabeth Taylor, Henry 
Fonda,
2:0015} 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
®ONEWS
2:20(83 0 MOVIE *** "Carrie" (1976, 
Hoiror) Sissv Spaeek, Piper Laurie.
SATURDAY EVENING
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00
SEPTEMBER 25,1982 
10:309:30 10:00
CFL Football: Montreal At Winnipeg Cont'd
Unexpected Archie Bunker Dallas
Ca) Football Canadian Cont'd
(5) Lawrence Welk 
CD king 5 Magazine
(6) Bizarre Circus
(T) Donahue
La Course Autour Du Monde Noir Sur Blanc Genies
Oiif. Strokes
T.J. Hooker
Oiff. Strokes Silver Spoons
Love Boat





CBS Movie: "Revenge Of The Pink Panther"
CTV Movie: "Revenge Of The Pink Panther" :
To Manor Born Kennedy Center Tonight
shortage is profiled. :
(n) 03 STAR TREK ; 
@®WEEK’SEND ^
® a WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
: NEXT!; ■
6:SO®0®@NEWS ; :
(5) © JACK PATERA ^
®ONOWPLAYmG
far O UNTAMED WORLD (R)
@ © PINK PANTHER V
7:()?@0*SotSwITH LAWRENCE
wEnjt
® @ KING 5 MAGAZINE : -
® 0 bizarre Featured: a guru enter-
f9T O ODYSSEY "Other People’s Gar­
bage” Historical archaeologists at three 
sites across the United States search fea 5^; 
; clearer, and often very different, story of 
America’s recent past. (R)p 
® © MOVIE ★ ★V4”Blood Alley (1955,; J 
Adventure) John Wayne, Lauren, Bacall. 5 
An American merchant marine helps, an s- 
entire village of Chinese peasant escape 5- 
from pursuing communiste.
(ra © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO^^ , 
ffl LA COURSE AUTOUR V DU 1 
MONDE
© ® SILVER SPOONS (Premiere) A12-:
M bizarre Featured: a guru eniei- year-old genius comes to live with his
ing the world of politics; a nun’s comments tv(i.ra OF T^ UI^EXPECTED
on televised sex scenes. _ . ,, ,, L ’ cn rriVK BOAT A millionaire
afternoon
Id) O THE BRADY BUNCH 
(6) Q UNIVERSITY JOURNAL 
(D O OUTDOORS UNLIMITED 
dj; © MOVIE, ★ Li “Goodbye Franklin 
High" Lane Caudell, Ann Dusenberry.
QD © INSIGHT 
2:30 ® © NIC ET PIC 
(2) O MOVIE ■*•** "Shirts / Skins" 
(1973. Comedy) Rene Auberjonois, Bill Bix- 
by. ParticipanU in a weekly basketball 
game invent an interesting new game that 
proves to be more rewarding than expect­
ed.
(6; O WEEKEND REPORT 
© O WHATSCOOKING 
©©FAITH FOR TODAY 
3:00 (2) 0 RACQUETBALL 
@ ffl LES HERDS DU SAMEDI 
C6'j O ISLAND SPORTS REPORT 
d) O WRESTLING
(9)0 THE MAGIC WORLD OF MAR- 
mii. MARCEAU The world’s greatest liv­
ing practitioner of the ancient art of 
silence performs seven of his most famous
pantomimes■omimei. __
© CHILDREN’S FILM FESTIVAL
“Custody Rights"
S:S0 (2) 0 PAR 27 
®0 POLKA TIME 
® ® WORLD OF TRAVEL 
©ffl SOUNDS GOOD 
4:00'@ 0 THE GOLDEN ERA OF 
SILEdNTS
© ffl LE MONDE MERVEILLEUX DE 
DISNEY
@0 UP FRONT
© Q AUTO RACING Coverage of the 
Caesar’s Palace Grand Prix, from Las 
Vegas, Nev.
® O ® 0 WIDE WORLD OF SPOR’re 
Scheduled: the Norwich Union Table Ten­
nis final matches (from Toronto, Ont,); the 
Chuckwagon Races (from Calgary. Alta.); 
coverage of Canadian Invitational Classic 
Gymnastics (from Winnipeg, Man.).
(Tl @ TO BE ANNOUNCED 
® O EVENING AT POPS "Old Timers’ 
Night” The three Mills Brothers join con­
ductor John Williams and the Boston Pops 
Orchestra for an evening of heartwarming 
music and flawless harmony. (R)
(ij) ffl WONDER WOMAN 
©©FUNORAMA 
©ffl WRESTLING 
4:30 @ O AT THE MOVIES
(1956 Western) Clayton Moore. Jay Sil- 
verheels. A wealthy ranching family 
interferes when the Lone Ranger and Ton* 
to try to settle an Indian dispute.
5:00 '2; 0 CBC NEWS 
Tl ffl FILM'D’ART: L’A'VENTURE DE 
L’ART MODERNS ^ .
® 0 WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
THE WALTONS
(9) 0 CHAPXES M. SCHULZ... TO 
HEMEMBER Charles M. Schulz, creator 
of the famous comic strip “Peanuts,
discusses his life experiences and their
relationship to his work.
© ffl BIONIC WOMAN 
i© ffl WESTERN REVIEW 
5:30 (2) 0 ACCESS The Surrey’’Access ’To 
All" Committee, whose members offer aid 
to both the temporarily and permanently 
disabled, is profiled. (R)
r9) 0 VICTORY GARDEN 
© ffl GLOBAL WEEKEND
EVENING
6:00 (2, 0 CFL FOOTBALL Montreal Con­
cordes at Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
vlJ © FOOTBALL CANADIEN Au Winni­
peg Stadium, les Blue Bombers recoivent 
les Concordes de Montreal. 
f5)@(6J0®0NEWS .
. rfi© CBS NEWS
'53 0 CRISIS TO CRISIS WITH BARBA- 
1^ JORDAN "Mad River: Hard Times In 
Humboldt County" A rural community in 
California that'is facing environmental 
and economic disaster due
(7) ©'"toNAHUB ’’Male Centerfolds" 
Guests: actor Fred Williamspn, Playgirl 
executive editor Diane Grosskopf, center­
folds Scott Brown and Roth Hyght. ^ . 
® 0 DIFF’RENT strokes Arnold dis­
covers that some girls will ignore him 
because of his short stature. (R) ■ ‘r ■ .
(i;) 0 SOUNDSTAGE “Doc Severinsen 
Doc Severinsen introduces his new jazz 
fusion band Xebron in a special perform­
ance which features vocalist Dee Dee 
Bridgewater. (R) Q
(TV© © ffl LOVE lli naire,- 
gathers all his: relatives on aboard"© ^
announce his new will, and Captain Stub- : 
ing meeU the daughter of a woman he
once loved. (R) g rr,
® 0 MOVIE ‘‘The Facts Qf Life Goes 'rpi; j
Paris" (Premiere, Comedy) Charlotte Rae,: -
Lisa Whelchei: Mrs. Garrett and the ^rls,; j
; from Eastland get more than they bai^, ,̂
gained for when they spend their summer <
vacation in Paris. nt
m SB ® O MOVIE A,* A :“Reyenge;Of;;;
Ca;fflBUCKI^^_ : Cannon. The bumbling ,,
© © THE AVENGERS , _ Tncns>>-tnr lacnues Clouseau dons a variety
children set out alone across the R^ky ^ ^ j^qVIE ★ * “How To Steal A Mil- .
Mountains in order taclaim a farm in Ore- ; ® ^ive Happily Ever
gon which they inheriiea. , . nftor'.” n efifi Comedvi Audrey Hepburn, ;
7:30® O ® ® CIRCUS C^^Dodd an©
Sherisse Laurence welcome^ aena ist Glo „aj,jfather’s fake work of art before
ria Marquez, the ; ^n insurance investigator appraises it. ;
Trampoline Guys and Gals (Canadian ^
National Champions) and the Loyal Rapin- down and refuses to let
sky Troupe, the world’s youngest bareback ; ArcM^
8:M®foWHOOKER{Seaso^.^mie^:(
T.J. Hooker becomes involved f io-OOf2) 0 DALLAS Sue Ellen accepts J.R.’s
unsolved case he covered as a detective ^
^(^DJ™^irROKESArnolddis:^)^(;:^
covers that some girls M.D. (Season
because of his short stature. (R) " ^'oT^rpv TraDDer’s ex-mother-in-law :
ca a WALT DISNEY (Season Premiere) GK^^^ H^E^^
"The Apple Dumpling Gang western) Ray Milland. Hedy
A pair of western outlaws trying to wa Lmarr Corifederate 'veterans seeking a •
the strait and narrow are new'Start in the West are aided by a gun-
bank robbers; Tim Conway and Don Knotts , ^
(gUTl'^OOKERIR) U:.feBUg: national.
' i-00 Qj) ffl * * “Confessions Of A Police 
‘ Captain” (1972. Drama) Martin felsam,
: ; Franco Nero: When a frustrated policeman > 
: cannot apprehend a criminal legally, he 
decides to settle the matter privately.^ _ 
j-SOfi) ffl,pAAMt -’Le retour de Jean
(1977 Drame) Jean-Paul Zehnacker, Patri­
cia LMieurRapatried’un camp aliemand, 
un homme ;eprouve des difficultes a se 
“ reintegrer a !a vie civile: : : ^ :
S:C0 ® 0 "S*P*Y*S”(1974,Come-
;: dy): Elliot Gould, Donald Sutherland. Two 
( CIA agents b^ome targets of both theCTA 
and eneiny ageh*^ when their boss decides 
they are expendable.
EVENING
8^ (3) 0 CBC EVENING NEWS "
® ffl LE VAGABOrro”Le vol de four- 
rures" (STC) ;
: . ® Q ABC NEireg:
NBC NEWS'; - 
;“: ®:0 ®0NEWS 
i-'©0 CBSNEWS ^'
19) 0 DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
©fflM“A*S*H 
D ©’THREE’S COMPANY
i rm A nr n?>C A M/'fTT JQ
6 30 ® © TERRE HUBSAINE (STQ 
®Q®©NEWS, ; c ; ^
P.M. MAGAZINE How clcth^
reveal an individual's perso-nality; a seL- 
sufficient, model community in Northern 
California called Oz.
® 0 BUSINESS REPORT ; (
rffj ffl THREES COMPANY _
CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS; -■ :-( ( '
7^0 @ © SEEING rr OURJ^V _ ;
(3^ ’TELEJOURNAL PaEGIONaL 
r|) Q NFL FOOTOALL Ci.ndnnaa Een- 
gals at Oeveland Browns Q '
I® 0 E2<TER.TAINMENi’^HGET
® O ’THRILL OF A LffBTBEE Fm- 
tured: a sales representative plays base­
ball with the Montreal Expos; two teenag­
ers are serenaded bv the Nylons; a mar- 
( ried couple takes a rollercoaster ride 
through a mountain of shavi.ng cream; Md 
two pen pals who have corresj^dec fffi- 
more than 60 years rmally meet m person.
= ■- 'SONEWS 
i'8^'SOAP
Wj o HACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
. - @ffl®©M»A«S*H::; :
©fflVANCOOVER ^
7-^;Ti 0 HAPPY^ DAYS (Season Prem- 
7er5 Fonzie falls , for a sophistic.^ 
accountant with a 6-year-old daughter. ^
3 © TS.EJOURSAL
(5 QTK'TACIXKIGS ( 
i 6 O THE JSTSSOhB 
■ 7 aafamilyFE3a> i ^
if: O ’TEHILL or A UFETME Fea -
' -ian^: a 'sales reprcseisanie play^: barf;;;;.
ball with the MorAreal Expof; two teenag­
ers are serenaded by the Nylo?t% 3
ried couple takes 3 roaerepaster n*:^
throagh a isountain cf sharing cream, aiw
two pee pslsTcho have correspoodee f^ 
more than ^ years BeaRy m.^ m P^son.
rii i ^ T
M © MAHYTYLEaafflO^^ . ;
rv: ©AMERICAN ADViSmiRE c
i-ee ® 0 HANGIN IN (Seas®
Kate tLally Catfcas) prep^ 
school reani® while dealing i^.tE a *^7; 
custody battle, and Mate (Divii Ksa^ is 
showered with expensive irom^
":i'-ogeofh!ScliegtSLS,' ;'y5£~; ; (.; ...v.,-
© TEI£-ffiIBCTK)N ***1 i;';:?-
catraz" (1360. Drame) Art Car^. 
Savalas rtncarceredKsns llage de dix-cait 
ans dans ie penitenci® d’.Ajcatrai ^
honune pairicpe a nsc: sangiacte et
BSQNNI^ iSe&5G Prei^r^t Chanes 
setis his farm to a voosg cccjie. asat Lasra 
; makes room IS her ht^for Almanais
bnKis® and mece-(Part i/ ir ; 
fT"' O SQUARE PB® is’Femierei 
-friends venture into th^ first day,^ bign 
school freshmen (desatssed, to becotse 
popular wscampts.
SUNDAY EVENING SEFllEMBER 26,1982
—----- ^------ :—1------- ^ "“I
7:00 7:30 ! 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 1 10:30
m Beachcombers Super Concert: Rush Challenge Home Fires ;
Twentieth-Century Disease
(Ti Metro Les Beaux Oimanches Tclejournal Les Beaux Dimanches
Les Beaux Dimanches
CT Believe It Or Not! Matt Houston
Whatever Became Of...
(T CHiPs Knieht Rider
TV’s Censored Bloopers
(T Cass Malloy j lellersons Malt Houston W5:
(7) 60 Minutes A Bunker 1 Gloria j Jeffersons j Day At Time Trapper John. M.D.
m Thai's Incredible Matt Houston
W5'
(T Odyssey ] Previews Nova Masterpiece Theatre
Masterpiece Theatre
(TT) Solid Gold Laugh Trax Probe 1 Contact Threshold Focus
(T5) Streets Oi San Francisco Movie: “The Sterile Cuckoo” 60 Minutes
60 Minutes
AFTERNOON 
1:30 :t2: © JIM BAKKER 
(13) ffl MOVIE *** "Taming Of The 
Shrew" (1967, Comedy) Elizabeth Taylor, 
Richard Burton. Shakespeare’s Petruchio 
and Katharine match wits in a battle of the 
sexes in 16th-century Italy.
2:00 f 3 : ® T.nsx NOUVFiT.T.FS AVENTURES
DEPOPEYE
14 ; O EXPLORATION NORTHWEST 
"Paddle. Paddle” The crew finds adven­
ture on both sides of the camera, battling 
bad weather, bad trails and bad luck to 
film a canoe trip on remote Murtle Lake in 
Canada's Wells Gray Provincial Park.
19! O GREAT PERFORMANCES 
“brmandy At 80" Eugene Ormandy con­
ducts the Philadelphia Orchestra in a per­
formance of- Rachmaninoff's Symphony 
No.2.(R)
© ffl MOVIE * ArVi "Having Babies II 
(1977, Drama) Paula Prentiss, Tony Bill. 
Five couples experience emotional crises
involving first love, birth and adoption.
2:30 C?) 0 MOVIE * * * "The Blue Lamp” 
(1951, Mystery) Dirk Bogarde, Jimmy 
Hanley. A young recruit of Scotland Yard 
apprehends a holdup man who shot a fel­
low officer.
®fflKLIMa)
® 0 AT THE MOVIES 
® © TODAY IN BIBLE PROPHECY 
SOO iTi ffl UNIVERS mCONNUS 
■ ® O BEST OF P.M. NORTHWEST 
® 0 TONIGHT, SCANDINAVU! The 
leaders of five Scandinavian countries 
attend a musical tribute to the cultural 
legacy of Scandinavia held at the Minneap- 
blis Orchestra Hall; Neville Marriner hos^ 
with guest performers including Birgit
Nilsson, Judith Blegen and Victor Borge.
© ©SUNDAYLINE 
4:00® 0 COUNTRY CANADA (Season
Premiere) ___" :
13) ffl LA SEMAINE VERTE
0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
HIGHLIGHTS Oregon Ducks ys. Washing­
ton Huskies _ „
® 0 WASHINGTON STATE FOOT- 
BAIX HIGHLIGHTS 
® 0 STUDENT FORUM 
EMERGENCY 
®OSHOWBIZ 
© ffl WONDER WOBiIAN 
©©FUNORAMA
©ffl SOCCER . , ,
4:30® O HYJ4N SING Selections include 
‘•You Mat Have The JoybeUs.’' “I Asked 
The Lord To Comfort Me" "A Psalm Of 
Assurance" and a medley including “Abide
WiinmO ana v/
( 5 V ffl MECT THE PRESS ® “ir® O QUESTION PERIOD
; Moderator Bruce Phillips and a panel of 
guest journalists interview top newsmak­
ers on current domestic and interhational 
issues
® 0 LAST CHANCE GARAGE Brad
Searsvisitstheshopofanenginerebmld-
© ® I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
5:00® ©CBC NEWS 
@ ffl SECOND REGARD 
.©©NEWS' '
rsj 0 FOR THE RECORD .
® © ® 0 UNTAMED WORLD W 
® 0 P.M. BflAGAZINE SPECIAL EDI­
TION,; ■ ' ■ ’ ,
0 SOCCER Argentina vs. Italy 
© ffl mCREDIBUE HULK 
® © BUCK RfXSERS 
© ffl GLOBAL NEWSWEEK _ 
S-SOC® 0 WALT DISNEY ’’The Moon-; 
spinners" After escaping ‘he ^clutchM of 
the scheming jewel thieves, Nikki (Hayley 
Mills) and Mark (Peter McEnery) make a 
dangerous attempt to expose their scheme. 
(Part2)(R)
. ;'® 0 ABCNEV^ - . . : ;




8:fi0 (I) ^ SOENCB-REAUrE (
® 0 ’TOWN MEETING “American 
Unions At The Crossroads" ( ( ; ; ; ;:(
(3 0 KLINGER AND COMPANY 
®0®©NEWS 
: ® 0CBSNEWS
® 0 NUMERO UNO American discus 
thrower Al Oerter, the only track and field 
athlete to win gold medals at four succes­
sive Olympiads, is profiled.
© ffl STAR TREK :
-©®M*A*S‘H :
© ffl EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30®fflLE’rEMPSPASSE : -
®@ HOW COME?
@ O ® © SUPER LOTO '
® ® NEWS..'..:':.
® 0 ODYSSEY "Other Peoples Gar­
bage” Historical archaeologists at three
sites across the United States search for a ; 
clearer, and often very different, story of 
America’s recent past. (R)cp : ;
' '© © M*A*S*H; ■ ; ‘
© 0) LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: Betty
..■■'Pox
7:00 (13 © THE BEACHCOMBERS (Season - 
Premiere) "Never Say Goodbye CJ .
® ffl METRO-BOULOT-pODO “La mort : 
d’un compagnon de travail"
(® Q iUPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
(Season Premiere) Stroboscopic photogra­
phy, death rites and rituals, weird archi­
tecture, Denmark’s "bog people" and the 
wonders of music are explored; Jack 
Palanee hosts. : ; : ', ■ -
® © CHIPS Following a , traffic acci­
dent, Jon mistakes a deaf man for a drunk ^ 
driver and arrests him, (R) ; ; ; / ; -r
® 0 CASS ESALLOY A young mother
: (Caroline McWilliams) is appointed to fiU
out her deceased husband’s unexpired
term as sheriff. :
(T) ® (© ffl 60 MNUTES ' ^
® O THAT’S mCREDIBLE! (Season u
Premiere) Featured: a man. putrac^; a >
horse; a woman survives being buried in:
an avalanche; a maintenance ; man 
becomes a millionaire five time3 oyer; tne ; 
results of the scholarship contest.
.- ' ©fflSOLIDGOLD'-;:;.!;-;>-^*y^;-: ;;;''
© © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7 30® 0 SUPER CONCERT: RUSH
“Exit.:,; Stage Left’(;The: Canadian (rock ^ 
group performs tunes from their piatinum-
; : : selling album including . ‘I’Torn : Sawder," :
“Closest To The Heart” and “Xanadu."
® ffl LK BEAUX DIMAKCKES ‘ Super 
star: Serge Laprade"
(i) ©’TOE JEFFERSONS {^asqn Prem; 
iere) George’s toughest competitor starts a : 
price Cwar that; could; force ( Jefferson ( 
Cleaners out of business. (Part 1)
(5) © SNEAK PREVlEWS. Neal Gabler ( 
'and Jeffrey Lyons look at Paul Mazursky’s^;; ;
: “Teiriplest” and “Tex.”
8:00 (4) O ® © ® O MATT HOUSTON
(Premiere) A conglorherate head arid part-
time detective is hired by a ypuhgwpmam
to clear her of ; charges that she inurdered
her blackmailing, billionaire father.
: (5) 0 KNIGHT RIDER: An eccentric,
dying millionaire changes an undercover 
cop’s identity and bequeaths him _a ^luris-
(^ tic car to aid him in his ^st
('71 0 archie BUNKER S PLACE (Sea: ,, ; j
son Premiere) Mr: Van; Ranseleer con-
; Vinces Archie lo join the boys for a nig;ht 
■ on the town ata singles club,; - ( (((!; (1. ( "
® O NOVA “Living MachineS/ The wcirk ^
/ and remarkable discoveries of a new gen­
eration of. biologists calIed ;natural;engi-( :- 
neers promise benefits and applicatiiins 
yet to be explored. (R) C5 ‘
©ffl LAUGH TRAX „
::©. © MOVIE *** “The Stene .
' Cuckoo’’;(1969, (Drama)(;Liza ; Minnelli.:: ;^
Wendell Burton. A Idnely, mixed-upjcol-: / / 
lege co-ed tries to nianipulate a naive, sen-
sitive freshman into a roma^ic affair.
© ffl MOVIE ***;'‘The Bunkey,(^81:j;|;
Drama) Anthony Hopkins, Susan Blakely.;,
The earthshaking:events:which ;tpok place ; -
during the seclusion of Adolf HiGer,and h^ :i - 
mistress Eva. Braun at the end of World 
War II are dramatized.___
8 30 ® 0 FRONT PAGE r CHALL^GB -;;
(Season Premicre) ;Host Fred D^fcand g..
/ ' Unelists^ Pierre; BertonjVBqttygKenn^y;:;; ( 
and Gordon Sinclair begin the show s.26thr j
year of ; quizzes(;inyolving famous {wopleg-
and events.
(T) ffl LE TELEJOURNAL 
® 0 GLORIA (Premiere) Gloria starte
new life for herself and her son Joeyjyhen ,, ,;
-1.. , inVi Wnrkihe for a smaii-town
' s^'OffifsegiQ: /'I. ' *
NDMESD mK) FiB5a=!fs>«^k=
ibe cesmay's fest cn^-fflsa- 
© © SaiViE * ■* * "FsBay race •
Misical) Fred Astaire. AsSr^ A-
fasbas ^BKi^rapcer ana e “
;-. love is Pans.
© © MritnF- *** H -Aavse Asd taa 
- iPan li G9S2. Drama! Ftssfa.
. Claries LaagbasLlls prsaatts a^pi^-
of a ctKitrcver^ secrsiary ta fiaie
// begins a dramatic ai5«Kis£:3f..’W3!&3gts» .
S;^ife Xr OTBIVATS
tSeasso Praniere) Jsdy coecoms plas ts
have one of tbs first US: aartmasts va t
r»t Bradley tc get siaae cspesare .tr
' V OjlisKlFteifing-' - y- ' -
( fS; a.BEAK^ Fcata^'-a.scfe^gct.
iiBecaritT, the tenure sf New V erfe V azaee
maaageti; ccunlry-^aiteJ.




The Hoad .Afam' (13®?, RanaiKej wiu;e ;
/ NelsoG. Dvaa Cannot Wiufe ds
ccuiarv-wesiero singer beewues mristsea 
with tk yoeng dau^tcr 
mad c0mpaBion(ev€B
f 7 e© fflSSIVE-lfe^i-OaEFa^ /
^ (premia Caniedyi IHei Van &r-
/- iette Hartley,, A sasaresiiS (advertsrig .. 
/ maa drops o« c-f the !»sa^ ’K»W‘s 
race'and leaves 'nis ham a^ fasur.' far a
/ - wt ansritneot as NewYcrtOty ;;.
rce^IHEAT |CTFt®MAN(3IS
=/ -Ine On" Csfia Jolass^ and Trev^ Howard
: elt« to remais is India after ,
© TOO CDO® FSS
(Sessoc Preraiere} Wte s
fisallv decides ta aster ISat warid, Mon­
roe's motsKcyele is tt»
iWe® 0 THEKATErflAL / JCSRN-j- 
gj ffl LAPEADEFtg "
® e <2  ̂CAMPBELL 




TEE TAJ MAHAL Isdiaa must 
Saeed JaHrey relates themevi^tove 
TY sad the csUmsl iuSKy wtK*
Se cosaizsctiim of the Taj Maha! a
fsi O A3C NEWS UBiUiUHE
- ''I5-@@©news..-:/';: i '■
®0®Q€TyNATSg«ALSE*S :
_> T’*_-1. fe HESCS?
O^^Y E*YS (Seaa^
FtHSS fans for a sophisucated
^SyTseases
Se ritv is
hecome 'Involved with ; -a :Sire«-«^
:® ■ _ _ _
(PrSeS)
frieod. the &ltaE & Jt^ye^ ^
ijanaisjed bessise !sb ab&c^
■/ possfisss ersQ^ japas^c 
inatKRL iPsrt 2)
O HARD -Eeb^as-
tiiir- An examisaats: of van-ats ty^ 
of miisi csetrol featares t^-





' llIC ipr llCiSCIl S»w«,  ------
she takes a job working for a s ail-to n
; 8:50 ®‘®DIMANCHES "Les
Dr^ltert Lowe:(Gerard:Park^) rem
in /the internment; camp jn /PeUwaw^^^
while his daughter Terry Lowe (% endy 
: / Crewson) has a bittersweet reunion wuh ^ 
her husband upon his return from overseas
dutv ^ ' o
" : m SB THE JEFFERSONS (Season Prem- 
' Sier^ George’s toughest competitor;sforts a 
“ price war that couid force Jeffereon 
iCleaners out of busin^;<P^ I) ■
® O MASTERPIECE THEATRE Tes­
tament Of Youth"(Devastated by Roland s 
. .1 - ,4yvV.cvf AC oil (hpr \enercies ?to'death, Vera devotes all 
/ nursing; she returns to England deter­
mined to marry her brother’s friend Vic­
tor: (Part 3) (R) g 
O ffl PROBE _.____ _", fi- - ,:r..
8:^® 0 ONE DAY AT A TIME (Season 
Premiere)
(0) ffl CONTACT
■ friends b i; -7:06® 0 fame(Season;PremJ^> Bruno 
is gives total control of (his awn taisicai 
and Doris fails is love with hfoi-;: ; / /
,y fflTg£H>OBNALREGICg4AL
n^.-Traw.w^.r---------- --------------- — rf^^QpjtJKSiTHWECTFcatin'^^
fie a sa marraine la fee quand son
* devenu veuf.desire Vepous^. , ^ _ Smith offers irfonnatiiiCoc leamii^ fcr-
;;/S:S0(@©dHIIJ5R]E^MTO^
solve the theft of the worlds largest d!-- ;^ NEW WHr
; mond from a prominent museum. EVENING:; : / ; ( Z/I; ^a^SS h* wi^ sfa Jeaste
- : / .' feseardi statioi-eapldyee ..who.-, retsss
DATOBECBttDIlIireSHOira '
t,.® c, .
solve the theft 0! the worlds largest dia- ^gi^f^tARUgSAHOXS 0FAMILYFSOD iS
mond from a prominent museum. GffiOUETTES Bene et ;: Jy, ^ LCa?NE:caSNgS NSW Wit
■ Medee sentmecontents de la stuatimwtA cf a female
I»™,K«0*.ES SI'So’kZVS . :
mal Richard Egan, Christopher Jones. A _ 8 whizzes wi» imu-e
- idresk GftPers.^
youth resolves some inner
& E CAROL BOKNSTT A®
Cranes
cKot sC a coetreversiai seem^ ^




fmaBy cQsa® tnse m an o^at
^j^^'liSTESSES^cxaiPA^:
Prea.»re)
beside Jaa« and jsasss '
thecvriWsrrftfcefwwi^ere-
GoMie Hawm CtevyCha^^^^ 
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NEW LAWNS, PRUNING, ETC.
FOR FREE ESTIMATE, CALL
656-9614









Dwtch Landscaping M Go.
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.
All phases of gardening — Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
1953 4 HP EVINRUDE Outboard; 3 HP 
Briggs Stratton motor; small wood- 




Residential, Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction
6955 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
WHITE FRIGIDAIRE FRIDGE and
Fawcett stove, good working condition. 




GET SPICEY! Meet a secret new irieno 
by mail. Penpal club for adults. For free 
information send stamp to: Exchange, 
Box 1577. Qualicum, B.C. VOR 2T0. na- 
3 8
CANADIAN GUILD OF HEALTH. Victoria 
Branch prayer service. Sept. 30, 1:30 
p.m. Chapel of St. John's Church, 
Quadra St. General meeting to follow in 
lower hall. Everyone welcome. 38
Fresh juicy apples
Open Daily 
1412 White Rd., 
olf Stelly’s X Rd.
852-2009
Announcements
LADIES DAYTIME CURLING, Monday 
and/or WEdnesday mornings. Those 
interested are invited to luncheon at 
Glen Meadows Club, McTavish Rd. 
Wednesday September 29. Reser­
vations, 656-3136. Info. 656-3802. 38
Glen Williams 652-3323




Q reen - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 ‘Ideas Through PUtnting" COMPLETE SERVICE
® Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
® Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
o Pruning & Spraying
• Fencing, Cement Work
JOLLY JUMPER with 2 hammocks, $ 15. 
Fisher-Price Scarecrow, $5.652-9994. 
60 9-38
T-BAR STEEL FENCE POSTS and page 
wire fencing. Suitable for sheep. 652- 
9519'658-5647. 38
HORSESHOEING. Certified 





THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
KALEIDOSCOPE STORY THATRE, is 
having a fun filled afternoon of family 
entertainment Thanksgiving Day Oct. 
11. Tickets $3.00. 388-9314 for 
reservations. 39
72 YARDS USED CARPET. Cream color, 
sculptured. In very good condition, 
$450,652-5753. ; ; ^ 627-39
FRENCH ANGORA RABBITS, assorted
colors, 7 and 14 weeks. Pets or breeding 
stock. 656-5377. 622-38
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m, at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. Information, 
656-5301 or 656-7828 tf
WOMEN’S SUPPORT GROUP. A 
discussion group for women meets every 
Thursday 10 a.m. at Community 
Counselling Centre, 9815 - 5th St. 




‘^ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.”" Industrial Area
qualified warranteeo EUROPEAN workmanship FREE ESTIMATES
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service, and Quality Stonework.
BOY’S INDIAN SWEATER, size 10-13, 
$45. Brand new. 652-5694. 631-38
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store. 
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc; 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
Fiirriiture 
For Hemt'
/ / ' CANOE COVE" 
IRARINA LTD.
mRIRE ENGINES 1 DIESEL & GAS
Complete iristallaticns
.’ Rebuilding exhaust/ systems. For ,
, pleasure, commercial and fishing
SADLER'S ./:: :«:'/' '.''-I'x^lntenor::—.Exterior' '////■';';/'/
Paper Hanging
•'..'IT ClIBBB&iBBg i.;,.
















WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS. 
LOWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD. 
Vancouver 266-1101, NOrth Vancouver, 
985-9714, Richmond 273-6829, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, Kamloops, 374- 
3566, Powell River, 485-9744, Lillooet, 
256-7501, Winiaw^ 226-7343; 




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
333 Yates 383-3655
1
IS OVEREATING CREATING problems in 
your life? Overeraters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are Thursday,s 8 p.m. at 9788 
2nd.St,Sidney.656-3674. tfn
SINGLE PARENT Resource Centre 
Auction, October 2 at 2 p.m; Viewingl2- 
2 in St. John’s Hall, Quadra and 
Balmoral. Feature will be a Celebrity 
Auction of personal items contributed by 
Canadian celebrities and VIP’s. Crafts, 
baked goods and games, activities for 
children. 385-1114 info. 39
LAW FOR SMALL BOAT OWNERS. 
October 13, 7-9 p.m., Sidney/North 
Saanich Library, 10091 Resthaven 
Drive, Sidney. Pre-registration, 656- 
3713 39
DURING THE WEEK of Sept. 27 th to 
Oct. 2nd the Victoria Society ot Artists 
will present an Exhibition of paintings in 
oils, acrylics, pastels and watercolours in 
the Mall of theTillicum Shopping Centre.
:'38
CEMETERY MONUMENTS, cement 
grave covers, restoring old cemetery 
markers, final inscriptions. Contact 
Great WEst Monuments Ltd., Box 399, 
Osoyoos, B.C. VO H 1 VO. Phone 112-495 - 
7 721. All work guaranteed. na-38
Lost,^:
F©&in€l
VICTORIA PARLIAMENTARY Study 
Group meets second Tuesday each 
month. Sept, through May at 7:30 p.m. 
Knox Presbyterian Church, 2964 Rich­
mond Road. Visitors welcome. 592-7519 
for info. 47
SIDNEY TWIRLERS and Drum Corps 
lessons at Sidney Elementary, Thursdays 
from6 p.m.656-6098. 39
FLEA MARKET Sanscha Hall, every 
Sunday 9-3. Starting Oct. 3. Info and 
table reservations, call 656-5316 
evenings. 0^)6-39
SINGER straight sewing machine.; 
(Complete with buttpnhple and zig-zag 
attachments; $ 100. firm. 656-1827. ;
;5 97;F3“gT'^':'^Y;;':;'vv',;::','; v
LOST. Grey male cat with “racoon-like" 
tail and white collar. Harbour Rd. area; 
656-0083. ; 38
SHADY CREEK UNITED CHURCH is 
holding its 120th. anniversary Sep­
tember 26. Special services will be held 
2:30 p.m. with Dr. Bert King as guest 
speaker. Social will follow. Everyone 
welcome. 38
OIL PAINTING INSTRUCTION, Brent­
wood Bay Palette Club, will resume 
classes Wednesday, September 29 . Mrs. 
b. McCoy, 656-2593 549-38
LOST ON BRETHOUR Ave. I Rsthayen 
area 4 month old female kitten,vblack 
with white neck ,tu nrimy and pa ws. 6 5 6 - 
v79l6.:'; 626-38'-
or offers; 2 drawer filing cabinet, offers.: 
65b0341-.’;;;'.7;7 581F39,;.:
2 RADIAL TIRES,; P195/75R14; nevy 
bird cage; 10 and 25 ;gaL aquariums;
; oider white sink, w/ taps; spice cabinet;;.
'outdoor Christmas: lights; TIowr ;pots.
; 652-9592 evenings; ; z ;
;Opp.ortiifiities;
CENTRAL SAANICH PHOTOGRAPHIC 
Society presents a camera course, 10 
lessons: Sept. 28i 7:30, p.m. Instructor 
? Mr. Eddie Lee, Kits Cameras; Fee $30.
Regular meeting held ,Central Saanich 
: Municipal : Hall; ;3rd; Thursday each 
month, 7 ;30 p.th; Info. 652-4444, local 
;;25.'Or:652-2769;i
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't knbw anyone?- The Silver: 
Threads Centre otters classes, activities; 
and a vvarm weIcome; Drop i n to lO030 
Resthaven or call usat 656-5537 . ^ i- tf
OVAL KITCHEN TABLE and 4 swivel - 
chairs, ilike new $150. : 656i-1635i;i 
evenings.- 588-39,:
i CRESTED WEAR. Add to you r i ncome! AX 
XXyoung dynamic company requires; part- 
time representatives in your local area. 
'■>; 1 Phone {4b3);4 3 7-019 5
; PROSPECT LAKE : District Com mu n ity 
Assoc, /'annual : General Meeting 'and 
'Election of Officers; October 1, at 7:3() , 
;p.m. Prospect Lake Community; Hail,;
■-■'5358'Sparton Rd;' ':;;;;:;-;;';i39:'X;
; I WOULD LIKE TO say ‘'Thank You'■ to alb
/ COLOUR TV. 19 inch, Westinghouse.i’
V.H.F. and V.H.F. instant-on. Good
MEmm (1981) iw.
“Big or Small 







FREE 1982 “Special Edition" S.l.R.
catalogue. Supplying Canadians with 
- .outdoor sporting equipment since 1924; 
S I R; Mail Order Department, 015 1863 
Burrows Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
R2X2V6. na-.38
BAKERY FOR SALE to ambitious minded ;
person. Main street, prosperous, 
iweaiihy;djstrictXbnjy;bakery downtown;/
THANKSGIVING /TURKEY BINGO,
: Brentwood Connmunity ? Hsl'b Monday:
October 4, 7:30 p.m. 15 games $1.00. so considerate in
:Extracards, 5/$1.00.________________^ caringfor me. Li| But!er. 624-38
flowersand visits while 1 was in hospital 
torso long; 1 appreciate it very mucjhXMy 
thanks aIsd to al 1 Ithe;Docbre and:nubS
■VOLUNTEER SITTERS for' jnfantsvand:;
26 years, one owner. Retiring. $28,000, toddlers are urgently needed 1 Vz hours 
: - weekly by the Sidney New Parent i
©bityaries
-■X,:
Bert M dr rey;
Ucensed Plumber-
Plumbing & Heating
Now Construction and Repairs 
X ;/X '///Specializihg lh;Hot Water Heating;,;
10410 All Bay IRd.y Sidney Pliohe 656-1580
•TYPESETTING •BUSINESS FORMS
•PRINTING •PHOTOCOPIES
5th & Beacon (brrttw
CORK BOARDS ... 42 " x 45“ & 42 
90’’ (single & double sided) ideal for 
schools, offices, room dividers, or for 
clubs or pubs as dart-board backing 
panels etc. $15 to $45 each: standard 
style office FLOOR PROTECTGRS::$39 : 
each; 36“ x 72“ CONFERENCE TABLE 
complete with 8 new chairs $435; office - 
DIVIDERS $45 to $65 each; oak & maple 
STENO CHA!RS;$45ttb $79 each; etc;
' etc. We offen possibly: the; LARGEST 
SELECTION ; bn : Vancouver Island ;
; Contact us today/ ; PIONEER (Quality) 
USED OFFICE FURNISHINGS; Tr^
;; Canada highway ' ;(near Whippletree,
: Junction) ,3 miles south of Duncan; Opeh 
10.30 to 5 p.m. Wed. thru Sundays. 
Phone 748-4032. 38
terms negbtiable;'Phone (403)562-2777
(days), (403) 562-8119 (evenings), na-38 Discussion Group. Info, call Shirley Lyoji, I
UNEMPLOYED?;Rrepare to earn money _____________ ^-----------------------!£ f ...... .
during tax season. Income Tax course by / speaks on ---------------------------
correspondence. Free brochure. Write: "Reducing the Bitterness ot Divorce; Are
U & R Tax Schools, 1148 Main Street, lawyers a help or hindrance?’’ Sept 22. . ..
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2Vy.3S6. na-38 /.30:,p,m;',.room zi/,
^/LICENCED RESTAURANT on west coast/
Vancouver island. Separate two .
bedroom home at rear. Beautiful Ambulance first aid courses 
waterfront view. Independence, infaltion^^^
- beating
$175,0001  
INVEST IN YOURSELF! You can , Christian Science Goddard, Vicbtria, B.C. Funeral services
;932vBalmoral St. GODWIN At the Saanich Peninsula
Freeadmissibn; Info. 383-4331 38 Hospital on September T9, 1S82, Mrs.
ATincB 'g;—iris Eleanor -Godwin. She leaves two 
-OTHER St. John , , . , , n ^ r, in,.A ..i,! SOPS, HugH of Sidtiey. S.G:, Dcrck, Port
v sc^^ are now Coquitlam. B.C. and five grandchildren.- ': 
/Sbl'/Uohrixn:Vi .lnde et) ; iritaition Two sisters. Mrs. M.D. Ardah, Van- . '
; business and country living. Ambulance. 941 Pandora Ave. 388-5505 louver, B.C. and Mrs. Virginia Bartkow,
)1112-646-2079. na-38--------------------------------------------------------------------Victoria. B.C. and her brother Mr. Victor
wni.nn;^ .ri Q.;! :FRFF LECTURE/ - Christ an Sc A',
$70,00 and ore per year with $18,200 Lecture by Andre Piot. C.S. at the First 
investment For more informatibri phone / Church of Christ, Scientist, ;12Q5
; : (604V294-2375 or write! Westla^iX385 : ;Pandora Ave. VictorialSeptember^^ 
/Boundary Road Southl Vancouver. B,C. : P7’^/lbfa-382-8463._________^
V5K4S1. na-39 COFFEE PARTY,St. Mary's Church Hall,
iFersbnalS':
rbund,;iubng anlaluminumVarid glass;;
/ //Aye , / Burnaby, B.C" V5E ,2Rl. Mail 
orders now available; na-38
n GAMES! GAMES! GAMES! Old, new.
Graham's Roofing 
656-0626
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Reshingling/, 
Repair^ to Vohls.
, Eaves & Chimnoy 
";'Flasliing
exotic, D & D; Strategic, any gamesyou 
want;’ For information write Pegasus 
Express Games, 4221 Barker Avenue, 
Burnaby, B,C:V5G3C3; I na-38
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT, Musicals 
"Evita" (Eva Perori story) September. 
26th: "Shbvvboat"; October ;:16th, 
Seattle;; Roger Whittaker, Vancouver, 
Nov0mberl3th.B(jstrlps,reserV8!477- 
:/5'259'';;7 /X;':;/55lr38,'
will be held at St. Andrews Anglican 
Church, 9686 3rd Street, Sidney- on 
Wednesday September 22, 1982 at 1 
P.M. Reverend David Fuller officiatirtg. 
Crernation, Flowers gratefully'declined. 
1701 Elgin Rd. Oak BaySatu^^^^ Contributions to the Canadian Cancer
from li-1 p.m. Everyone welcome. Society 85? Caledonia Avenue, Victoria,
Home baking, tresures and books. B.C. VST 1E6 would be greatly ap-
Retreshrhents. 38 predated. Arrangements by the Sands
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 9838 4th 
STreetlSidney; B.C. V8 L 2Z31 
’'"•'''’:':''/;.i;;x:;/;sANDs:'-siDNEYi';
ladies ; WISHING ;TO 
; contact; Pam, 656-498()i or Jiidyi 652- 
4257. ■ 39
ANNIE, Astrologer and Advisor. Taro
/ cards, plam readings; 901 Empress Ave. 
corner Quadra, Open 10 a;m; • T0 p.m/
SAM 1/'; For all your Rqoling: N Mornings dr Evenings;:Shakes',''ShinrjiRS;”Tar//' :658rSi:3o:
/ readings. 386-6233 ; '139/’
■/j/v; specialize Free Estimofos•- ft""■ /• . OMrmfeed Werkmdm^
m Re-Rootmg 656-3492
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE : 
MOVED TO 9783 ■ 3rd ST,, ACROSS 
FROM The DANK OF/ MONTREAL;/; .: : 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION/ ';;/;.G^AGE;SA^{3 fanRIy, |oi^ohol^
/ClbflVtng,;Sopfo!?)l7bT:?^ dt, IDDSO,;,3 HOME,
Moral:
I;''/'.,'
// FURNnORE/toolS; many miscellaneous/ / special ON THE 'STREAKER, A 
/ itoms/Snturday Sept. 25 9 *,4 p.m. 2566 . //COMPLETE PREFINISHED^^\^^
Wflkomahpr. (off Lo(^lde), _^ 637^/ in SINGLE, SUPERSINQLE, DOUBLE, 
SEI»’lVl!57'2E/lrom 0 /,4 p,m, raRO, ; QUEEN OR KING. ONlV $197 .;^^/^^^
;:./:Stbvp',;;.;mitiqiJc:lfoyesoa't;;;frMier:::rug.''n;;':x':Jpl~H/^








oesaemammmmmmmummaaam 1955 Dean Pa_________ 807-38 1 elationshipi- Please ::B0nd/photbgraph
fi clothes, etc, Saturday Sept, 25,10 a.rn, - Sriiitti Road, Courtenay,B,C,V9N 7J3
:",':.3:'p,m;'.:at:i024 3: Fpr5ythi,n:Pincei:656-;;:::';;:'na:-38:;;:i:::':':'/'
«^2'38 COUNSEiirNQ/-’ Serving thelforiv'
■‘^1 'i::#'."J
GARAGE SALE, Saturclay So()t, 2b, (tom/ / sulal Community Counfiolling Centro, /
8 «;5 p.m. 9935 Bos^ridge Place (olt^^^^
James White blvd.) Auto and morlno^^^’^^/ friendships,
cqijijiment;; lots of houischold/goodSi : / Refresh your /social lifo,; Discover , / ; 
many noi used; Early birds Welcome/ someone ^vory' special. Excellent corn- 
61'4'39,.'//.''/::;;putbr';o'nd':pof"Sonal; dating ^service; just ;/'f,' 
'/;OARAGF:'sMr''^ipt/IT!>.':’M5^ foe«:/lnformatlon',;writ0;;r,'/''
Dishes, lota of books, costume jewctlry,^^^/^ Ay®- H W,
A'vo'n/figurines.':etc.'2104 Skylalk/lO-4^^^ /
6)8:38
. . . . . . . .URHOLSTI|nip,,dtifc,::::,:/:: '',:dorfy:H»ve«|:,j
AGuW*w<*dGys!Ofn.vWYk;;:i;quB!i(yTbbiia''""2950 Waiiabe Dr, 
• Pforhlii Service '• Free: tsfitlmniBS /"
GARAGE SALE, Spnriay September 26th
at :.2307:"Bracltord .'Aye/from:9-5 :'p,'m/:/':':'‘:; 
(./olioctois itemsolc/forcharity, 628'38 /
J82-139a:::://i/;,;S«nnfohioo:o4:'
•REUPHOLSTERY ^ SOFAS, chairs: REClINERSl Etc.
'FFINIS . ............-/:/'»RErA'!i^: ^::,Wooo oppiwisMiNn'
MULTI FAMILY and yard sale, 19A6; / ; 
Jeifroo:;’Road,;;(at Jewett,offEast’ 
~'-’:.,/S^ianlc'h)'SatiJrday'and,Su'nd{iy,'Sept. 25/,/'/', 
''//'/andZG lrbm'10'A;p;'m.: ’ 629-38
/,i;'GAR Attll^rSALt/; JornTnat'Sewing 
,, Mactiiiio,, oIuuIi h; , Jypi'wriler, .. ot/igiiijl , ,,
''' Hasty Notes," much more/) 103’Sluggett://,.’ 
"Rd,i:Orenlwood Uay.:iO'4:p,rn;Sept,:2S;:, 
/and 26, 640-36
•"SOIL 6UAR0" FABRIC PROTECTION
' ;j'SenioF
■fifiiiTpans
umm m umm Hmtm"";/r
■;householder§":^lthi%ffective/date''Of''iSG^^^^ .....
Due to ciiouuiblaiicos .buyoriO our control, wo will not,bo able to pat'- 
ticipate In this promotion. '1
We ro^rcl any inconvonlonco thia may cause our many customers
*://:''':'A" 'tL'.r"y/.. O
■" /. •
BIO Wednesday, September 22, 1982
By STANLEY BURKE 
How’d you like to play for 
Team BC?
It’s a new kind of self-help 
network being created to help us 
work together to overcome our 
economic problems. The basic 
idea is to discover success stories 
anywhere in BC, or anywhere in 
the world, and find out how we 
can apply them in our lives or in 
our own communities.
“Our slogan is‘Let’s Keep BC 
Moving’,’’says chairman George 
Fierheller. “It expresses our view 
that this province’s future 
economic prospects are excellent 
and invites all British Colum­
bians to participate in our 
program geared to generating 
and sharing ideas that will carry 
usforward.’’
The organizers will be looking, 
in particular, to smaller com­
munities as essential elements in 
the process. This is where need is 
greatest and where, because of 
their size, organization is sim- 
:'^;PleSt.'
They want to know more about 
self-help programmes already 
operating, for example, in 
Castlegar, Nanaimo, and Sal mb 
which have succeeded in bringing 
; together diverse elements into co- 
bperative nipverrterits. '
Th Nauaimo'the initiative came
9
Of particular interest is a 
proposed ‘Town Meeting of BC’ 
to be held in conjunction with the 
conference. Working through the 
cablevision network and the 
provincial government’s KNOW 
network, a province-wide two- 
way dialogue can be held. This 
will permit people all over the 
province to participate in the 
conference and, at the same time, 
permit delegates to see and hear 
what is being done in the regions.
Team BC is the first 
organization of its kind in 
Canada and may be unique in the 
world. If you want to be a player, 
write Team BC at 524 Davie 
Street, Vancouver, or phone 683- 
'':h66i..'.; .
joined by the chamber of 
commerce, district labour 
council, education, and other 
c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Centres are being established in 
six churches providing a variety 
of services — crisis counselling, 
financial and legal advice, shelter 
assistance, how to find a job, and 
where to find food bargains.
A limited amount of free feed
is available and a barter system 
has been established. Meanwhile,
member organizations continue 
to work in their own areas — the
»'
chamber of commerce in job \ I 
creation, the unions look, alter | 
the welfare of their members. |
The name' “Team BC’’ was |
chosen to characterize the '
ii province-wide teamwork and 
bridging of traditional barriers in | 
the economic ' system that we 
think necessary to build 
momentum for economic 
renewal, says Fierheller. |
The organizers of Team BC are 
individuals sharing a concern for 
economic renewal who came 
together through word of mouth 
contact. They include 
representatives of media, 
education, clergy, marketing and
business. Labour participation 
has been asked and is expected, '
Both Simon Fraser University 
and the University of British 
Columbia have provided fulltime 
representatives who will be key 
organizers. Fierheller, is 
president of Premier 
Cablesystems.
The organizaiipnf just now 
going into operation will put out 
a newsletter, provide speakers, 
and will organize workshops and 
a major conferchce early in 1983.
throughout the province, arc 
intended to identify bp- 
portunities, strengthen business, : 
and mutch community needs with 
particular community resources.
iniliissedliTlidvie:
Sidney Film Association i.s still 
a long way from capturing iltc 
200 subscribers it would like for 
the season's film shows, Between 
110 and 120 people turned ottt for 
Saturday’s movie. One Flew Over . 
Ihc Cuckoo's Nest, but that 
turnout was uol quite as good'as 
Bruce Prittic hoped for,
There were a lot of senior 
citizen.s present but the young 
people were missing anti | 
association spokesman Prittic 
was disappointed.
'However, he says the 
hssociatioivinat||e enough mpney^'vj/:' 
^:,:'''j';"wlih ''Satjirday's:;::IPilrn,,:sho\v:,To'‘;;;" 
purchase the next two movies,
;P people will eventually show up, v 
1 Puttie plans on .doing some
l,advertising and a phone cam- 
to sell ^ibscriptitms U3I tiuf;
;:P::P , ...................................................
Hc says t he itcw setup at Silver 
Threads nmliiorium has an
'^!;:''’pppo:::p:exccllciti.'i: ,‘*otind;p,sysiein,':i
V fbrth^de.^^'siiatlng^pajtd .^added;, thC;-;-:
'concession wa.s well run with 
"''‘seniors'doing a' fine |o(),,
^ip,:':vpftp.:-p;: p^: ;v':,pp,/,,:vpp^.:; p^v^; fv.r:;
^ ; ■
-'K
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